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This thesis details three novel advances in instrumentation that are each related to
performance improvement in wide-field visible-spectrum imaging systems. In each case
our solution concerns the assessment and improvement of optical imaging quality. The
three instruments are as follows: The first is a portable transmission microscope which is
able to correct for artificially induced aberrations using adaptive optics (AO). The specimens
and the method of introducing aberrations into the optical system can be altered to simulate
the performance of AO-correction in both astronomical and biological imaging. We present
the design and construction of the system alongside before-and-after AO-correction images
for simulated astronomical and biological images. The second instrument is a miniature
endoscope camera sensor we re-purposed for use as a quantitative beam analysis probe
using a custom high dynamic range (HDR) imaging and reconstruction procedure. This
allowed us to produce quantitative flux maps of the illumination beam intensity profile
within several operational fluorescence microscope systems. The third and final project
in this thesis was concerned with an adaptive modification to the light sheet illumination
beam used in light sheet microscopy, specifically for a single plane illumination microscope
(SPIM), embracing the trade-off between the thickness of the light sheet and its extent across
the detection field-of-view. The focal region of the beam was made as small as possible
and then matched to the shape of curved features within a biological specimen by using a
spatial light modulator (SLM) to alter the light sheet focal length throughout the vertical
span of the sheet. We used the HDR beam profiling camera probe mentioned earlier to
assess the focal shape and quality of the beam. The resulting illumination beam may in the
future be used in a modified SPIM system to produce fluorescence microscope images with
enhanced optical sectioning of specific curved features. [295 words]
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Introduction 1
1.1 Thesis motivation
The twomain instruments of observation used to explore the intricate structures in the universe
around us are, arguably, the microscope and the telescope. Both have extended mankind’s
knowledge of that which is too small to see using the naked eye; from individual cells for
the former, to galactic structures for the latter. Much of the technological advancement of
both instruments that has occurred throughout the 20th century was provoked by the advent
of efficient photographic methods, evolving both systems from mere ocular appendages
informing the observations of a single user into high-performance digital documentation
devices adding to mankind’s collective knowledge-base directly and accurately.
In both of these systems light which has been emitted, transmitted, or reflected from the
object of interest is reflected, focused and filtered by a multitude of precision optics in order
to form an image at a camera sensor. The bandwidth of light which can be manipulated in
this fashion ranges from the infrared and through the visible regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Though this ease of manipulation causes the propagation of light within this
electromagnetic bandwidth to become heavily affected by unintentional optical effects, it
also allows for its correction by using additional optical components. A technology which
provides an optical compensation in this fashion goes by the name of adaptive optics (AO)
and has over the last 25 years been gradually implemented in ground-based telescopes to
reduce the effects of the Earth’s atmosphere [1] and in the last 15 years been implemented
throughout microscopy to reduce the effects of imaging through biological tissue [2]. This
technology is an on-going area of research in both astronomical and biological imaging and
yet relatively few researchers outside of the instrumentation or optics community understand
or have seen how it works, let alone members of the general public. As such the first piece
of work within this thesis was conducted in order to address this: Chapter 4 presents an
interactive AO system to demonstrate the technology in simulated astronomical and biological
imaging environments to a wider audience.
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The remainder of the work presented in this thesis is concerned with the performance
of microscope systems away from AO; fluorescence microscope systems to be precise. In
a fluorescence microscope system the light emitted by cellular components of a specimen
that have been stained or otherwise modified using a fluorescent protein is collected and
imaged. This allows distinct cellular features to be imaged separately from other less
important structures since the fluorescent proteins can be bound to specific cells. However,
the image quality in a fluorescence microscope suffers if out-of-focus regions of the sample
are illuminated. In linear fluorescence, emission at a particular wavelength is caused by an
excitation of the fluorescent protein by illumination at a shorter wavelength; the number of
emitted photons are directly proportional to the illumination intensity. Thus many different
fluorescence microscope techniques have been developed which use a specific illumination
beam intensity profile in order to illuminate, or collect the emission from, in-focus regions
of the sample only. The process of removing light from out-of-focus regions of a sample by
optical means rather than mechanical means is known as ‘optical sectioning’, leaving the
sample intact to allow the imaging of living biological specimens.
The majority of this thesis is thusly concerned with quantifying and altering the shape of
the illumination beam in a form of fluorescencemicroscopy that is widely adopted in biological
imaging, light sheetmicroscopy (LSM), in order to analyse and optimise the imaging capability
of the microscope system. More specifically, the LSM technique which is the primary topic
of discussion is that of the single/selective plane illumination microscope (SPIM): SPIM is
the simplest to implement of all LSM techniques and has been overlooked in many of the
recent developments in the field. The main questions being addressed are these: Is it possible
to see the exact shape of a microscopic illumination laser beam? If this is indeed possible
then can we use this newfound ability to assess and enhance the optical performance of the
system? In order to directly image the shape of the fluorescence microscope’s illumination
beam we developed a miniature camera probe that could be placed directly into the beam
path, removing the need for additional relay optics. The device was constructed using a
highly-compact CMOS sensor to keep the dimensions as small as possible. However, such
miniaturised sensor technology often comes at the expense of imaging performance: our
particular sensor exhibited non-uniform noise behaviour and correspondingly low signal
headroom. Thus we developed a high dynamic range (HDR) imaging and post-processing
procedure that extended the limited dynamic range of this camera sensor to allow the full
range of intensity within an illumination beam to be quantitatively recorded. The final piece
of work in this thesis uses this newly-developed HDR camera probe to investigate the success
of coupling adaptive optics with the illumination beam in a SPIM. This novel implementation
of SPIM has future potential in realising feature-specific optical sectioning of curved cellular
regions within biological specimens, combined with the SPIM-specific benefits of rapid image




The contents of the remaining chapters of this thesis are as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the history of LSM and a discussion of the popular illumination beam
geometries. Following this, we concern ourselves with potential methods which can be
used to quantitatively record a beam shape in order to determine its quality: Previously
used beam profiling techniques high dynamic range (HDR) imaging procedures are
introduced and discussed, as a novel device combining the two is developed later in
Chapter 5 in order to quantify the full intensity range of a focused laser illumination
beam.
• Chapter 3 introduces the concept of AO and discusses the incorporation of the technique
into microscopy, predominantly addressing recent advances in the inclusion of AO in
SPIM systems. Each of the AO-specific optical components used in the AO demonstrator
system of the following chapter are discussed from the standpoint of general closed-loop
AO system operation.
• Chapter 4 presents a portable AO system that was designed to demonstrate AO in
simulated astronomical and microscope imaging in a simple-to-understand manner for
the general public. Images of the AO correction in both simulations are presented along-
side questionnaire feedback from a participating group of school children. Additional
materials used in the public demonstration of the system are presented in Appendix A.
• Chapter 5 presents a miniature camera probe that is operated using a HDR imaging and
reconstruction procedure in order to accurately quantify the three-dimensional (3-D)
intensity profile of illumination beams within fluorescence microscopes.
• Chapter 6 presents a modification to the illumination beam of a SPIM that produces a
non-planar light sheet illumination beam that promises improved optical sectioning
when imaging curved cellular features within biological specimens. Here the beam
profiling device developed in the previous chapter is used to investigate the modified
illumination shape.
• Chapter 7 is the final chapter of this theses, in which the work presented in Chapters 4, 5,
and 6 is summarised and final conclusions are drawn.
3
Quantification of illumination beam
quality in light sheet microscopy 2
2.1 Introduction
This chapter serves as a literature review for the work presented later in Chapters 5 & 6 and
concerns light sheet microscopy (LSM), laser beam profiling, and high dynamic range (HDR)
imaging. The initial portion of this theory chapter is concerned with the development,
limitations, and advancement of LSM. Then the important differences between several LSM
methods are discussed to demonstrate the breadth of LSM applications in modern biological
imaging. Each LSM approach exploits either Gaussian or ‘exotic’ (non-Gaussian) optical
behaviour to generate a range of different illumination beams, each one providing fluorescent
excitation in a distinctly different way with different benefits. As the Gaussian illumination
beam of a an LSM is the primary subject for the investigations presented in Chapters 5 and 6
a mathematical description of Gaussian beam propagation in the context of LSM is provided.
To examine the shape of any illumination beam within a working microscope a method of
recording the beam intensity directly is required. The creation of such a recording, referred to
in this thesis as a beam profile, is therefore the topic underpinning the latter portion of this
chapter. We begin by describing the presently-adopted beam profiling methods and note their
limitations when imaging the illumination beam of a fluorescence microscope. These current
limitations can be largely addressed by using a miniature camera probe which is scanned
along the beam to create 3-D beam profiles which until recently has been technologically
impossible due to lack of miniaturised camera devices. The hardware limitations of the
camera probe implemented later in Chapter 5 caused us to develop a custom HDR imaging
procedure in order to improve its imaging capability. Thus HDR imaging, a photographic
procedure developed to enhance the imaging capabilities of photographic equipment, and its
development form the final section of this chapter.
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2.2 Light sheet microscopy
2.2.1 An abridged history of light sheet microscopy
The origin of the LSM harks back to that of Richard Zsigmondy and Heinrich Siedentopf’s
‘Ultramikroskop’ [3]. Whilst working at Carl Zeiss at the beginning of the 20th century they
created a darkfield microscope to record the light scattered by nanometer-scale gold particles.
Their optical setup used sunlight to provide a collimated illumination source which was
passed through a horizontal slit to produce a thin sheet of illumination within the gold
particle colloid solution. The scattered light was viewed at 90 degrees to the illumination
optical axis. Zsigmondy’s further development of the immersion ultramikroskop and his
subsequent demonstration of the heterogenous nature of colloid solutions [4] led to him being
awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1925 [5].
Figure 2.1: Siedentopf and Zsigmondy’s Ultramikroskop: Figure 3 from their initial paper,
the first concerning an orthogonal illumination microscope [3] as reproduced in Peter Santi’s
2011 review of LSM [6]. The specimen holder appears to be mounted onto the nose of an
upright microscope; at 90◦ to this there is an illumination objective. The sunlight collector
and slit aperture forming the light sheet illumination are not pictured.
From 1977 onwards confocal point-scanning microscopy (CPSM) became the most popular
microscopy technique for high resolution 3-D biological imaging [7, 8, 9], building up an
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image of the sample point-by-point for each imaged 2-D plane in a 3-D volume. It wasn’t
until the early 1990s that orthogonal illumination microscopy techniques underwent a further
development by Ernst Stelzer and colleagues in an attempt to improve the elongated axial
resolution of CPSM [10] by rotating the axis of observation away from the axis of illumination.
This technique, known as confocal theta microscopy (CTM), demonstrated an improvement
in the observation axial resolution due to the overlap of the illumination and observation
point spread function (PSF) volumes [11]. Concurrently to this development, wide-field
illumination was implemented by Voie et al in an orthogonal fluorescence imaging system
developed to investigate 3-D cochlear structure with the intention of improving cochlear
implants [12]. The system contained a major number of the optical components now found in
LSM systems and rapidly-acquired optical sections of a guinea pig cochlea were published.
The technique was termed orthogonal plane fluorescence optical sectioning (OPFOS) and
perhaps represents the strongest link between Zsigmondy’s original instrument and modern
LSM as Stelzer’s CTM technique was fundamentally an adaptation of point-scanning CPSM.
Unfortunately the development of further orthogonal imaging techniques lay dormant for
another decade.
Figure 2.2: Imaging oceanic microbes with a thin laser light sheet from Fuchs et al 2002
paper [13]. Microbes in a large seawater specimen become optically sectioned from the
background when using a side-introduced thin laser light sheet (left) rather than traditional
transmission (right) illumination.
Interest in the application of orthogonal imaging techniques was briefly revived in 2002
with Fuchs et al’s implementation of a thin laser light sheet to image microbes with reduced
background illumination for oceanography [13]. However it wasn’t until 2004 that the
system was fully embraced by the biological imaging community following the seminal
paper by Huisken et al in which the authors demonstrated new biological insights into
embryogenesis using their now-widely-adopted implementation of LSM [14]. Figure 2.3A
presents their sample illumination schematic. Their system, given the name single/selective
plane illumination microscope (SPIM), realised the benefit over CPSM of a high-speed and
high-resolution 3-D fluorescence imaging system that kept photo-damage to a minimum
whilst maximising the detected photonic yield from within in vitro and in toto samples. The
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Figure 2.3: The first mod-
ern SPIM sample illumina-
tion schematic published by
Huisken et al in 2004 [14]. Here
the laser light sheet illumi-
nation is introduced into a
water-filled specimen chamber
through a glass wall, illuminat-
ing a whole zebrafish embryo
at once (A). For smaller regions
of interest many later publi-
cations introduced the illumi-
nation beam via an objective
lens mounted into the cham-
ber wall in the sameway as the
detection objective. By scan-
ning the sample through with
respect to the detection optical
axis microscope images can be
compiled into a stack to allow
3-D visualisation. For tradi-
tional transmission illumina-
tion the compiled 3-D stack
exhibits a noisy background
(B & D). For the optical sec-
tions taken using light sheet
illumination this background
is greatly reduced and the 3-D
visualisation is much clearer
(C & E).
relative advantages of LSM over CPSM are illustrated in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.5 presents one of
their ground-breaking results: sequential images from a SPIM-recorded 3-D time-lapse of a
developing Drosphila (fruit fly) embryo.
Since then LSM has undergone rapid development and become an important tool in wider
applications; including, but not limited to, particle tracking [16], cell imaging [17], andneuronal
imaging [18], though the area in which LSM is of tremendous importance remains to be
developmental biology, of which there are several excellent in-depth reviews [6, 15, 19, 20, 21].
The wide-spread success of LSM has caused it to become the new de facto standard in non-
destructive biological imaging, overtaking the popularity of CPSM for many applications due
to the higher photo-damage and limited imaging speed preset in the latter [22].
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Figure 2.4: Compar-
ision of CPSM with
LSM [15]. Only the
focal plane of interest
is illuminated in LSM
(C) and all emission
from across the sam-







Figure 2.5: The seminal Huisken et al 2004 paper was the first to demonstrate the benefits of
SPIM for in-vivo embryonic imaging; at present embyrogenesis imaging is the most advanced
and most popular biological application of LSM. Here we reproduce their original time-lapse
images (3-D stack maximum intensity projections) of a developing Drosphila embryo [14].
A video of this time-lapse can be found at http://www.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/
2004/08/11/305.5686.1007.DC1/1100035s5.mov.
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2.2.2 LSM illumination beam optics
We begin this section by discussing perhaps one of the most important optical components
within a microscope: the objective lens. Since Chapters 5 & 6 contain analysis of the
illumination beam quality within several LSM configurations, each of which produces an
illumination beam using this popular optical component, our discussion of the objective lens
is primarily concerned with its use within the illumination optical train. We will derive the
equations necessary for describing the propagation behaviour of a Gaussian beam focused by
an objective lens. Gaussian beam equations are integral to our understanding of both SPIM
and digitally-scanned laser light sheet microscopy (DSLSM) illumination beam characteristics.
Following this, we move on to discussing the technical aspects and applications of the most
popular LSM illumination beam geometries: a static Gaussian light sheet produced by a
cylindrical lens as used in SPIM; a digitally-scanned Gaussian light sheet as used in DSLSM;
and digitally-scanned laser light sheets using ‘exotic’ non-Gaussian beams. From the latter
category of illumination beamswe pay particular attention to Bessel andAiry beam geometries
due to their interesting propagation properties that have caused a great deal of recent attention
in the LSM community. Figure 2.6 illustrates the light sheets formed by static and scanned
illumination beams.
Figure 2.6: Static and scanned
light sheet illumination from
Weber & Huisken’s 2011 LSM
review [19]. Dedicated cylin-
drical optics create the static
Gaussian light sheet, whereas
the scanned light sheets are
formed by rapidly scanning
a beam vertically across the
height of the specimen dur-
ing an observation exposure.
The acronym DSLM refers to
DSLSM in the main text.
2.2.2.1 Microscope objective lenses and Numerical Aperture
The design of microscope objective lenses has come a long way since the 19th century.
Objective lenses now typically consist of several component optics within the lens barrel which
have been optimised for a specific imaging method. Older objective lenses were designed to
form an intermediate image at a specific distance behind the rear aperture of the lens, typically
160 mm. In modern objective lenses this design has been altered such that this intermediate
9
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image is effectively formed at infinity so that an additional lens, a ‘tube’ lens, is required to
form the image at a finite position. All objective lenses used in this thesis are of the latter
design and so we limit ourselves to a description of these ‘infinity-corrected’ objective lenses.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a microscope objective lens operating in an epi-fluorescence configu-
ration. In such a configuration the excitation beam is focused into the sample using the same
objective lens that collects the emitted sample fluorescence. The NA of the lens depends on
the half-aperture angle ϑ and the refractive index of the immersion mounting media n.
The typically large number of optical components within a single objective lens means that
there is no simple position from which the effective focal length can be measured, as would be
the case when concerning a thin lens or a similar simple lens system. Instead the focal power
of an objective lens is determined by a parameter known as the numerical aperture (NA).
According to geometric optics the parallel rays of a collimated beam which enter the rear
aperture of the objective lens will emerge from the front aperture of the objective lens as a
converging cone of rays. The position at which the apex of this cone occurs is known as the
front focal point of the lens. It is between this front focal point and the edge of the front
aperture of the objective lens that the half-aperture angle ϑ refers to. The NA of the objective
lens is then given by
NA  n sin(ϑ) , (2.1)
where n is the refractive index of the medium between the front aperture and the front focal
10
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point. Parallel rays entering the objective lens rear aperture at various angles to the objective
lens optical axis all converge to points within a plane that passes through the front focal point
and is orthogonal to the optical axis. This is known as the front focal plane. Similarly there is
a back focal point for the objective lens from which a diverging bundle of rays will enter the
rear aperture of the lens and exit the front aperture of the lens parallel to one another.
When using the objective lens for imaging theNAdetermines the light-gathering capability
of the imaging system and thus the system’s imaging resolution. Many objective lenses
have corrective optical components within them that optimise the optical performance of the
lens for specific thicknesses of cover glass and immersion media between the lens and the
sample. The NA of an objective lens can vary from as low as 0.025 for a low magnification,
low correction, achromat lens up to as much as 1.4 for a high magnification, high correction,
plan apochromat lens designed for oil-immersion imaging.
The method of projection between a planar wavefront entering the pupil of an objective
lens and the focus is largely controlled by the lens NA. For high NA lenses the wavefront
propagation has to be treated vectorially and a planar wavefront entering the lens is projected
onto a 3-D spherical cap at the lenspupil containing thephase andpolarization information [23].
This approach becomes necessary for NA>0.6. For the objective lenses used in this thesis,
where NA<0.6, the scalar approximation can be used to relate the NA to the f -number of the













and so the numerical aperture (in air) can be written as








which for small angles gives
NAair ' nmϑ  nm2# f , (2.5)
where ϑ is measured in radians. Summarily, for an objective lens that is designed for use
with a medium of refractive index nm and has the numerical aperture specified within that
medium as NA<0.6 we can relate the angular half-aperture to the NA through
NA ' ϑ  12# f . (2.6)
2.2.2.2 Propagation of Gaussian beams
In the orthogonal imaging system geometry of LSM the NA of the illumination objective
lens plays an important part in the optical sectioning achieved during imaging. We will
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Figure 2.8: A typical SPIM optical layout. The line focus formed by a cylindrical lens is
conjugated to the back focal plane of an illumination objective lens. This produces a line
focus along the opposite axis to that formed by the cylindrical lens by the light exiting the
illumination objective. The position of the light sheet in relation to the observation objective
lens can be altered by the addition of a tip/tilt mirror at the line focus formed by the cylindrical
lens and a 4-f relay between this mirror and the illumination objective.
first determine the focusing behaviour of the illumination beam in both SPIM and DSLSM
systems; top-down schematics of these microscope systems are shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9
respectively. In both of these systems illumination is provided by the Gaussian beam output
of a monochromatic laser source. Such beams are produced with an electric field amplitude,
and thus an intensity profile, that varies according to a Gaussian function. The diffraction
of such beams is extremely convenient to describe using Fourier optics. In this section we
give a succinct account of Gaussian beam propagation and demonstrate the dependence of a
Gaussian beam’s focal dimensions on the objective lens NA. Full derivations of the Fourier
optical propagation of a Gaussian beam can be found in several optics texts, two of which are
[24] and [25], so here we will simply give an account of the most important steps and state the
important consequences. Specifically, we describe two important parameters called the ‘beam
waist’ and the ‘radius of curvature’ which can be used to define the form of a Gaussian beam
at any point in space. We begin by describing a Gaussian beam that is radially symmetric
about the optical axis of propagation. Simply switching this radial coordinate for a lateral one
takes us from a DSLSM beam to a SPIM beam.
According to Fourier optics, a propagating monochromatic plane wave which encounters
an aperture will initially represent the ‘shadow’ of the aperture, bordered by faint interference
fringes which evolve with propagation distance. This region is known as the ‘Fresnel’ regime
and the intensity at each plane within this region is a Fresnel diffraction pattern of the aperture.
Once the wave has propagated far enough a transition occurs and the wave can then be
represented by the Fourier transform of the aperture. This distance marks the transition into
a region known as the ‘Fraunhofer’, or far-field, regime and the intensity of the wave here is
thus termed the ‘Fraunhofer diffraction pattern’ of the aperture. A transition into the far-field
12








































Figure 2.9: DSLSM optical layout. A scanning galvanometer mirror pair is used to control the
position of the illumination beam as it exits the illumination objective lens. Alterations in the
beam angle in the y-z plane perform the vertical scan of the collimated Gaussian pencil beam
across the height of the overall observation field-of-view, forming the composite light sheet
illumination, whereas alterations in the beam angle in the x-z plane control the proximity of
these beam-scanned light sheets to the observation objective lens.
regime can be assumed when
d2/zλ  1 (2.7)
where d is the longest dimension of the aperture opening, λ is the wavelength of the
monochromatic plane wave, and z is the propagation distance from the aperture. If a lens
with a spherical curvature is placed at the aperture then the Fourier transform of the aperture
is produced at the focal length of the lens, rather than at distances greater than the Rayleigh
distance from the aperture.
Where a plane wave has a uniform electric field distribution, a Gaussian wave has an
electric field that varies according to a Gaussian function. Conveniently, the Fourier transform
of a Gaussian function is also a Gaussian function [24]. This means that a Gaussian beam
which is focused by a lens produces a Gaussian beam at the lens focus. In fact, the beam
remains Gaussian throughout this simple optical system. Provided the beam profile is not
attenuated by small apertures the light from a Gaussian source remains Gaussian throughout
the entire optical system. To briefly demonstrate the properties of a propagating Gaussian
beamwewill state the standard form for the scalar electric field amplitude of a monochromatic
beamwith aGaussian distribution and then show this in amore convenient form that describes
the beam shape more clearly.
For a radially-symmetric Gaussian beam propagating in the ±z direction, centered on the
z-axis, the scalar electric field amplitude is given by




where q  z − zwaist − izR and is called the ‘complex radius’ of the beam, k is the wavevector
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of the beam, related to the wavelength λ by k  2pi/λ, ν is the angular frequency of the wave,
and r is the radial distance from the z-axis. The complex radius is an important quantity that
allows us to ‘unlock’ the shape of the beam which is not obvious in this form for E. zwaist and
zR are real constants that describe the form of q and thus have an important influence on the
shape of the beam.
By shifting the origin of z to zwaist the complex radius becomes q  z − izR. Both
the exponent (ikr2/2q) and the factor 1/q can then be rearranged by using this form of q,
multiplying out using the complex conjugate q∗  z + izR, and then separating the real and




(z − izR)(z + izR) 
ikr2
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giving us two exponential factors in our field amplitude equation: The first exp(ikr2/2R(z))
has a complex argument and describes R(z) as the radius of curvature of the wavefront; the
second, exp(r2/w2(z)), has a real argument and describes a Gaussian amplitude profile. The
form of the radius of curvature in Equation 2.10 shows that as z increases from negative to
positive R(z) starts out finite and negative, varying as z where z  −zR, then tends to infinity
in the −zR ≤ z ≤ +zR region (becoming infinite at z  0 and undergoing a change in sign
either side of this), and finally becomes finite again, varying with z where z  +zR. The














w20  2zR/k , or rather zR  kw
2
0/2 , (2.13)





At z  0, w(z) takes its minimum value: w0. This is the point at which the Gaussian amplitude
profile has the narrowest radial extent and is referred to as the beam waist.
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A similar treatment of the 1/q factor in Equation 2.8 (multiplying out by q∗/q∗) and making








where tan(ζ(z))  z/zR. The first factor in this expression tells us that the overall amplitude
of the beam reduces during propagation as the beam waist expands and the second factor
is termed the Gouy phase and is a global phase delay that the beam undergoes whilst
propagating. The Gouy phase tells us that an additional phase shift of pi is picked up during
focusing, i.e. during propagation from −zR to +zR. Neither of these factors affect the overall
shape of the beam.
Putting this all together we then have a description of the scalar electric fieldwith separable
real and imaginary factors and a dependence on only z and r:















Thus, the intensity of this beam at any point is











and the beam waist w(z) is shown to be the radius at which the beam intensity has dropped
to 1/e2 of the on axis value, i.e. I(z , r  w(z))  I(z , r  0)/e2. This expression also shows us
that the axial intensity is half of its value at the beam waist when at z  ±zR.
The Gaussian beam intensity profile and wavefront shape described by w(z) and R(z)
respectively in Equations 2.16 & 2.17 is illustrated in Figure 2.10. When the beam is focused by
a lens the beam waist appears at the lens focus.2 The beam is symmetric about the focus and
for |z |  zR the beam waist asymptotically follows a conic profile having an angular opening,











using Equation 2.14 for zR. Applying the small angle approximation of Equations 2.3 & 2.6
for lenses with NA<0.6 we infer
NA  λ
piw0
, and thus w0 
λ
piNA . (2.20)
1eiα  cos α + i sin α  a + ib where tan(α)  sin α/ cos α  b/a
2There is actually always a small discrepancy between the the position of the beam waist and the paraxial focal
length for Gaussian beams, the beam waist being slightly closer to the focusing lens, but the magnitude of this shift is
negligible compared to the focal length: For a beam with an initial collimated waist of 1 mm and wavelength 500 nm,
focused by a lens of focal length 50 mm, the waist-focus shift is only 3.2 µm [25].
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Combining this with Equation 2.14 we obtain an expression for the Rayleigh length of the













Figure 2.10: Propagation of a Gaussian beam. The angular half-aperture of the converging
beam is given by ϑ. The waist of a beam, w(z), is measured radially outwards from the optical
axis of propagation to where the beam intensity has dropped to 1/e2 of the axial peak value.
At the narrowest point of the beam along the optical axis the beam waist is given by w0. The
propagation coordinate at this point is given by z  0 and the wavefront radius of curvature
is R(z)  ∞. As z increases in magnitude away from this point the beam expands and the
wavefront radius of curvature becomes finite, reducing with z. The distance from this origin
at which the beam waist has increased to
√
2w0 is known as the Rayleigh length, zR. Here the
wavefront radius of curvature reaches a minimum value, R(zR), and then begins to increase
linearly with z. Both the beam waist and the Rayleigh length can be related to the NA of a
lens causing the focus and the wavelength of the beam and are given in Equation 2.20 & 2.21.
Now we have expressions that define the focal volume for a lens with a given NA. In the
case of a Gaussian illumination beam that has been focused by an objective lens the ‘length’
of the focal volume along z is given by 2zR and the radial ‘width’, or ‘thickness’ in terms of
a 1-D light sheet, takes a minimum of 2w0 at the beam waist (z  0) and expands to 2
√
2w0
at z  ±zR. When concerning an objective lens used for imaging rather than illumination
the length of the focal volume is an appropriate description for the depth-of-focus (DoF),
e.g. the depth within a sample which is imaged with optimum contrast and resolution. If
the focal volume beam width formed by the illumination objective lens is smaller than the
orthogonal DoF of the observation objective lens then images recorded in SPIM or DSLSM
are optical sections with an axial resolution that is better than that of the imaging optics alone.
Thus, to build an optimum LSM setup the observation objective should be selected first, to
obtain the desired field-of-view (FoV) and lateral imaging resolution for a specific sample,
and the DoF of this objective should then be used to determine the minimum illumination
NA that produces the optically-sectioning light sheet. Clearly there is a trade-off between the
thickness and length of the light sheet as they are proportional to NA−1 and NA−2 respectively.
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The longer the sheet’s span across the observation FoV, the thicker the light sheet becomes.
Though the work presented later in Chapter 6 is concerned with the case where the light
sheet is made as thin as possible at the expense of its length, in many imaging applications
the primary concern is obtaining light sheet illumination over as wide a FoV as possible. This
desire has partially led to the development of non-Gaussian beam light sheet illumination,
two examples of which are explained in the following section.
An additional caveat exists in the above description of beam dimensions when applied to
SPIM specifically, rather than DSLSM. In SPIM two different beam widths may be desired
for the focusing and collimated axes of the illumination light sheet, in order to set the
sheet NA and its height across the detection FoV separately. Despite the recently published
development of a cylindrical zoom lens that maintains the Gaussian beam profile in both
axes independently [26] the beam NA is typically controlled using a rectangular aperture [27].
This attenuates the Gaussian beam profile along one axis and thus for low NA light sheets
with a longer length and a thicker width the Gaussian beam dimensions above become more
of an approximation. Additionally the use of an attenuating rectangular aperture reduces the
overall beam power and can introduce fringed distortions in the beam profile.
2.2.2.3 Propagation of non-Gaussian beams
In this section two non-Gaussian beam geometries that have recently been successfully
incorporated into LSM are discussed: Bessel and Airy illumination beams. In Chapter 5
Bessel beam geometry is briefly re-visited as we use our HDR beam profiling camera probe to
demonstrate the extended focal length of a Bessel beam using a large-volume beam profile.
As such, here we present a brief account of how Bessel beams are formed and the necessary
additional component processes required to incorporate them as the illumination beam in a
DSLSM. Airy beams, however, do not feature later in this thesis. But, since there is a great
deal of recent interest in their application to LSM and due to their similar properties and
important differences with regards to Bessel beams, we give a similarly brief description of
how they are formed and give an account of the drawbacks encountered when attempting to
use them in DSLSMs. A general optical schematic of an exotic beam DSLSM setup is shown
in Figure 2.11.
For Bessel and Airy beams the distribution of wavevectors in the the objective lens back
focal plane (BFP) is altered in order to change the propagation of the beam intensity profile
downstream of the lens. Bessel beams rely on a cylindrically-symmetric redistribution of
wavevectors that can be generated using annular slits [28, 29] or axicon phase elements
(see Figure 2.12), the latter of which can be either a static glass block [30] or a spatial light
modulator [31]. Consequently Bessel beams are cylindrically symmetric about the optical
axis of propagation. Airy beams, however, are non-symmetric and are generated using a
cubic phase map either in one or two dimensions, again using either static glass optics [32], a
spatial light modulator [33], or diffraction gratings [34]. Figure 2.13 shows an example of the
phase masks required to produce Airy beams. Due to their asymmetry Airy beams appear
to curve with regards to the optical axis of propagation, though the centroid of intensity
17







































Figure 2.11: Optical layout for beam-scanned LSM with exotic beams. A phase or intensity
map, in this case represented by a SLM, is conjugated to the BFP of the illumination objective
lens in order to produced the desired ‘exotic’ illumination beam geometry. As with the
DSLSM optical layout in Figure 2.9, a scanning galvanometer mirror pair is used to control
the position of the illumination beam exiting the illumination objective lens.
continues along a straight line: The continuous cubic variation in phase, coupled with the
transformation imposed by the lens orientation, causes the wavevectors of the propagating
beam to be incident upon one other at different distances from the lens; This results in the
peak intensity of the beam undergoing a lateral translation that varies with propagation
distance [35], as shown in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.12: A Bessel beam can be generated by either an axicon phase element (shown here
as a glass block) or an annular slit at the focal length of a lens. From [30].
In both Bessel and Airy cases the redistribution of wavevectors causes an extended
18
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(a) 1-D Airy beam phase mask (b) 2-D Airy beam phase mask
Figure 2.13: Cubic phase maps generate 1-D (a) and 2-D (b) Airy beams when conjugate to
the BFP of a lens. The phase masks pictured are 2pi wrapped: black represents a phase of 0;
white represents a phase of 2pi.
focal depth much larger than that of a Gaussian beam with additional ‘self-healing’, or
‘self-reconstructing’, properties, i.e. when a portion of the beam’s peak intensity is blocked
or diverted by a highly scattering obstacle the peak intensity is re-formed some distance
behind the obstacle by other non-obstructed wavevectors [36]. Self-healing of a Bessel beam is
shown in Figure 2.15. This property has driven the desire to successfully implement both
beams in DSLSM configurations to improve the imaging of strongly scattering specimens, first
demonstrated experimentally by [37, 38] and [39, 40] for Bessel and Airy beams respectively.
Both beams are often referred to as ‘non-diffracting’ since their theoretical form showcases
an infinite focal depth [41]. However, it is worth noting that the finite objective aperture size
present in real systems causes the extent of this focal depth to be reduced to finite dimensions,
despite remaining much longer than that of Gaussian beams [42]. Figure 2.14 shows how the
main intensity lobe of an Airy beam becomes attenuated once the input beam extent becomes
finite. A discussion of various other experimental applications of Bessel beams is given in
[43]. A book chapter on non-diffracting beams principally concerned with the generation of
Airy beams is [44].
Unfortunately the benefits in terms of propagation stability and penetration depth brought
by these beam geometries is balanced by unwanted fluorescent excitation outside of the
central light sheet which is caused by the additional intensity side lobes. This latter effect
reduces the imaging contrast and sectioning capability of the microscope. To combat this
several different additional measures are required in order to match the imaging performance
of an ‘exotic’ beam DSLSM to that of a regular Gaussian beam DSLSM, all of which increase
either the photon dose to the sample, the amount of post-processing required, the overall cost
of the system, or all of the above. For Bessel beams the central peak intensity is surrounded by
a concentric ring system of lower intensity; for Airy beams side lobes are caused by the cubic
distribution of wavevectors away from the main intensity peak. Two efforts to reduce the
emission caused by these lobes have been successfully demonstrated thus far: The first is an
alteration of the illumination beam using either structured illumination and/or two-photon
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Figure 2.14: Propagation dynamics for 1-D infinite (a) and finite (b) energy Airy beams [42].
The inset shows a lateral profile of the input intensity. In this figure ξ and s correspond to the
propagation and lateral dimensions respectively.
Figure 2.15: The self healing
properties of a Bessel beam al-
low it to reconstruct following
obstruction by a scattering ob-
ject [45]. Images of a Bessel
beam at four equally spaced lo-
cations along the propagation
axis. A rectangular obstacle
placed in the centre of a propa-
gating Bessel beam causes scat-
tering (top left). The beam
however starts to ‘self-heal’
and re-build its intensity struc-
ture as the wavevectors sur-
round the obstacle and begin
to overlap again (top right, bot-
tom left). Finally, the full struc-
ture of the Bessel beam heals
completely (bottom right).
fluorescence with pulsed lasers [17]. The second is the physical exclusion of this excitation in
the detection optics. Each approach has its benefits and drawbacks, an account of which is
given below.
Structured illumination increases both the photon dose to the sample (by at least three-
fold) and requires post-processing to compute a composite final image with the background
computationally removed [46, 47]. Conversely, a two-photon beam causes fluorescent
excitation only in the main intensity lobe but requires a high repetition rate ultrafast pulsed
laser light source, typically a Ti:Saphirre or Nd:YLF source [48], which immediately increases
the cost of themicroscope system. The optical complexity of the setup is additionally increased
since a visible laser light source remains a requirement for alignment purposes. Expense aside,
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line-scanned two-photon Bessel beam DSLSM has been shown to result in better imaging
contrast over a wider FoV than that which is achievable using a scanned two-photon Gaussian
beam in a DSLSM [49]. The alternative approach, that of physically obscuring the excitation
caused by the concentric ring system, is that of confocal slit detection [50]. Similarly to
the detection geometry of a confocal microscope, confocal slit detection uses a horizontal
slit which is conjugate to both the image plane and the scanned beam in the sample. The
horizontal slit can take a number of forms: a combination of de-scanning mirrors and a
static physical slit [51, 52]; by masking a full exposure on the imaging camera with a 1-D
Gaussian shape for each beam scan position line-by-line and then combining all images in
post-processing to compose a 2-D image [50]; or by rapidly recording the image line-by-line
using a ‘rolling shutter’ at the camera using directly-addressable CMOS sensor technology
rather than CCD [53]. The latter method was shown to aid the reduction of the striping
artifacts which tend to be present in all confocal slit detection methods [53]. Combining
confocal slit detectionwith line-scanned two-photon Bessel beam illumination has been shown
to improve both the penetration depth and overall image quality in thick, highly-scattering
samples [54]. Unfortunately the inherent asymmetry of Airy beams causes confocal slit
detection to be far less effective as the apparent curve of the maximum intensity lobe does
not line up well with the slit. Instead, the effect of the side lobes in both Airy and Bessel
beam illumination can be reduced computationally using deconvolution [40], though this
adds further post-processing time onto the imaging duration. A theoretical and experimental
demonstration of the advantages of deconvolved Bessel and Airy beams over Gaussian beam
DSLSM when obtaining wide FoV images is given in [39]. The authors noted improved
contrast in the case of the Airy beam illumination images over those produced with the Bessel
beam illumination.
The choice between whether to use Gaussian or non-Gaussian illumination beams comes
down to the scale and opacity of the image being sampled, alongside considerations regarding
optical sectioning, imaging resolution and FoV, duration, and photon dosage or potential
phototoxicity caused by excess illumination in areas of the sample which are not being imaged.
Indeed, the added optical complexity, imaging duration, and high photon dosage of exotic
beam illumination means that there are many cases where a simple SPIM system is the most
appropriate option. A recent paper suggested a simple procedure for selecting the optimum
LSM components and illumination geometry and is as follows [55]:
1. Select the excitation and detection objective lenses according to the sample size and the
desired spatial resolution;
2. Choose to use a beam-scanned or static light sheet based on the region-of-interest (RoI)
extent within the sample and the desired axial resolution;
3. Find the optimum balance between spatial resolution, sectioning capability, and the level
of sample scattering to overcome by selecting the appropriate Gaussian or non-Gaussian
optical beam geometry.
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Even after selecting the optimum optical imaging system components performance may still
be compromised due to the non-scattering refractive index structure of the mounted specimen.
These effects and their correction via AO are described in the next chapter. In the remainder of
this chapter we continue to discuss LSM illumination beams: in particular how beam quality
is currently measured; a proposed device which may overcome some of the shortcomings of
the current methods; and how a photographic technique called HDR imaging might aid us in




In Chapter 5 of this thesis we present the development of what we refer to as a ‘beam
profiling’ device. The intended outcome of our device is to obtain a 3-D measurement of the
intensity distribution of a fluorescence microscope illumination beam, from directly within a
working microscope system. This will provide direct assessment of the optical quality of the
illumination beam, of any particular beam geometry, allowing us to register the presence of
unwanted optical artifacts and visualise the distribution of fluorophores within a sample that
would undergo excitation. The terms ‘beam profiling’ and ‘beam quality’ have however been
previously applied to assess laser output, comparing the laser beam with an ideal Gaussian
beam, outside of the context of fluorescence microscopy. As such, the purpose of this section
is threefold: to give some context to beam profiling outside of fluorescence microscopy; to
describe how the assessment of fluorescence microscope illumination beams is currently
achieved; and to discuss the limitations of these current methods.
2.3.1 Current beam profiling measures
2.3.1.1 Measurement of M2 to determine laser beam quality
Outside of the microscope the most frequently adopted measure of a laser beam’s quality
is the ‘M2 parameter’. In order to avoid confusion with the M used within this thesis to
denote magnification we hereafter typeset this quality parameter as M2. This parameter is
obtained by comparing the dimensions of the laser beam when focused with those belonging
to an ideal Gaussian beam [56]. By placing a lens of known focal length into the laser beam
and measuring both the half-aperture of the beam’s full angular divergence and the beam
waist at the focus, the beam can be compared with a focused Gaussian laser beam having an
equivalent waist size. A parameter known as the beam parameter product (BPP) corresponds
to the product of half the beam’s full angular divergence with the waist size, i.e. BPP  ϑw0
where ϑ is the angular half aperture introduced earlier. The M2 parameter is the ratio of this
measured BPP with that of an ideal Gaussian laser beam with the same waist size. For an
ideal Gaussian laser beamwith a waist of w0 after being focused by a lens the beam parameter
product is given by




where we have made use of Equations 2.6 & 2.20 assuming ϑ is measured in radians and
the lens is slow enough for the paraxial (small angle) approximation to hold true. Thus








where the subscripts m and G denote measurements and ideal Gaussian values respectively.




' ϑmNA , (2.24)
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where the equivalence of the beamwaists in BPPm and BPPG causes them to cancel. Whichever
way it is decided to calculate M2 it is clear that the beam divergence has to be measured
somehow. The angle of divergence, ϑm, can be extracted from w0 measurements via curve
fitting or through the use of ABCD optical matrices and the calculation of second-order
beam moments. A simplification of this is illustrated for a simple beam in Figure 2.16. The
recommended standard method to measure the angular divergence of the beam is to take ten
2-D intensity profiles either side of the beam waist [57, 58, 59].
Figure 2.16: The angular divergence of a beam, shown here as θ, can be calculated in the
simplest case by measuring the difference in the beam waist at several positions along the
propagation length [60].
The techniques and corresponding devices that have been devised to directly record the
intensity distributions and propagation characteristics of laser beams have taken a number of
different forms over the years due to the wide-range of available laser beam powers and the
gradual advancement of both imaging sensors and dynamic optical components [61, 62]. Early
spatial profiling harnessed the heating power of the beam to induce currents in pyroelectric
devices [63] in conjunction with beam choppers and ‘moving optics’; either mechanically-
scanned knife edges [64], pinholes or variable apertures. These early pyroelectric techniques
suffered from long acquisition times and low spatial resolution, high thermal current drifts
and low sensitivity, while themoving optics diverted beampower via diffraction and increased
the size of devices. Also, these early devices used fixed lenses and required manual placement
at each beam waist analysis position. A traditional laser beam profiling setup is shown in
Figure 2.17.
Moving optics beam profilers remained popular during the advent of affordable charge-
coupled device (CCD)s for high-resolution scanning [65] until the development of dynamic
optical element technologies in the early 2000s spurred major technological advancements.
Beam profiling devices using these technologies, liquid crystal dislay (LCD) spatial light
modulators (SLMs) [66], digital micro-mirror devices (DMDs) [67, 60, 68], and electrically-
tunable liquid lenses [69, 70, 71], have allowed beam profiling devices to measure the M2
parameter of a beam directly and in real time with few or no moving parts. It is worth noting
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that in each of these devices the beam profile is still recorded ‘indirectly’ because the beam is
re-imaged in order to be assessed. An example of a modern beam profiling device which uses
both an electrically-tunable liquid lenses and a DMD is shown in Figure 2.18.
Figure 2.17: A traditional M2 beam profiling procedure [70]. A lens of known focal length
(L) is used to bring the laser beam in question to a focus. A moving pinhole aperture with a
detector downstream of it is then placed at a number of planes at the zi positions along the
propagation axis z. The beam waists are measured by recording the detected beam power as
the pinhole is mechanically-scanned in 2-D across the beam at each plane position.
Figure 2.18: A modernM2 beam analyser with nomoving parts [69]. An electrically-controlled
variable focal length lens (ECVFL) is used to control the position of the beam waist whilst a
DMD knife-scans the beam, dividing power between two photodiodes, PD1 and PD2.
These modern beam profiling devices are typically only utilised for the assessment of
collimated beams, such as a laser cavity output, rather than focal regions. A primary factor
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restricting the usage of these devices elsewhere within a laser optical setup is their size, though
a beamsplitter may be used at the entrance aperture in order to analyse a diverted percentage
of the overall beam power, allowing the remainder of the beam to continue propagating [66].
In the rest of this chapter, and indeed this thesis, we relax the specificity of the terms ‘beam
profiling’ and ‘beam quality’ from determination of the M2 parameter to instead broadly refer
to a beam’s 3-D intensity profile, as this is perhaps the most important feature of illumination
beams used in fluorescence excitation, whether Gaussian or not.
2.3.1.2 Beam profiling of fluorescence microscope illumination beams
Until now the most common method of obtaining the 3-D intensity profile of the illumination
beam within a fluorescence microscope was to record the fluorescent excitation caused by
the beam. This typically involves using the system in its usual imaging configuration and
recording a featureless fluorescent image. This featureless fluorescent image can either be
obtained by raster-scanning fluorescent beads, with dimensions below the diffraction limit
of the imaging system, through the illumination beam [72, 73, 74, 75], or by sending the
illumination beam into a fluorescent sea [16, 76], e.g. a solution of Fluorescin and water, where
the concentration is high enough to appear uniform but low enough to avoid attenuation of
the beam. With this method it is important to note that the recorded illumination beam profile
is not purely an image of the illumination beam alone, but is in fact the illumination beam
profile modulated by the observation optics of the system. It is also important to note that
this method is only effective when the excited fluorescence is linear: non-linear absorption
effects may occur at the intense focal region of a high power beam thus altering how well
the recorded emission represents the illumination beam profile. This places an upper limit
on the intensity range that can be recorded. The FoV and the DoF of the imaging optics
set the observation volume and thus limit the extent over which the illumination beam is
imaged with optimum contrast and resolution. Whilst the illumination beam profile within
the observation volume directly corresponds to the fluorescence imaging efficiency of the
microscope system, the ability to see features outside of this constrained region may prove
useful in other aspects such as detecting stray diffraction artifacts caused by poor alignment or
a misguided choice of optical components in the illumination arm. This is discussed further in
Chapters 5 & 6. One major advantage of this method of beam profiling is that the microscope
system remains in its intact operational form.
A more radical approach to microscope illumination beam profiling that we will mention
here requires the use of an additional objective and tube lens relay, or other re-imaging
optics, which are downstream of the illumination beam focus. This relay then images the
illumination beam focus onto a camera detector; scanning of this entire system allows a 3-D
intensity map of the illumination beam focus to be compiled from the recorded 2-D images
slice-by-slice. Clearly, if these relay optics are not already a constituent part of the microscope
system then the setup requires some re-configuration. This can become problematic in the
case of a system such as a LSM where a water immersion tank is already used to hold the
illumination and observation objective lenses in place. A pair of example beam profiles taken
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Figure 2.19: Indirectly-acquired DSLSM Gaussian (GLS) and Bessel (BBLS) beam profiles,
acquired by z-stacking a re-imaged en-face beam focus. From [77].
with this method are shown in Figure 2.19.
In all of these indirect profilingmethods—theM2 profiling devices, the re-imagingmethod,
and the fluorescence mapping method mentioned described earlier—there is the potential
for aberrations to be introduced in the imaging optics. This can clearly distort the recorded
image of the beam and thus provide us with a erroneous 3-D map of the illumination beam.
This is why the approach taken later in Chapter 5 of this thesis concerns the recording of
beam profiles directly, by placing a camera sensor directly within the illumination beam.
The mechanics and optics of our approach are much simplified because of this: we only
have to record 2-D intensity maps at a range of axial positions throughout the illumination
beam in order to produce the 3-D beam profile. This has only been made possible by the
recent advances in imaging sensor miniaturisation. There are, however, other significant
technological limitations encountered as a direct consequence of the miniaturised sensor
technology selected. Our method for overcoming these limitations was integral to our beam
profiling approach and required the development of a custom high dynamic range (HDR)
imaging and reconstruction procedure to record the full range of brightness in the illumination
beam. In the next section we present some of the limitations surrounding the use of digital
imaging sensors as well as the general theory behind, and the development of, HDR imaging.
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2.4 Extended dynamic range in digital imaging
The ratio of the highest to the lowest brightness or signal level of a scene, image, or imaging
device is referred to here as the ‘dynamic range’. The variation in brightness of a scene in the
real world can be extremely large, and yet typical human vision allows us to perceive objects
under little illumination (inside an unlit room for example) simultaneously to those that are
illuminated much more brightly (perhaps by daylight, seen through a window in one wall of
the aforementioned room) [78].
Unfortunately, the ability to photographically capture such a wide range of illumination
levels is limited by the dynamic range of the equipment employed. For digital cameras
the dynamic range is limited by the sensor technology just as for traditional film cameras
the dynamic range is limited by the film’s chemical response to incident light. Both digital
and analog photographic techniques often result in images where the dynamic range of
the equipment is smaller than that contained within the illuminated scene (the intra-scene
dynamic range); the features in some regions will be impossible to image because they are
either too dark to be discernible from the noise level present or too bright to be measured.
The two primary choices of digital imaging sensors used today are solid-state circuits
which operate using either charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Both of these types of device harness the photoelectric
effect to sense incident light, though each can be distinguished by the way in which the
subsequent electronic information is stored and read out. The electronic components used
within both types of sensor directly affect various aspects of the imaging sensor performance,
which in turn leads to certain limitations being placed on the overall dynamic range of the
camera.
Ultimately the dynamic range of each chip can be defined by the sensor’s maximal signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). The upper limit on the measurable signal is set by the depth of the
potential well used to store the charge generated by the photoelectric effect at each pixel. This
storage capacity is referred to as the well depth. Through appropriate signal amplification the
full well depth (also known as the pixel saturation level) should align with the maximum
signal level available via the output analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The overall noise
level is contributed to by noise sources present during the operation of the sensor circuitry
alongside statistical errors associated with the counting of discrete photon and electron
packets. Thus, all noise contributors combine to produce a noise floor of statistical uncertainty
and signal offset in the output signal. The behaviour of the noise floor is discussed towards
the end of this section.
Between the offset and the saturation level all voltages which reach the ADC are sampled
by the bit-depth spacing of the ADC and are converted into measurable digital output signals;
these measurable output levels are termed the “useable bits” of the sensor. The greater the
number of useable bits, the greater the accuracy of signal digitisation by the ADC. However,
an increase in the bit depth of a sensor alone does not necessarily change the inter-scene
dynamic range that can be recorded by the sensor’s useable bits. In fact, access to a camera
device with a higher bit-depth may be impossible, something which is especially true in the
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case of miniaturised camera sensors. In order to access a wider inter-scene dynamic range
the overall light sensitivity of the sensor must be altered by adjusting the light level at which
saturation is caused. The techniques used to achieve this dynamic range extension all fall
under the umbrella term of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging, the development of which is
reviewed in the following section. At the end of this chapter dynamic range expressions are
derived and evaluated for the HDR technique applied when using our beam profiling camera
probe in Chapter 5.
2.4.1 Review of HDR imaging techniques
Whilst our specific approach to HDR imaging is described later in Chapter 5, here we describe
the driving force behind the advancement of HDR imaging, the development of the technique,
its general application, and recent applications of HDR in research literature. HDR imaging
arose in the pursuit of adequately recording, or reproducing, the wide range of brightness
levels in the world around us.
2.4.1.1 Analog HDR photography
The simplest andmost popular version of HDR imaging is referred to as multiple or sequential
exposure HDR imaging. In the 1960s the first published attempt to improve the dynamic
range of a film camera was pioneered through the use of special photographic film containing
3 different emulsion layers with the same panchromatic spectral response but distinctly
different photosensitivities [79]. The film was termed “XR” for extended range and was
developed by Charles Wyckoff at EG&G Inc., a defence research company contracted by the
US military following World War II, to photograph the enormous range of brightness in
nuclear explosions (Figure 2.20) [80]. Upon development each layer was coupled to a specific
colour dye for the fast, medium, and slow film speeds and was then printed on colour paper
in correspondingly different colours [81]. An HDR image of the scene could then be viewed
as a psuedocolour image. After XR film became commercially available it began to be used
for other non-military purposes. For example, in one early medical publication XR film was
employed in x-ray cardiac imaging to enhance the definition of ventricle walls, allowing wall
dynamics of normal and diseased states to be measured successfully [82].
2.4.1.2 Early digital HDR imaging
By the 1990s computers had become powerful enough to make digital image manipulation
possible and CCD sensor arrays were commercially available, both of which caused HDR
imaging to undergo a rapid evolution. The fundamental form of digital HDR imaging exploits
the individuality of pixel responses across the sensor array. The first, and perhaps simplest,
approach harnessing this spatial independence was published in a 1993 technical report by
Brian Madden who was working in the GRASP laboratory at The University of Pennsylvania:
he took several images of a scene using a range of global exposure durations with an early
CCD sensor camera, assuming a linear signal response to incident flux [83]. Then, provided
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Figure 2.20: A double page spread from a 1966 LIFE magazine annual displays a sequence of
Charles Wyckoff’s XR film photographs of a nuclear explosion. Successive frames run left to
right from top left to bottom right. From [80].
there was an overlap in the scene brightness between subsequent exposures, ensuring an
exposure where the signal from a region was neither clipped nor saturated, a composite
image could be created by fusing the component images together on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
Madden noted that the exposure duration controlled the quantisation sensitivity of the sensor
to incident light, and that with an increasing number of ‘sensitivities’ less information was lost
due to coarse quantisation as the combined response function of many exposures becomes
psuedo-logarithmic. By selecting for each pixel only the highest unsaturated signal (i.e. the
longest exposure below saturation) information the ‘best’ intensity resolution is chosen since
information loss due to coarse quantisation is reduced as much as possible. These signals
are then back-scaled using the known exposure time to obtain an image of the scene with
an extended dynamic range having pseudo-logarithmic quantisation levels of the incident
light intensity. Figures 2.21 & 2.22 display Madden’s explanatory graphs for how the scaling
of quantisation with sensitivity for only 3 exposure durations combine to form an extended
dynamic range. In Figure 2.23 Madden uses an increased number of exposure durations to
demonstrate how the combined response approximates a logarithmic function.
This somewhat rudimentary approach of simply scaling the signal according to the
exposure duration falls short of accurately reproducing the scene if the signal response of
the sensor to incident light is non-linear. In order to adequately extract the brightness of
the scene from multiple images the radiometric response, i.e. the signal behaviour of the
imaging system to a range of incident light levels, is required. In [84], [85], and [86] this
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Figure 2.21: Madden’s depiction of how the quantisation levels of a linear digital sensor
change in response to an alteration in sensitivity, achieved by the use of 3 different exposure
durations [83]. Sensor saturation occurs at different relative intensities depending on the
exposure duration: the longest exposure saturates at the lowest relative intensity (250); the
middle exposure saturates at a relative intensity of 1000; and the shortest exposure is saturated
by a relative intensity of 4000. The upper scale marks the ‘best’ intensity resolution: the
quantisation scale used when choosing the highest unsaturated signals for each exposure.
Figure 2.22: The ‘best’ lin-
ear response from the 3
exposures of Figure 2.21
combine piece-wise to
form a composite re-
sponse with extended dy-
namic range [83]. The in-
tensity resolution is high
in dark regions and low in
bright regions.
response is recovered directly from the multiple exposure photographs taken of the scene,
requiring no calibration of the actual imaging sensor. In [87] the authors perform a calibration
of the imaging system first, determining an appropriate function to describe the radiometric
response and then use this to extract the scene brightness. All of these methods for HDR
imaging are appropriate for static imaging where both the imaging system and the scene
stay in the same position and orientation and remain under the same illumination during
the recording of each exposure. Primarily due to its low technological requirements, i.e. a
digital sensor with an electronic shutter, multiple exposure HDR imaging is appropriate for
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Figure 2.23: By extend-
ing the number of sen-
sitivities from 3 to 8
the piece-wise compos-




and the intensity res-
olution becomes more
smoothly-varying [83].
the sensor-direct beam profiling device that we develop later in this thesis. Our approach has
more parallels with that of the latter paper [87] since we determine the radiometric response
of our sensor directly, and then use a mathematical description of this response to extract the
incident light levels in the scene.
2.4.1.3 Modern digital HDR imaging
Sequential exposureHDR is technologically-speaking the simplest HDRmethod to implement.
However, the requirement for a static scene during the several exposure imaging duration
limits its application to low frame rate photography, rather than high frame rate video. Amajor
influential factor driving the advancement of HDR imaging is a striving towards human visual
perception: not just a photographic mimicking of the light response of the eye, but also the
ability to register the features of objects within a scene in real-time. Thus, the desire to produce
high frame rate HDR cameras has led to numerous innovative technological approaches,
briefly reviewed here for the sake of completeness, each with its own drawbacks. The
fundamental notion underpinning each of these procedures is the need to make the imaging
process much more parallel, i.e. where all required image data is acquired simultaneously
rather then sequentially, than that of sequential exposure imaging,
The simplest, and perhaps least novel, approach is the use of multiple imaging detectors.
Here an individual camera detector is used to record each exposure in a set by controlling
the exposure duration electronically or attenuating the light level using neutral density (ND)
filters. The light from the scene can be copied or split using one or several beamsplitters and
so all the exposures required for a single multiple exposure reconstruction can be acquired
simultaneously [88]. Thus, this technique has the advantage of real-time image capture.
However, some disadvantages become apparent in the requirement of precision optics and
alignment to ensure each copy of the scene is identical at each detector, as well as the cost,
and indeed bulk, of multiple imaging detectors. Also, in order to make use of the real-time
imaging frame rate additional computer storage capacity and processing power is required to
handle the sheer volume of images.
A more novel approach requires the use of a custom image sensor where each detection
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pixel is comprised of two (or more) photodiodes of different sensitivities [89]. Thus two
measurements of the incident light aremeasured and combinedbefore read-out. Unfortunately
with this technique the down-sides are numerous: First, the sensor requires a custom-made
sensor; Second, spatial resolution is sacrificed as the pixel size scales with the number of
photodiodes; And third, the signals are simply combined at the pixel on-chip, which may not
be radiometrically accurate.
A similar approach which trades off spatial resolution for dynamic range, but can be used
with pre-existing detectors, is that of spatially-varying pixel exposures [90]. Here a filter mask
of different optical transparencies or, if the electronics allow it, different integration times at
neighboring pixels is used to take an image of the scene. The pattern of exposure variation
can be periodic or random depending on the application but fundamentally the concept
means that if a pixel is clipped then it likely has a neighbor that is not, likewise if a pixel is
saturated then it likely has a neighbor that is not. A HDR image can then be constructed
by aggregation where the brightness of each pixel is determined via a response function
and then averaged between small neighboring set of pixels at the expense of resolution. If,
however, the full lateral resolution of sensor is to be retained, dynamic range extension can be
achieved at the expense of processing time by interpolating brightness estimates: The clipped
and saturated signals are discarded and the remaining pixel values are scaled by their relative
exposures to obtain scaled brightness estimates; 2-D interpolation between these estimates
produces further estimates at the discarded pixel locations. Then, in order to reduce noise
that might be inherent in the initial measurements, the entire array of brightness estimates is
2-D interpolated again and the output array takes values from the surface between each pixel
estimate.
An alternative early approach to HDR video imaging inverted the usual temporal integra-
tion of flux sensor operation, converting accumulated photo-voltaic charge into an output
signal, by instead measuring the time an exposed sensor takes to reach saturation to infer
the incident flux. In [91] and [92] a custom solid state sensor that is designed for exactly
this is described and tested, allowing the standard video frame rate of 30 Hz to be achieved.
However, the novel fabrication of the sensor limited the spatial resolution at which images
could be obtained.
A newer HDR technology which was informed by this earlier work is that of adaptive
dynamic range imaging (ADRI). In ADRI a controllable optical attenuator (a spatial light
modulator (SLM)) is used to change the incident irradiance at each pixel in a feedback loop
to completely avoid saturation [93, 94]. Thus the exposures of individual pixels are varied
over time in order to ensure effective use of the dynamic range quantisation. The applied
transmittance of the attenuator is then used in conjunction with the measured signal to
determine the incident radiance. The simple signal processing used in these cameras lends
them well to live-feed video purposes. The limitations here concern both how well the pixels
of the attenuator array map to the pixels of the imaging sensor and the speed that feedback
can be applied. As such, when there is camera motion that changes the sensor irradiance
faster than attenuation is fed back to the SLM blurring of the attenuation can be introduced.
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However for static camera purposes such as surveillance these cameras can perform with
frame rates of 30 Hz and higher.
As a final example to demonstrate the real-world application of HDR we refer the reader
to a paper summarising advances in wearable HDR cameras and eye-projectors [95]. Here
the authors demonstrate their contribution to the field in terms of extremely high frame
rate reconstruction algorithms that allow HDR images to be rendered on-the-fly in real time,
projecting the image into the wearer’s eye. The investigation of different reconstruction
algorithms, known as tone mapping, is a highly active on-going field of research. The
primary concern of tone mapping is the construction of HDR images which look as realistic
as possible [96]. Wearable eyewear running real-time tone mapping software has been
successfully demonstrated in extremely wide dynamic range environments such as tungsten
arc welding: a binocular welding mask has recently been created that allows the welder
to asses the position of the tungsten electrode with augmented reality overlays that are
instantaneously updated [95].
Nevertheless, beneath all of these advances in digital HDR imaging techniques and
implementations there lies an unavoidable limit to obtaining information in low light
environments: the noise floor. The noise floor can be contributed to in several different ways
from a large number of different electronic components. This causes the dynamic range of a
sensor to be affected by factors such as temperature, exposure duration, and circuit component
uniformity. As such the next section of this chapter is dedicated to the various sources of
noise in digital image sensors and the subsequent behaviour of the noise floor.
2.4.2 Overview of digital imaging sensors
2.4.2.1 Charge integration
Reduced to single-pixel operation both CCD and CMOS sensors behave in much the same
fashion. Figure 2.24 shows a schematic of pixel as a simplified circuit diagram. A photosite
area, typically the location of a silicon semiconductor material, converts the energy from
incident photons into conductive valence electrons via the photoelectric effect. The quantum
efficiency (QE) of the semiconductor material quantifies the ratio of incident photons to
produced photoelectrons and is determined by both the energy, and thus wavelength, of the
incoming photons and the energy band-gap of the semiconductor material. A photodiode
with 100% QE for any given wavelength will produce 1 photoelectron per 1 incident photon
at that wavelength. At 80% QE 8 photoelectrons will be produced on average for every 10
incident photons.
The photoelectrons that are promoted into the conduction band of the photodiode are
stored on a capacitor during the specified exposure duration, otherwise known as the
integration time. Once the integration time is over either the total charge stored on the
capacitor or the voltage signal produced by the photodiode is output and the pixel circuit is
reset. This is represented by a switch connecting to a potential of Vreset in Figure 2.24.
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Figure 2.24: A simplified depiction of charge integration at a single pixel. Photons incident
upon a photodiode produce electron-hole pairs via the photo-electric effect. The holes are
transferred to ground whilst the electrons become stored by a capacitor. The total charge
stored on the capacitor is equal to the product of the capacitance and voltage signal produced
by the photodiode circuit.
2.4.2.2 Pixel read-out
Figure 2.25 shows how the signal produced during charge integration is read-out by a sequence
of amplifiers and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in order to be represented as a digital
signal. One or several amplifiers may be used throughout this signal flow in order to deliver
the range of analog signal values produced in the pixel to the ADC. The ADC then digitizes





Figure 2.25: The signal produced during charge integration is read out using a sequence of
amplifiers which apply the gain and offset necessary to match the analog signal range to the
input window of an ADC. The output following the ADC is a digital signal.
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2.4.2.3 Sensor read-out
Theway in which the signal collected by each pixel is amplified and converted across the entire
sensor array varies significantly between CCD and CMOS technologies. A comparison of the
circuitry in both CCD and CMOS sensors can be made between Figure 2.26 and Figure 2.27,
both of which are discussed below.
Figure 2.26: Signal read-out in a CCD image sensor. In a CCD sensor
the electron charge stored at each pixel location is transferred by charge-
coupling across the entire array to be read out sequentially. Reproduced
from http://www.edmundoptics.com/technical-resources-center/imaging/
understanding-camera-sensors-for-machine-vision-applications/.
CCD read-out Generally speaking, in a CCD sensor the electron charge stored at the
photosite is transferred by charge-coupling from row-to-row down neighboring column pixels
until the horizontal readout shift register is reached. This shift register then transfers the
charge for each pixel to a single amplifier and ADC. The entire array is read sequentially
using clock-timed pulses to move potential wells around the sensor, shifting the charge stored
at each photo-site from pixel to pixel. This process consumes large amounts of power for the
high potential differences used for the clock signals and the overall read-out duration is large
due to it being a serial (pixel-by-pixel) process. More recently, inter-line CCDs have allowed
the process to be sped up somewhat by implementing readout shift registers every few rows
of pixels, sending the read-out to individual amplifiers and ADCs for each inter-line register.
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Figure 2.27: Signal read-out in a CMOS image sensor. In CMOS sensors MOSFET transistors
perform charge transfer and signal amplification at the pixel site. Pixel reset and transfer
signals are sent to every pixel along a row simultaneously. The pixel voltages along a particular
row are then transferred column-wise to the appropriate ADC before the overall signal can be
output. Reproduced from http://www.edmundoptics.com/technical-resources-center/
imaging/understanding-camera-sensors-for-machine-vision-applications/.
CMOS read-out CMOS sensors allow much faster imaging speeds than CCDs by storing
the photosignal as a voltage at each pixel so that charge coupling isn’t the necessary form
of signal transport. This lack of high voltage clock lines means that power consumption in
CMOS sensors is extremely low compared to CCD sensors. Most CMOS sensors amplify the
photodiode signal at the pixel site itself, all of which are then read out a row at a time by
multiplexing the signals from along each column line together. The pixel circuit format may
include ADCs assigned to individual pixels or small groups thereof.
The metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor (MOSFET) transistors used to create
each of the ‘switches’ in the CMOS circuit (pixel reset, charge transfer, amplification, row
select) tend to be located atop the photodiode semiconductor substrate and thus reduce
the overall photosensitive area, also known as the ‘fill-factor’. Hence many CMOS sensors
constructed in this ‘front-illuminated’ fashion employ a microlens array above each pixel
site to maximise photon absorption efficiency. Extra MOSFET logic gates may be added to
the pixel in order to perform even more flexible and complex image processing on-chip,
further reducing the fill-factor. Rear-illuminated CMOS sensors have managed to negate
this fill-factor issue in many cases, allowing the fabrication of multi-megapixel arrays [97].
However, the requirement for an inversely-doped semiconductor photosite has been a major
obstacle in their development and adoption over front-illuminated sensors [98].
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2.4.3 Noise sources in digital sensors
2.4.3.1 Noise arising during charge integration
There are two primary sources of noise during charge integration: photon shot noise and dark
signal, both of which concern the generation of electrons within the photodiode. Photon shot
noise is a by-product of the stochastic nature of photon arrival within a set time-frame and is a
fundamental physical effect. Dark signal is the name for the noise signal caused by electrons
generated in the photodiode which are not caused by the arrival of an incident photon.
Photon shot noise As the arrival of photons, and thus photoelectron production, is a
‘counting’ procedure of a discrete random variable the number of photons that are counted
within anyone time framevaries due to arrival timefluctuations. Thenumber of photoelectrons
that are counted is governed by Poisson statistics. This causes the root-mean-squared (RMS)
number of photoelectron counts across several successive frames (integration periods) to have
a corresponding standard deviation that is associated with the mean counted quantity: for an
RMS count of Ne− photoelectrons the associated standard deviation due to shot noise is
√
Ne− .
By averaging the counts from many successive frames the effect of shot noise can be
reduced. Figure 2.28 depicts the photon-counting response of a simulated sensor pixel in
the presence of shot noise using different numbers of frames. Figure 2.28(a) shows that if
only a single image is taken, photon shot noise has a considerable effect on the number of
photoelectrons produced. However, if 10 or more successive frames are averaged together, as
shown in Figures 2.28(b,c,d), then the RMS photoelectron count tends toward the noise-free
linear relationship expected.
Figure 2.28 also demonstrates a by-product of such noise in the presence of full-well
saturation that is important to note. With an example full well capacity of 75 photoelectrons
the photoelectron signal of the pixel has a hard upper limit which cannot be exceeded. The
presence of shot noise, however, causes the counted photon signal to sometimes register
below this saturation level. Thus, once frame averaging is employed the RMS photoelectron
response close to full-well saturation becomes non-linear and deviates from the noise-free
model. Actual full well capacities may be upwards of several orders of magnitude larger than
the 75 photoelectrons in our example, causing the effect to become far less noticeable.
It is worth noting that this effective non-linearity only occurs in the presence of photon shot
noise at full-well saturation and does not exhibit any effect for low photon counts as a zero
count has zero standard deviation and a count of 1 photoelectron has a standard deviation of
±√1  1 hence the variable signal is rarely clipped at the low end.
Dark signal The dark signal is contributed to during charge integration, predominantly
by electrons that are thermally-generated at the locations of energy-level-defects caused
by a spread in fabrication consistency across the various components of the pixel circuit.
Dark electrons that are generated within the photodiode semiconductor material itself are
generated at a constant average rate which depends on the overall temperature. Thus
photodiode-generated dark electrons exhibit a notable dependence on the exposure duration.
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Figure 2.28: Photon shot noise reduction via frame averaging. Each of these 4 graphs presents
the simulated photoelectron response of a single pixel demonstrating 100% QE. From (a) to (d)
the effect of photon shot noise on the photoelectron count becomes progressively reduced by
the averaging of larger numbers of successive frames. This averaging of noise in the presence
of signal saturation due to a full well capacity, shown here at 75 photoelectrons, leads to a
non-linearity in the averaged pixel response.
The randomly-timed generation of discrete dark electrons within the integration time-
frame leads to an additional Poisson statistics-based shot noise contribution to the overall
dark signal. A dark current which produces a RMS signal of Ne− dark electrons thus exhibits
a standard deviation of
√
Ne− over time. As with photon shot noise the averaging of many
sequential dark frames reduces effect of the temporally-varying shot noise component of the
dark signal.
Since the dark signal is stored on the same capacitor as the photosignal for any one
integration period, the dark signal behaviour must be identified and subtracted from the
output signal in order to determine the pixel photoresponse. By ensuring that several
measurements are taken both in the absence of and under illumination, the RMS dark signal
(with a reduced shot noise component) can be subtracted from the RMS combined dark
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& photo-signal, leaving a calibrated RMS photosignal with a similarly-reduced shot noise
component.
2.4.3.2 Noise arising within the signal chain
Outside of the charge integration process there are other sources of noise within the signal
chain for an individual pixel. The main additional noise sources within a CMOS pixel
circuit are associated with the MOSFET signal gates used in providing reset commands or
transferring and amplifying the stored charge/voltage signal. Each of these noise sources
contributes to the overall noise associated with signal read-out for any recorded frame, and as
such their overall effect is termed ‘read noise’.
Reset and thermal (kTC) noise When the reset switch is operated an external potential is
connected to the pixel circuit in order to drain any previously-accumulated charge, readying
the circuit for photosignal collection. What this essentially causes is the reset voltage Vreset to
be sampled by the photodiode capacitance. Thus a residual charge is left in the photocircuit
as a result of the draining process, affecting the output signal.
However, the actual charge that is accumulated varies each time the circuit is reset. The
origin of this phenomenon is random thermal noise. When the reset signal is applied the
MOSFET gate acts as a thermally-noisy resistor that ultimately varies the value of Vreset. The






where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and C the photodiode capacitance.
The equivalent RMS reset noise signal in terms of the charge stored is
〈Qreset〉  C 〈Vreset〉 
√
kTC , (2.26)
which equivalently demonstrates a mean noise electron count of




where q is the electron charge. Through the form of these expressions one can see why reset
noise is often referred to as kTC noise.
More importantly, these expressions demonstrate that the level of the reset noise in terms
of voltage obeys an inverse relationship with the photodiode capacitance, whereas the reset
noise in terms of the stored charge exhibits a square-root dependence on C. For low-light
signals to be unaffected by reset noise we want 〈Vreset〉 to be as small as possible, implying a
small value of C would be beneficial. However, smaller values of C cause the voltage noise to
become larger, and since the signal is read out as a voltage this is highly undesirable. Likewise,
if we attempt to reduce the reset noise voltage by using a larger capacitance photodiode we
would greatly increase the reset noise electron count, thus masking low-light signals. The
required pixel dimensions set an upper limit on the photodiode capacitance.
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Since the photodiode capacitance can not be made as large as possible due to fabrication
constraints, especially in the case of smaller pixels, efforts have been made to reduce reset
noise by other means. The most successful way of reducing the reset noise is by reading out
the photodiode signal both before and after charge integration, following the initial reset
signal, and then subtracting the second signal from the first. As no other reset signals are
sent during this integration period the reset noise contribution in both signals is correlated
and the reset noise can be removed completely. This technique, known as correlated-double-
sampling (CDS), is more-readily implemented in certain pixel structures and is thus limited
by the pixel design [99]. An additional downside to CDS-readout operation is that the noise
from non-correlated sources does not cancel and in fact adds together. In the absence of a
CDS-readout operation the reset noise can become the dominant temporally-varying noise
source between successive frames under uniform illumination, masking low light signals
especially.
As kTC noise is a consequence of thermal excitation in the MOSFET gate it applies at all
stages of signal transfer in a CMOS pixel circuit. Such noise is often referred to as ‘thermal
noise’, or Johnson-Nyquist noise, to differentiate it from the kTC noise caused solely by the
reset switch during charge integration. Thermal noise is a ‘white noise’ source with a constant
power spectrum and as such exhibits no frequency dependency.
Low frequency 1/ν noise Low frequency or ‘flicker’ noise is a phenomenon associated with
the discrete transfer of signal carriers caused by an ensemble of energy level defects at the
metal-oxide interface of theMOSFET amplifier [100]. The power spectrum density of this type
of noise follows an inverse relationship with frequency in Fourier space, and is commonly
abbreviated by 1/ f , though we will use 1/ν to avoid any confusion with the f that represents









where K is a process-dependent constant, Cox is the gate capacitance, and A is the gate
area [101]. This inverse relationship of noise power against frequency causes the variation
between signals sampled in close succession to be very low, and comparatively high for signals
sampled more infrequently [102].
As an interface effect the number of defect locations that contribute to the 1/ν noise
is proportional to the metal-oxide transistor gate surface area. With fabrication shrinkage
to smaller pixels with smaller transistors less individual contributors to the 1/ν noise are
expected. However, Equation 2.28 predicts that as A decreases, the noise power increases. In
fact, once the transfer gate area is reduced to a scale where individual traps are hosted then
the signal becomes affected by single electron transfer. This process is described by random
telegraph signal (RTS) behaviour with the gate signal variation exhibiting random off-on
digital pulses. The additional signal processing of CDS for certain CMOS sensors results in
RTS causing the overall output signal to take a distinctly Lorentzian form, demonstrating
considerable variation between three well-defined output levels [103]. The signal variation
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witnessed in these situations has led to such pixels being described as ‘blinking pixels’. A
predictive model describing the transition between these two behavioural regimes remains an
on-going active area of research due to the desire for low-noise small pixels.
A superposition of thermal kTC noise and flicker noise is present at each MOSFET gate.
However, as the 1/ν power spectrum reduces steadily with increasing ν whereas the thermal
power spectrum remains constant across all ν, there exists some corner frequency νc where
the two spectra intersect. For signals sampled at frequencies higher than νc thermal noise
dominates, and for signals sampled at frequencies lower than νc flicker noise dominates.
ADC noise I: Quantisation error The final stage of the signal chain involves the conversion
of the signal voltage to a digital number by the ADC. A digital number is often expressed
as DN or as an analog-to-digital unit (ADU). Here the signal may require a final stage of
amplification in order to match the analog signal voltage range (0–Vmax) to the input signal
window of the ADC (VADC1–VADC2) and any multiplicative gain applied will thus magnify
the random analog noise component within the signal. This amplified analog signal is then
converted by the ADC to a range of discretised digital output levels and the effective spacing
of these levels is termed the ‘least significant bit’, which corresponds to an input signal voltage
step of magnitude VLSB.
In an ideal linear ADC where the threshold either side of each step is ±VLSB/2 the error in
the digital signal output against the analog input range of voltages is a sawtooth function
given by
Se(V)  V, where −VLSB/2 < V < +VLSB/2 . (2.29)
The mean-square of this signal error is then found by integrating S2e (V) between the limits of































If this error caused by quantisation is smaller in magnitude than that which is caused by
random analog signal variations then the read noise of the system is dominated by analog
noise. Conversely, if the quantisation error is larger than the analog signal noise then the
read noise of the sensor is quantisation-error-dominated. In this situation an increase in the
ADC bit-depth will therefore improve the accuracy to which the analog read noise can be
measured.
ADC noise II: Non-linear signal output Additionally the ADC may introduce some un-
wanted non-linearities into the signal output. The first, and most direct, cause of ADC
non-linearities is due to conversion errors caused by fabrication, such that for a linear variation
in input signal, the subsequent digital output is not a uniform digital staircase [104]. Such a
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performance error may be caused by inconsistencies within a particular ADC technology, or
common to all the ADCs across the sensor array.
The second, and perhaps more pertinent, non-linearity effectively caused by the ADC is
down to averaging a thresholded/windowed noisy signal. In the case of a signal affected
by Gaussian read noise an effect can occur at either end of the input signal window that is
similar to that which was seen in Figure 2.28 for the case of photon shot noise in the presence
of full-well saturation. Figure 2.29 demonstrates this effect of averaging a windowed read-
noise-affected input signal whilst Figure 2.30 demonstrates the consequence of attempting to
reduce the presence of these non-linearities via the application of different offsets.
















Figure 2.29: The limited inputwindowof anADC can cause non-linear response characteristics
in the presence of read noise. This graph describes the average simulated response of an ADC
where an input analog voltage signal between the input range of 0–2 V is converted to an 8-bit
digital number. The presence of read noise causes a Gaussian spread of the analog input
signal either side of the overall mean value, but the conversion window of the ADC causes
reference voltages below 0.0 V and above 2.0 V to become clipped. This leads to the mean
output signal being larger than expected at the low end and smaller than expected at the high
end of the window. This simulation was performed for a large number of data points: 1000
successive frames. These effects are noticeable in the lower-left and upper-right corners of the
figure.
Overall consequences of read noise Collectively the combined effect of reset noise, thermal
noise, and flicker noise contribute to the overall read noise floor for the signal from an
individual CMOS pixel. Provided there is no temperature variation between successive frames
the read noise behaves according to predictable statistics with a measurable overall RMS noise
signal.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.30: In (a) the non-linear low end of an ADCs average response has been improved by
applying a positive offset to the input signal with the magnitude of the read noise standard
deviation. However, this emphasises the non-linearity seen at the top end of the output
window. Conversely, in (b) the non-linear top end of the response has been removed through
the application of a negative offset of equal magnitude at the expense of an emphasised
non-linearity at the low end. Lower gain can be applied in conjunction with a positive offset
in order to remove both non-linearities, though this consequently increases the quantisation
error in the output signal.
In the case of read-noise dominated by analog signal variation cooling of the sensor will
reduce the effect of thermal noise sources, including reset noise, but this may cause flicker
noise to dominate, especially in the case of long exposures with a low sampling frequency.
However, if flicker noise is small then cooling can cause the read noise to become dominated
by the quantisation error.
2.4.3.3 Noise behaviour across a sensor array
Our discussion of noise thus far has attributed the many contributing sources of noise to the
various electrical components used within the signal chain for a pixel. Since these components
are almost exclusively used by individual sensor pixels in the case of CMOS sensors, the spread
of fabrication non-uniformities across all of these components leads to highly non-uniform
noise and photo-response behaviour across a CMOS sensor array. Due to the operational
layout of transistors and ADCs within CMOS sensors, there is a tendency to exhibit shared
noise characteristics along rows and columns of the array that are independent of one another.
Though each various noise source has some dependence on exposure duration (integration
time) and device temperature, the noise behaviour for successive frames of the same duration
at the same temperature will produce a repeatable average noise signal for each pixel. This
repeatable noise non-uniformity across the sensor array is commonly referred to as fixed-
pattern-noise (FPN) which can be thought of as the superposition of two noise patterns: dark
current non-uniformity (DCNU) and photo-response non-uniformity (PRNU). The former is
an offset map of dark signal in the absence of illumination while the latter is a result of gain
mis-matches across the array affecting photosignals.
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Dark current non-uniformity As several different dark current generation mechanisms are
possible within in a CMOS pixel circuit, a large range of dark signal magnitudes are possible
across the non-illuminated CMOS array. The dark signal in some pixels may exhibit strong
dependencies on exposure duration, whilst other pixels may produce a dark signal that is
independent of this [105]. Similarly, the temperature dependence of the dark signal for a
single exposure duration may vary largely across the array.
Photoresponse non-uniformity The large numbers of amplifiers and ADCs used to transfer
and output signals across the CMOS array are statistically likely to have mis-matches between
them. Thus, the voltage signal produced at one pixel circuit may experience a different gain
value than that of a neighboring pixel, even when both pixels are under uniform illumination.
Being associated with signal gain, this form of non-uniformity scales with the illumination
level. Successive frames of low illumination may exhibit good uniformity, whereas under
much brighter illumination the non-uniformity can become greatly apparent.
Provided the same exposure duration is used in both cases, and that the device does not
undergo heating under the bright illumination, the DCNU can be subtracted from the signal
recorded under each illumination. The differing gradient of the photoresponse between the
pixels can then be calculated and used to post-process the sensor output to remain uniform
under a wide range of illumination levels.
2.4.4 Extending dynamic range
2.4.4.1 Dynamic range: single frame averaging
In the absence of noise The dynamic range of any recording equipment is given by the ratio
of the largest recordable signal to the smallest recordable signal. In a perfect environment
free of noise the smallest recordable signal is determined by the most minute variation in
signal level that can be detected. For a digital device that converts analog signals into digital
numbers (DN), or grey levels, the largest signal that can be produced is set by the bit depth of
the sensor, and the smallest signal is one bit.
The bit depth of an n-bit digital sensor has 2n DN available for the output signal, from a
zero signal of 0 DN up to Smax  2n − 1 DN, with a minimum signal error Smin corresponding
to a least significant bit (LSB) of size SLSB  1 DN. Thus, the dynamic range (DR) of the sensor







n − 1 [DN]. (2.32)
To convert this into decibels we can write the dynamic range as
DR[dB]  20 log10(DR[DN])  20 log10(2
n − 1) [dB]. (2.33)
In the presence of noise If, however, there is noise on the analog signal entering the digital
device, then there is an uncertainty associated with the signal that will be converted to a DN
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and output by the device. For N digital measurements of the analog input signal there will be
a RMS average signal with an associated uncertainty caused by the noise fluctuations.
The output signal in any one measurement can be given as
S  〈S〉 ± Se , (2.34)
where 〈S〉 is the RMS signal and Se is the departure from this RMS in any one measurement.
The best possible measure of the signal S is quoted as the RMS signal plus or minus the





The signal is therefore
S  〈S〉 ± SE . (2.36)
The SE of ourmeasurements therefore tells us the smallest output signal thatwe can reliably
measure due to the errors caused by random fluctuations. Hence, the signal corresponding
to the SE in our measurements sets the dynamic range of the sensor as it informs us of our
measurement accuracy.
Thus, we swap SE for Smin in Equation 2.32 to obtain the expression for the dynamic range
in the presence of noise:
DR  SmaxSE [DN] . (2.37)
Substituting Equation 2.35 into Equation 2.37 we then obtain the dynamic range in terms









SD [DN] . (2.38)
Since the SD of the noise is typically an inherent property of the noise caused by the operating
conditions of the device, the SD can therefore can be approximated as an invariant quantity
over any given set of N measurements.
A comparison of Equation 2.38 with Equations 2.32 shows that if we have
√
N  SD then
the dynamic range of the sensor will return to noise-free performance. In other words if the
number of successive measurements taken is equal to the square of the standard deviation
(in DN) caused by noise, i.e. N  SD2, then the effect of noise is negated as the SE has been
reduced to the same value as the least significant bit. We refer to this form of dynamic range
extension as successive frame averaging (SFA).
Worked example: SFA of an 8-bit pixel Let’s start with a single 8-bit sensor pixel. This
pixel is noise-free and has no signal offset. In terms of the output signal there are 28  256 DN
available for the output signal, from 0–255, with a least significant bit of size 1 DN. There is
no noise affecting the signal transfer and so the smallest resolvable signal is the SLSB  1 and
the DR of the sensor is therefore
DRideal 
255
1  255 [DN] ( 48.1 [dB]) . (2.39)
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Now, if a noise source affects the analog input signal and causes signal fluctuations that
obey a standard deviation of SD = 10 DN then the dynamic range for any single image (N  1)
becomes
DR  25510  25.5 [DN] ( 28.1 [dB]) . (2.40)
The level of detail in the analog signal that can be reliably converted by the device has dropped
by a factor of ten.








10(25.5)  80.6 [DN] ( 38.1 [dB]) . (2.41)







100(25.5)  255 [DN] ( 48.1 [dB]) . (2.42)
We would be able to access a higher dynamic range than that of the pixel itself by taking
N > SD2 measurements. In this example case N > 100. If we took N  500 measurements
then we would obtain a higher dynamic range of:
DR 
√
500(25.5)  570 [DN] ( 55.1 [dB]) . (2.43)
Similarly for N  1000 we would get
DR 
√
1000(25.5)  803 [DN] ( 58.1 [dB]) . (2.44)
2.4.4.2 Dynamic range: Multiple exposure imaging
An alternative way of improving the effective dynamic range of a sensor by altering the
exposure duration of the sensor is referred to as sequential or multiple exposure imaging
(MEI)3. By extending the exposure time of a photodiode to longer durations the photosignals
generated by lower photon arrival rates produce larger signals. Thus full well saturation
occurs at lower incident flux - the sensor effectively becomesmore sensitive to the environment
to which it is exposed, though signal transfer through the device operates in the exact same
way.
Let’s assume that the smallest signal measurable by the sensor due to either quantisation
(least significant bit), or noise (standard deviation of the measured signal), does not vary
when the exposure duration is altered. This means that the measurement error in any given
exposure obeys the same statistics. Effectively this means that every individual exposure has
the same dynamic range.
The improvement in dynamic range becomes evident when several exposures are used
together to observe the overall scene. This allows very large intrascene signals (incident flux,
3The MEI acronym is adopted in this section over SEI to avoid confusion with the acronym for the standard error
on the mean (SE)
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external to the device) to produce Smax in the shortest exposure (labelled A) and very low
intrascene signals to produce the smallest measurable signal Smin in the longest exposure
(labelled B). Thus the collective benefit of using different exposure durations to measure the
brightness of a scene causes the composite intra-scene dynamic range that it is now possible
to observe to be set by the ratio between the signals corresponding to these two levels. By
scaling the smallest measurable signal in the longest exposure Smin(B) to the range of signals it
would correspond to in the shortest exposure, the new extended dynamic range can be found.
In the following we assume that our sensor pixel demonstrates a linear output signal
response S to the incident light intensity I; thus, S ∝ I. The signal output can therefore be
modelled as
S  αI + β  αF∆ti + β , (2.45)
where α and β are constants of proportionality, F is the incident flux, and ∆ti is the exposure
duration.
Setting α  β  1 we therefore have
S  F∆ti , (2.46)
representing our sensor’s linear response to incident flux. The largest signal we can measure
in exposure A is given by Smax(A)  Fmax(A)∆tA and the smallest signal we can measure in
exposure B is Smin(B)  Fmin(B)∆tB .
Inverting the response equations we can obtain the incident flux from a given signal and





This now allows us to scale the signals recorded at different exposure times to a common set
of units.
Since Smin(i) is constant across all i we can calculate the effective minimum measurable
signal (denoted by a prime) in the units of the shortest exposure as






















Worked example: MEI dynamic range improvementwithout noise In the absence of noise









 4 · 255  1020 [DN] ; (2.50)
DR[dB]  20 log10(1020)  60.2 [dB] . (2.51)
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Worked example: MEI dynamic range improvement with noise If, as before, we have a
noise source causing a standard deviation in the recorded signal of SD = 10 DN, then the














 4 · √N · 25510 
√
N · 102 [DN] ; (2.52)
DR[dB]  20 log(
√
N · 102) [dB] . (2.53)
2.4.4.3 HDR comparison: MEI vs. SFA
In theory it is possible to achieve the same extended dynamic range using either MEI or SFA.
The difference in the number of images required to achieve the same dynamic range in both
cases informs us of the efficiency: the most efficient method requires the lowest number of
images to be taken. The maximum resolvable signal on the sensor is given by Smax, and
the minimum resolvable signal on the sensor is set by the SD of the noise and is given by
Smin  SD.
Let’s consider the dynamic range of a multiple exposure set (MES) of images where NMEI
frames are recorded for each exposure so frame averaging also takes place within the set.
Here we assume that there are M exposures from the shortest exposure ∆tA to the longest
exposure ∆tB in the set that ensure an overlap in the intrascene dynamic range between each
exposure. The exposures between A and B do not alter the overall dynamic range, as this is set
by the extreme exposures, though they do contribute to the overall number of images taken.
The SFA procedure uses NSFA sequentially recorded frames at an exposure which is equal
to the shortest exposure in the MES - i.e ∆t  ∆tA, thus the maximum recordable signal in
both MEI and SFA corresponds to the same intrascene flux.
























· NMEI . (2.55)
This last expression is important: it tells us that the number of images required in SFA to
attain the same extended dynamic range as that of MEI is equal to the square of the ratio of the
longest exposure to the shortest exposure multiplied by the number of frames used in the
MES.
The efficiency of each procedure depends on the total number of images taken. Let’s
compare both procedures when they are achieving the same dynamic range. The ratio of the
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total number of images taken in each procedure is given by
NSFA
M · NMEI . (2.56)
Worked example I If we assume that in the MEI procedure NMEI  10 images are taken at
each of M  10 exposures between ∆tA  1 ms and ∆tB  10 ms then Equation 2.55 tells us





· 10  102 · 10  103 frames (2.57)
in order to obtain the same dynamic range.
Only M · NMEI  10 · 10  102 images have been taken overall in the MEI procedure. This
means that the SFA procedure will take
NSFA
M · NMEI 
103
102
 10 × (2.58)
longer to complete than the MEI procedure.
Worked example II If we input some values that correspond to a similar MEI procedure to
that of our HDR technique in Chapter 5: i.e. NMEI  10 images are taken at each of M  10






· 10  2502 · 10  625000 frames (2.59)
in order to obtain the same extended dynamic range using SFA.
This means that the SFA procedure will take
NSFA
M · NMEI 
625000
10 · 10  6250 × (2.60)
longer to complete than the MEI procedure.
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Adaptive Optics and its application
in microscopy 3
3.1 Introduction
This chapter serves as a literature review for the work presented later in Chapter 4, introducing
the concept of adaptive optics (AO), giving a general technological overview of the technique
in astronomy, and reviewing recent publications incorporating the technique in the context of
fluorescence microscopy and in particular single/selective plane illumination microscope
(SPIM). AO is an optical compensation technique which was developed to remove aberrations
caused by the dynamic effect of atmospheric turbulence from astronomical images taken using
ground-based telescopes [106]. The light reaching us from many astronomical objects can be
considered to be emitted by a point source at a distance of infinity. However, prior to reaching
the telescope aperture the refractive index distributions within the Earth’s atmosphere cause
these planar wavefronts to become aberrated. Thus, to restore the optical performance of the
imaging system the wavefront error imparted by the atmosphere requires correction [107].
The following section gives an overview of the optical components used in, and the operation
of, a typical AO system. Following this we describe the more recent incorporation of AO into
microscopy.
3.2 Overview of Adaptive Optics
In this section we briefly review the general operation of an AO system. In depth reviews
of AO can be found elsewhere and so will not be reproduced here [108]. Instead we give
an overview of important system components and the overall optical configuration that is
relevant to the AO system presented in Chapter 4.
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3.2.1 General AO operation
Figure 3.1 shows a general AO system schematic. The key components are:
1. A wavefront sensor that collects information about the shape of the image-forming
wavefront;
2. A corrective device that corrects for aberrations present in the wavefront gathered by the
optical system, typically an adaptive optical element such as a deformable mirror (DM)
or a spatial light modulator (SLM);
3. A control system that maintains the adaptive operation of the system.
A description of each of these components are given within this overview. The system
portrayed in the figure is operating in a closed-loop. This means that the sum of the imaging
wavefront error with that which is introduced by the corrective device is measured by the
wavefront sensor (WFS). It is worthmentioning that AO systems can also operate in open-loop
where the correction element is implemented after the WFS. Despite open-loop AO being
preferable for certain astronomical applications, all further discussion is limited to applications
of closed-loop AO.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of a generic closed-loop AO system.
3.2.2 Aberrations in astronomical AO
For any AO configuration the corrective element and the WFS are optical conjugates of one
another. In many AO systems with a single corrective element, the wavefront measurement
and correction planes are conjugate to the pupil of the imaging system. In some cases,
however, it is preferable to have one or more corrective elements conjugate with different
planes in the imaging system. This form of AO is discussed later in the context of microscopy,
for now we limit ourselves to pupil-conjugate AO.
For any AO system it is important that the nature of the aberratedwavefronts is understood
so that the appropriate key components can be selected to achieve optimal correction. In
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astronomy an often-used, andwidely-successful, mathematical representation of the refractive
index structure of the dynamic atmosphere is ‘frozen flow’ Kolmogorov turbulence [109],
the basic principle of which is thus: refractive index fluctuations vary in spatial scale and
magnitude according to an inverse power spectrum [110]. The aberrations which occur due to
the atmosphere can thus by simulated by generating, either computationally or via machining,
a phase screen that corresponds to a Kolmogorov turbulence refractive index structure and
placing this in the appropriate conjugate plane of the system [111, 112].
In order to quantify the types of aberrations encountered in AO systems it is useful to
have a mathematical decomposition of the constituent wavefront errors that contribute to the
overall wavefront error. This is all the more advantageous if the contributing wavefront errors
are formed from a mathematical family of shapes with convenient symmetric properties.
The most commonly used mathematical decomposition of the aberrations in systems with
circular symmetry are Zernike modes: an infinite set of 2-D orthogonal polynomials defined
on the unit circle. Mathematical orthogonality of these polynomials means that each Zernike
shape, or ‘mode’, amplitude can describe an independently-contributing wavefront error to
an overall wavefront shape; or, vice-versa, any general wavefront shape can be mathematically
decomposed into independent Zernike mode amplitudes. If one was to use a corrective
element to only correct for the wavefront shape of a single contributing Zernike mode
ampltitude, then that mode alone would be removed; all other contibuting Zernike mode
amplitudes would remain [113].
Though other orthogonal sets of polynomials can be defined for the unit circle the majority
of the literature for both astronomical and microscopy AO uses Zernike modes; our discussion
is thus limited to the latter. Zernike modes are defined in polar coordinates (r, α) according
to the two indices n and m as






2 cos(mα) for positive m
Rmn (r) for m  0
R |m |n (r)
√
2 sin(|m |α) for negative m ,
(3.1)
where n is called the radial degree, m is called the azimuthal frequency, and Rmn are the




(−1)s (n − s)!
s![(n + m)/2 − s]![(n − m)/2 − s]! r
n−2s . (3.2)
The radial degree and the azimuthal frequency can only take values where |m | ≤ n and n −m
is always even.
Pseudocolourmaps of the first 15 Zernikemodes are shown in Figure 3.2 and are numbered
according to the convention used later in Chapter 4. The first Zernike mode, labeled ‘Mode
0’ in this figure, is called ‘piston’ as it describes a completely uniform amplitude. For non-
interferometric imaging a wavefront error of this mode shape produces no optical effect. One
of the major conveniences of Zernike modes is that the other early modes (1–14) correspond
well with classic optical aberrations and as such are named tip, tilt, focus, astigmatism, coma,
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and spherical aberration [114]. Such modes are referred to as low-order modes and their
corresponding names are specified in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4. Later modes (mode number >
14) are referred to as high-order modes and produce increasingly subtle optical effects.
Figure 3.2: Pseudocolour maps of the first 15 Zernike mode shapes, numbered according to
the convention used in Chapter 4.
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3.2.3 Key components of an AO system
3.2.3.1 Wavefront sensor: Operation of a Shack-Hartmann array
Many different WFS technologies now exist. However, we limit our discussion of wavefront
errors and their correction to the sensor technology used later in Chapter 4: a Shack-Hartmann
wavefront sensor (SHWFS). Figure 3.3 illustrates the general principle of operation for a
SHWFS [115]. Imaging wavefronts that are collected by the imaging system after passing
through the aberrating medium are incident upon a lenslet array; the lenslet array spatially
samples the local tip and tilt of the wavefront shape and focuses each of these regions upon
a sensor array. If the spatial scale of the aberrations in the wavefront is much larger than
the sub-aperture diameter of each lenslet then the wavefront is over-sampled by the sensor.
If, however, the spatial scale of the aberrations is smaller than the sampling diameter of the
SHWFS lenslets then the wavefront is under-sampled and the incident wavefront is not being
adequately recorded. This spatial scale, called the Fried parameter, is formally defined as the
diameter of a circlar area over which the RMS wavefront error is equal to 1 radian, and is
typically represented by r0 [116]. Thus, a convenient way of defining the spatial scale of the
wavefront error is the ratio of the imaging system pupil diameter and the size of the Fried
parameter at the pupil, D/r0. When the D/r0 for an imaging system matches the number
of lenslets across the pupil conjugate then the SHWFS is able to adequately measure the
wavefront error.
Figure 3.3: Principle of operation of a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. Both the aberrated
and reference wavefront are traveling to the right and are incident upon the lenslet array.
The lenslet sub-apertures focus each region of the wavefront onto an imaging sensor. The
displacement between the reference wavefront focal spot position and the focal spots formed
by the aberrated wavefront allow the local tip and tilt of the wavefront at each sub-aperture to
be measured.
Unfortunately it is only in the occasional circumstance that the light from the science object
can be used as the light source for the wavefront sensor. Thus, the effectiveness of the WFS
correction is not a simple question of matching the WFS to D/r0: it is also dependent on how
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well the distortions measured by the WFS correspond to the distortions encountered by light
from the science object. In the next section we discuss the different light sources used for the
WFS and the impact of this choice on the effectiveness of correction.
3.2.3.2 Wavefront sensor: Effectiveness of WFS light sources
The wavefront error is measured by comparing the sub-aperture images produced by the
aberrated wavefront with the sub-aperture images produced by a ‘perfect’, aberration-free,
planar wavefront. In the simplest astronomical case of imaging an object which is, or is close
to, a single, bright, point-source-like star that is well separated from other bright stars in the
telescope field-of-view (FoV), the formed sub-aperture images are diffraction-limited focal
spots. The WFS comparison can be made by comparing spot locations across the sensor with
those from a planar wavefront through calculating each spot’s centre-of-mass via centroid.
Since the light from the star passes through the exact same column of the atmosphere that is
causing the aberrations, themaximum level of correction can potentially be achieved, restoring
diffraction-limited performance. Such light sources used for wavefront sensing are called
guide stars, specifically natural guide stars (NGS). Unfortunately this limits AO correction
solely to the locations of bright objects in the sky.
In order to extend AO to regions of the sky where there are no NGS available, guide stars
were artificially created in the upper atmosphere using high-powered lasers. Such a guide star
is thus called a laser guide star (LGS) [117]. Either fluorescence is excited in the high-altitude
mesospheric sodium layer of the atmosphere [118], or a highly-scattering laser is used for
lower altitudes [119, 120]. The use of a pulsed laser, combined with a temporally-gated
WFS shutter, sets the altitude of the LGS light source [121]. On the one hand a LGS is very
convenient since they can be directed anywhere in the observable night sky. On the other
hand, however, as the light path from the telescope pupil to the science target (effectively
at infinity) is essentially a collimated cylindrical beam path through the atmosphere, but a
LGS focal spot has a definite altitude making the WFS-sampled region of the atmosphere a
conic beam path, atmospheric aberrations caused at higher altitudes are missing from the
wavefront error analysis. This problem, termed ‘the cone effect’, means that full correction is
hard to achieve using LGS if there are considerable contributions to the wavefront error from
high-altitude atmospheric layers.
In the more complicated astronomical case of solar AO there are no point-like light sources
available across the FoV and thus a modified approach to SHWFS operation is required.
The lenslet array sub-apertures form similar images of the solar structure; by performing a
cross-correlation with a reference image (typically a central subaperture image) an array of
Gaussian spots can be produced analagous to those formed when using a guide star. The
process is similar from then on: the displacement of every spot position from that of the
central reference spot are calculated via centroiding to obtain the local tip and tilt of the
aberrated wavefront across each sub-aperture [122].
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3.2.3.3 Wavefront correction: deformable mirrors
The next key component to discuss is that of the adaptive optical element. Here we specifically
discuss DMs rather than SLMs as the former are more common in modern AO systems since
the latter have several undesirable features: two of which are their low optical power efficiency
and their polarization dependence. By comparison DMs are incredibly light efficient and
responsive, which is extremely important in the case of low light levels and rapid correction.
The construction of most DMs consists of a highly-polished mirror surface, the shape of which
is controlled by an array of actuators, which is either a continuous membrane or segmented.
The signal applied to each actuator controls the extent of the deformation at that position.
Many types of DM now exist: electrostatic continuous membrane; magnetic continuous
membrane; piezoelectic unimorph or bimorph wafers; and micro-electro-mechanical-systems.
Each version has different optical advantages anddisadvantages due to themembranematerial,
the accuracy of the deformation shape, the maximum size of the shape that can be applied
(the ‘stroke’), diffraction effects caused by segmentation, response speed, and the shape
repeatability. As the DM used in our AO system of Chapter 4 is an electrostatic continuous
membrane, in particular a push-pull electrostatic membrane deformable mirror (PPDM), we
limit our discussion of DMs to this technology.
In a push-pull electrostatic membrane deformable mirror (PPDM) a thin reflective conduc-
tive membrane is suspended between two arrays of actuators; the upper layer is transparent
to maximise light efficiency and minimise diffraction effects. An attractive force is generated
between the actuator and the membrane by the application of a voltage and the membrane is
thusly ‘pulled’ towards the actuator. The spatial distribution of the actuators across the front
and back of the membrane along with how the membrane is fixed have an important effect on
the applied deformation shapes: the mirror used later on in this thesis is circular and has its
actuators distributed in concentric rings across the front and back and the membrane is fixed
only at the outer edges. This affords our PPDM a very large stroke, which is advantageous
in the case of simulating the large-amplitude, low-order aberrations typically found in mi-
croscopy more often than in astronomical imaging. The nature of aberrations encountered in
microscopy is described in further detail in Section 3.3.
The method by which the DM is calibrated to produce certain wavefront shapes is detailed
for our specific system later on in Section 4.2.3.2 of Chapter 4. In short the ‘influence matrix’
that transforms DM actuator voltages to WFS signals is generated by sending a voltage to
each actuator in turn, measuring the WFS signal induced by the actuator-applied wavefront
error [123]. This matrix is then computationally inverted to produce a ‘control’ matrix which
allows calculation of the actuator voltages required to re-produce a given WFS signal. Thus
the required correction for a measured wavefront error at the WFS can be calculated and sent
to the DM, allowing full operation of the AO system.
3.2.3.4 Overall system performance: the control system
The final key component of the general AO system associated with performance is that of
the control system. The aberrations introduced by atmospheric turbulence are dynamic;
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the control system has to operate successfully in real-time and so typically relies upon
high-performance computers and software to analyse the data from the WFS and apply the
appropriate correction to the adaptive optical element. For rapid correction modern and
up-coming astronomical AO systems may implement field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
acceleration or graphics processing units (GPU) to enable operation at extremely high
rates. The acceleration of systems for real-time AO control is currently an on-going field of
research [124, 125, 126]. In microscopy, however, the aberrations introduced by biological
samples are either static or vary on a very slow time-scale. Thus the control system for a
microscope AO system can be a simple PC workstation.
3.3 Adaptive Optics in microscopy
As mentioned in the previous chapter, exotic beam digitally-scanned laser light sheet mi-
croscopy (DSLSM), particularly that which uses Bessel beam illumination and confocal slit
detection or structured illumination, is particularly effective at reducing the artifacts encoun-
tered when imaging highly scattering samples. Scattering aside, refractive index mis-matches
between the sample mounting media and inhomogeneities within the sample itself contribute
highly to degradation of imaging performance in all types of microscope. In this section
we describe how AO has been employed to reduce this degradation in different microscope
configurations.
3.3.1 Aberrations in microscopy
Figure 3.4: Aberrations in microscopy arise from imaging or focusing through media with
different refractive index distributions. A planar input wavefront is transformed by an
objective lens into a spherical wavefront that converges at the focal point (a). Planar interfaces
of a refractive index mis-match cause the focal point to deteriorate by introducing spherical
aberration in the converging wavefront (b). Inhomogeneous refractive index distributions
between the illumination or observation objective front aperture and the intended focal region
can distort illumination beam foci (c) and cause the detected fluorophore emission to become
distorted (d). Figure reproduced from Martin Booth’s 2007 review of AO in microscopy [127].
Figure 3.4 illustrates the presence of aberrations during illumination and observation in
microscopy, caused by the refractive index mismatches and distributions of mounting media
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and sample tissue. The two primary contributions to aberrations in the microscope are the
interfaces of surface refractive indexmis-matches between the objective lens front aperture and
the sample tissue, introducing spherical aberration [128], and then by different refractive index
regions of the sample for the remainder of the beam propagation, producing higher order
aberrations. The higher the numerical aperture (NA) of the lens and the more tissue the beam
passes through, the more detrimental the aberrations. Mounting interfaces have a far more
predictable refractive index geometry than specimen tissue structure, thus specimen-induced
aberrations are much more complicated to predict, measure and correct for. Early efforts to
survey specimen-induced aberrations employed interferometry to measure aberrations at
the imaging pupil point-by-point across thin (sub 100µm) transparent samples [129, 130]. In
this paper the authors extracted the wavefront error from the intereference pattern through
phase-retrieval and then decomposed the wavefront error into Zernike mode amplitudes,
demonstrating the dominance of low-ordermodeswith large standard deviations in amplitude
across the sample.
As the nature of the aberrative medium in microscopic biological imaging differs greatly
from dynamic atmospheric turbulence different approaches are required between all sample
mounting geometries and media, imaging depths, and microscope system optical setups. A
wide range of investigations regardingAO inmicroscopy have been investigated since practical
and affordable corrective devices became available in the early 2000s. The widely-varying
advances in microscope AO between then and now have so far been reviewed extensively
by three publications in 2007 [127], 2009 [131], and 2014 [132]. Only some key techniques
and advances will be noted here that are relevant to the work in this thesis; specifically, the
wide-field AO system presented in Chapter 4, and, for the sake of completeness in regard to
the previous theory chapter concerned with the development of LSM, SPIM systems.
3.3.2 Microscope AO correction strategies
For microscope samples AO correction is typically achieved by assessing the recorded signal
from some aberration ‘probe’, similar to the use of guide stars in astronomical AO. A probe
based on fluorescent emission can be assessed through an analysis of either the specimen’s
inherent fluorescent protein structure or a number of fluorescent beacons which are artifically-
introduced into the sample. Successful implementation of the former is beneficial when
imaging living biological specimens as the interior of the specimen remains intact. The earliest
approach that utilised the inherent fluorescent structure of the specimen was that of ‘indirect
optimisation’. In indirect optimisation the wavefront error is not measured directly but the
specimen-induced aberrations are instead corrected for by analyzing the recorded fluorescent
emission (e.g. image sharpness or overall signal intensity) whilst different orthogonal mode
amplitudes are placed on the corrective element [133]. If the fluorescence image improves
when a certain mode is applied the correction algorithm ‘learns’ the beneficial amplitude of
that mode and moves on to the next mode. Once the optimum mode amplitudes have been
learned and applied the aberrations have been inherently corrected for without requiring a
direct measurement of the wavefront error.
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In point-scanning systems such as confocal or multiphoton microscopes the earliest
successful AO corrections were achieved by maximising the recorded intensity at a photo-
diode ‘light bucket’, typically a photo-multiplier tube [134, 135]. For wide-field systems an
image quality metric can be used to asses a region-of-interest (RoI) within the full-sensor
science camera image [136]. The down-side of this technique is the duration required for the
search-and-learn mirror optimisation algorithm. Clearly if the correction of sample-based
aberrations is required at every scan point in a confocal or multiphoton system then the
AO-corrected imaging duration can be far greater than that of a wide-field system.
If, however, correction is needed on a much more rapid time-scale then a more traditional
WFS-based AO system may be more appropriate, using a SHWFS in conjunction with some
kind of guide star light source. This method typically requires fluorescent beacons to be
artificially positioned within the sample [137, 138, 139, 140], though it works just as well in the
unusual case where the fluorescent structure of the sample is point-like and well-separated in
the FoV [141]. Alternatively a guide star source can be introduced by focusing a laser to a
point within the sample. The primary benefit of the ‘sensorless’ approach is the effectiveness
of the correction. Comparatively the sensor-based approach is advantageous in terms of
correction speed. A recent publication by Bourgenot et al compares both methods of AO
aberration correction in an identical microscope system [142].
3.3.2.1 Effectiveness of microscope AO correction regarding the region of interest
As summarised in both [131] and [132], the practicality of full correction point-by-point
across a sample is limited by the spatial variations of aberrations across the observation FoV
combined with the discrepancy between the response rate of corrective elements compared
to the point-scanning speed of the microscope. For the largely-predictable aberrations
encountered in two-photon microscopy when imaging a transparent sample sandwiched
between a coverslip and microscope slide, a single ‘average’ correction can improve imaging
performance across certain regions by up to 80% [143]. This suggests that ‘look-up’ tables
might be a convenient method of applying specific corrections for certain samples and
imaging conditions. However, there may equally be regions where the image becomes worse
because the applied correction no longer represents the specimen-based aberrations as the
imaging path through the sample has changed. This limitation is not solely associated with
point-scanning microscopes: since the aberrations present at all points across a wide FoV are
caused by light passing through different refractive index distributions, the application of a
single wavefront correction to the imaging pupil of a wide-field microscope will run into the
same problem. Figure 3.6(a) illustrates how a single wavefront correction that is conjugate to
the imaging pupil can become inappropriate away from a central well-corrected region. The
lateral scale across the specimen over which a single pupil-conjugate correction remains valid
was described in early investigations as the ‘optical memory effect’ and is equivalent to the
isoplanatic patch size in astronomical AO [77, 144].
As an alternative, and potentially more appropriate, incarnation of AO in microscopy
there have been some recent developments regarding AO systems where the correction is
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Figure 3.5: Principle of
MCAO in microscopy,
from [145]. To conduct
‘perfect’ correction of aber-
rations encounteredwhen
imaging through a thick
sample with a inhomoge-
neous refractive index dis-
tribution we need to place
an ‘inverse sample’ with
an opposite refractive in-
dex gradient in a sample-
conjugate plane in order
to produce the opposite
optical effect (a). By em-
ploying multiple correc-
tive elements which are
each conjugated to a layer
within the sample’s refrac-
tive index distribution the
phase variations imparted
by the theoretical inverse
sample can be approxi-
mated (b).
applied to a different conjugate plane than the pupil of the imaging objective lens. The
use of multi-conjugate adaptive optics (MCAO), a technique developed for tomographic
wide-field atmosphere correction in astronomy [147, 148, 149, 150], in wide-field microscopy
was previously suggested (Figure 3.5) and simulated [145, 151], and an early step towards
its experimental demonstration has been published in a very recent paper [146]. Here
the corrective elements of the AO system are conjugate with layers of the refractive index
distribution within the sample. Conjugation of the corrective elements to layer positions
rather than the pupil of the imaging objective allows the correction to be appropriate for
much larger FoV region within the sample. Figure 3.6 shows a cartoon depicting the FoV
advantage when AO correction is conjugate to a specimen layer position rather than the
imaging pupil. This FoV advantage over pupil-corrected AO was recently been demonstrated
experimentally using a single adaptive element to compensate for a single conjugate layer
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(a) Pupil-conjugate AO (b) Sample-conjugate AO
Figure 3.6: Field-of-view advantage of sample-conjugate AO over pupil-conjugate AO,
from [146]. The validity of the correction imparted using pupil-conjugate AO is limited to a
small FoV within the sample and becomes inadequate outside of this region, often worsening
optical performance (a). The FoV across which correction is valid becomes improved when
the correction is imparted in a plane that is conjugate to a position within the aberrative
medium, rather than at the lens pupil, since the collected light from two distinct locations in
the FoV will pass through the same refractive index distribution (b).
within the sample—simply conjugate adaptive optics (CAO) rather than MCAO—in a recent
publication [146]. As a final note regarding the effectiveness of AO correction over a wide
FoV, however, it is worth mentioning that despite the AO system of the next chapter being
a wide-field imaging system, the simulated aberrations are introduced at the pupil plane.
Thus sample-conjugate AO is unnecessary in our case; simple pupil-conjugate AO is entirely
appropriate.
3.3.3 AO correction in a SPIM
In the final section of this chapter we review recent advances in the incorporation of AO into
wide-field SPIM systems. As the propagation of both the illumination beam and the detected
emission in SPIM typically propagate through non-planar media, the nature of the system
aberrations in a SPIM are different to those encountered in planar, on-axis, epi-configuration
imaging systems. In [152] it was shown both through simulation and experimentation that
refractive index mis-matches at the cylindrical interface of a mounting pipette used in SPIM
(Figure 3.7) cause distortions in both the illumination and emission beam paths, imparting
tilt, astigmatism, and defocus in both arms that vary with according to the imaging position
within the cylindrical pipette. These effects combine to cause a mis-alignment between
the illumination light sheet axis and the focus of the observation optics within the sample
mounting pipette. ImplementingAOon the emission beampath can re-align these beampaths,
thus correcting for the system aberrations, in addition to correcting for the specimen-based
aberrations caused by the refractive index distribution within the sample tissue.
It is worth noting that the authors of [152] performed this study with an intentional
refractive indexmis-match between the capillary samplemount and themounting/immersion
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Figure 3.7: Cut-away diagram of the typical mounting solution employed for roughly
cylindrical samples in a SPIM. The biological sample is held within a cylindrical capillary tube
using agarose gel, an aqueous mounting solution. In this diagram the outline of a zebrafish
sample has been used to indicate the biological sample. The illumination beam passes from
the immersion medium through the cylindrical surfaces of the capillary tube and the agarose
gel before reaching the specimen tissue. The fluorescence which is excited by the illumination
beam is collected by the observation optics after passing back through the specimen tissue,
agarose gel, capillary tube interfaces, and immersion medium.
medium; bymatching the refractive index of the the capillary tube and the immersionmedium
the appearance of these mounting-induced aberrations is greatly reduced and specimen-
induced aberrations dominate. In their paper correction was achieved by using sensorless
AO, altering the shape of a DM by stepping through an amplitude range of low order Zernike
modes, and they compared the effectiveness of different image quality metrics and search-and-
learn ‘genetic’ algorithms. The authors have since combined sensorless AO correction with
an optically-gated imaging technique that ‘freezes’ periodic motion of in-vivo specimens [153]
to demonstrate aberration correction of a beating zebrafish heart [154], shown in Figure 3.8.
The same authors have also demonstrated wavefront sensing in real-time when imaging the
optically-gated beating zebrafish heart, using a cross-correlation SHWFS technique without
the need for artificially-introduced fluorescent markers [155]: the sub-apertures of the SHWFS
lenslet array produce images of the full wide-field fluorescent structure; these images are then
cross-correlated to produce an array of Gaussian spots from which the wavefront information
can be extracted via centroiding (performed in the same way as mentioned earlier for solar
AO [122]). This wavefront sensing technique may prove to be an extremely promising solution
for real-time wavefront-sensed AO in future wide-field fluorescence microscopes.
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Figure 3.8: Demonstration of sensorless aberration correction in an optically-gated SPIM
system, allowing clear images of a beating zebrafish heart to be produced, from [154].
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demonstration system 4
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a compact closed-loop adaptive optics (AO) systemdesigned to simulate
and demonstrate closed-loop aberration correction in both astronomy and microscopy. The
system was conceived as an outreach/teaching aide with three key purposes:
1. To provide a clear and transparent insight into the inner workings of AO.
2. To be informative and educational yet, more fundamentally, intellectually accessible to
a wide range of participants; i.e. from young members of the general public with no
assumed knowledge, up to research-level physicists and astronomers working outside
of AO.
3. To demonstrate that small-size, low-cost AO systems could be built according to a simple
framework and operated using streamlined and generalized software.
Structurally this chapter is as follows: First, the design considerations, chosen components, and
construction of the system are described alongside an outline of the control software; following
this, a description of the demonstrative method and the accompanying demonstrative aides
employed when using the system at public demonstrations is given; next, the aberration
correction resulting from closed-loop operation of the system, alongside some audience
participation feedback from a science festival that the system was demonstrated at, are
presented and discussed; and finally, conclusions regarding the system are presented.
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4.2 Methods &Materials
The following sections each describe some aspect of the AO demonstrator system’s design
and construction in terms of the hardware, software, and demonstrative method employed.
4.2.1 Optical components
The basic design of our AO system was a transmission microscope adapted to incorporate a
transparent turbulence-simulatingphaseplate (TPP)1, a large active areapush-pull electrostatic
membranedeformablemirror (PPDM) (Adaptica, SATURN), and a Shack-Hartmannwavefront
sensor (SHWFS), all of which were conjugated to the pupil of the imaging objective lens. All
optical components were mounted on a 600 mm × 300 mm optical breadboard to keep the
setup portable. An unfolded optical diagram of the system is presented in Figure 4.1. The
following sections each describe a particular aspect of the system’s design considerations and
solutions.
4.2.1.1 Imaging optical system
Sample illuminationwas provided by a compact LED-based light source. This light source was
adapted from an LED-to-optical fiber coupling assembly2 to provide wide-field illumination.
Light from a blue LEDwas focused by a 5mmdiameter ball lens and collected by a convex lens
(focal length f = 25.4mm) at 2f from the pinhole. At 2f on the other side of the collecting lens the
sampleswereplaced into the illuminationbeam. Transmitted light from the illuminated sample
was collectedbyan imagingobjective lens, the backpupil ofwhichwas conjugate to theTPPand
PPDM. Following the PPDM, lens L6 brought the image of the sample to focus at the imaging
camera (Prosilica GC655 by Allied Vision Technologies (AVT) GmbH, Germany). A narrow-
band blue filter was placed in front of the camera sensor to avoid image contamination by light
sources other than the illumination LED. Magnification of the sample at the imaging camera
sensorwas given byM  ( f2/ f1) ·( f4/ f3) ·( f6/ f5)  (100/30) ·(50/50) ·(300/150)  20/3  6.66˙×.
4.2.1.2 Sample preparation
To simulate both telescopic and microscopic images two types of samples were prepared:
• For astronomical images a 25 micron pinhole was employed as the sample to generate a
simple circular star-like image;
• To produce images bearing a resemblance to the highly structured wide-field images
typically recorded inmicroscopy samples were fabricated bymounting either a synthetic
substance or sectioned biological sample between circular microscope slides (thickness
1 mm) and glass cover slips (thickness 170 microns) of diameter 25 mm.
1Fabricated by Rachel Rampy at the Centre for Adaptive Optics, University of California, Santa Cruz
2Constructed by Paul Clark at the CfAI
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All samples were mounted into a filter wheel to improve the ease of switching between
individual samples. The thin cover glass surface of the mounted samples was mounted
towards the imaging objective lens to reduce the amount of spherical aberration induced by
the refractive index mis-match of the air-glass interface. The filter wheel was mounted upon
two manual translation stages to allow the system operator to laterally alter the region of
the sample being imaged during demonstrations and adjust the sample’s position along the
optical axis, bringing it into clear focus with the microscope’s fixed imaging optics.
4.2.1.3 Introduction of aberrations
To simulate the different types of aberrations affecting both astronomy and microscopy two
methods of introducing aberrations into the optical system were employed. Each method
altered the phase profile of light within the system at a plane conjugate to the pupil of both
the imaging objective lens and the SHWFS.
Simulating atmospheric turbulence: Low amplitude dynamic aberrations, caused by the
rapid fluctuations of the Earth’s atmosphere, were approximated by allowing the TPP to
freely-rotate about its central axis. The TPP was designed to introduce aberrations with
a phase spectrum similar to that of Kolmogorov turbulence [156], fabricated with a Fried
parameter of r0 = 700 microns. Note that this is the physical scale of r0 at the plate itself,
rather than the ‘on-sky’ scale mapped to the imaging pupil.
Lenses L4 & L5 provided a TPP magnification of M  f5/ f4  150/50  3×, producing an
effective Fried parameter of r′0 = 2.1 mm at the PPDM. The active area diameter of the PPDM
was D′ = 15 mm, thus (D′/r′0)  (15/2.1) ≈ 7 at the PPDM.
Further magnification by lenses L6 & L7 of M  f7/ f6  30/300  1/10× produced a final
effective Fried parameter of r′′0 = 210 microns at the SHWFS. The plate was mounted on
a manual translation stage to provide lateral motion of the plate through the beam path
allowing the same aberrations to be induced into the beam at a slower, more gradual, rate
than that of the plate spinning freely.
Simulating static tissue aberrations: Large amplitude static aberrations, experienced when
imaging a microscopic biological sample at depth and caused by inhomogeneous refractive
index variations throughout the sample tissue, were induced by sending random actuator
voltages to the PPDM. Though the PPDMwas employed to provide the controlled closed-loop
aberration correction described in the following sections, the correction feedback procedure
was “blind” to the starting mirror shape; i.e. correction was based purely on feedback via the
SHWFS - as noted in section 4.2.3.2. The large central actuator of our chosen DM is well-suited
to producing, and correcting for, focus and spherical aberration, both of which tend to be
dominant in microscopy, alongside astigmatism terms [157].
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4.2.1.4 Wavefront sensor & aberration corrector
A red diode laser (Thorlabs, UK) was used as a reference beam to project the introduced
aberrations onto the SHWFS. The beam was coupled into the optical train via a beamsplitter
cube prior to the TPP. Following lens L6 another beamsplitter cube was used to send the
reference beam through L7 to the SHWFS, thus placing the TPP, PPDM, and SHWFS pupil
at conjugate planes. Magnification of the PPDM active area by lenses L6 & L7 of M  1/10×
produced a reference beam diameter of D′′ = 1500 microns at the SHWFS. A red optical filter
prevented the blue light of the sample imaging system from entering the SHWFS.
The SHWFS in our system was comprised of a micro-lens array (MLA) of effective focal
length 6.7 mm and lenslet pitch, r′′LP, 150 microns (Thorlabs, UK) mounted at one focal length
from a CCD sensor (AVT, Prosilica GC1020). Thus the effective (D/r0) in the beam that is
well-matched to the SHWFS is (D′′/r′′LP)  (1500/150)  10. This implies that the system
should be able to correct for the (D′/r′0) ≈ 7 aberration across the PPDM aperture that is
induced by the TPP.
4.2.2 Overall design considerations
To keep the system visually attractive, interactive, and well-protected, in order to enhance both
the portability and the appeal of the system at public demonstrations, a custom clear perspex
housing was machined. The housing, shown in Figure 4.2, was milled to allow access to the
components of the system requiring manual interaction during demonstrations, allowing
participants to choose the sample and spin or gradually translate the TPP through the beam.
The optical breadboard was raised from bench level by three vibration isolated legs covered
by a black wooden surround, thus hiding the electrical components, stored underneath the
breadboard, from participants whilst retaining operator access from the system rear.
4.2.3 System control software
Control software for the AO demonstrator system was written in the Python programming
language and ran on a regular classroomPC runningWindows 7. The operation of the software
can be broken down into the following categories: wavefront sensor (WFS) monitoring of
incident wavefronts; calibration of the feedback system between the WFS and deformable
mirror (DM); closed-loop operation of the device; and the graphical user interface (GUI) of
the system. These categories are described throughout the following two sections.
4.2.3.1 Wavefront monitoring
The local tip and tilt across wavefronts of the laser beam were monitored by the SHWFS. A
square region-of-interest (RoI) was defined for each of the M MLA sub-apertures, bounding
each individual focal spot incident on the WFS camera sensor. These are visually represented
in Figure 4.3 as a grid bounded by a circle that defines the pupil of the laser beam at the
SHWFS. A centroiding algorithm located the centre-of-mass of intensity within each RoI.
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Figure 4.2: The clear perspex housing for the AO demonstrator system allows access to
key operational components such as the sample filter wheel, the TPP, and their respective
translation stages, whilst keeping all optical components completely visible yet protected.
The breadboard is raised from bench level by three vibration-isolated legs allowing the power
packs and Ethernet connections to be stored underneath. A 3-panel black wooden surround
keeps the electrical components out of sight and accessible from the rear of the system (top).
The entire system has width × depth × height dimensions of 600 mm × 300 mm × 290 mm.
The centroids, cx & cy , along both x and y axes were given by
(cx , cy ) 
*.,
∑X,Y
i , j1 i.I(i , j)∑X,Y
i , j1 I(i , j)
,
∑X,Y
i , j1 j.I(i , j)∑X,Y
i , j1 I(i , j)
+/- , (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: The wavefront sensor as displayed in the AO demonstrator’s GUI. Images from the
SHWFS CCD sensor are displayed continuously within the main GUI window to the left of
the buttons used to control the system. Two sliders to the bottom left of the CCD feed control
the gain (upper) and exposure (lower) of the camera. Controls for the display are situated
along the top, allowing the live feed to be presented in other formats than linear monochrome,
such as logarithmic; square root; histogram equalised; and inverted. A drop-down menu of
alternative colourmaps is also included. The blue grid bounding the spots formed by the
MLA defines the centroid RoI for each sub-aperture, within each RoI the local tip-tilt of the
incident wavefront is measured.
where X and Y are the number of pixels across the x and y axes of the RoI respectively and
I(i , j) is the intensity measured at pixel (x  i , y  j). The local tip and tilt of the wavefront
across each sub-aperture is inferred by the displacement of the resulting spot locations from
those formed by a reference beam in the absence of induced aberrations. Calculated spot
displacements within each RoI (∆cx ,∆cy) are recorded for all M sub-apertures. Thus the
incident wavefront is represented by 2M-element WFS signal vector s.
4.2.3.2 Closed-loop calibration and operation
Several buttons, denoted by their “Name”, in the GUI control the calibration, operation, and
other display features of the system. The feedback loop describing the relationship between
the SHWFS and PPDM was configured each time the system was set up for demonstration
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according to the following steps:
1. The optical train is set to an ‘aberration-free’ mode by removing the TPP and relaxing
the PPDM by setting all actuator voltages to zero;
2. In the GUI the centroid RoIs are centred via centroid onto the MLA focal spots by using
the button marked “Define the WFS” to define the WFS geometry.
3. The button marked “Interaction Matrix” begins the calibration procedure: First, spot
locations are recorded for the reference beam; then, a set voltage, a factor of themaximum
applicable voltage, is sent to one of the N DM actuators and the resulting WFS signal
vector of spot displacements s is recorded; this is performed for all individual DM
actuators to populate each column of the N × 2M interaction matrix B, thus defining
the interaction relationship between DM actuator voltages and WFS signals. The DM
returns to a relaxed state.
4. The pseudoinverse of B is then calculated using a singular value decomposition (SVD)
routine to give the control matrix C. This defines the inverse relationship required for
closed-loop aberration correction; that is, the actuator voltages x required to reduce the
WFS signal s can now be calculated.
Closed-loop operation and other features of the system were controlled using the remaining
buttons:
• “Correct” is an on/off button that initiates and aborts closed-loop operation. While the
loop is closed, actuator voltages x are calculated that reduce the current WFS signal s
and sent to the PPDM with a gain of 0.2.
• “Display Wavefront” creates a sub-display within the GUI depicting a live feed of the
current wavefront shape. This shape is a composite map of the first 15 Zernike modes
with estimated amplitudes. The Zernike mode amplitudes are estimated via the WFS
signal vector s by inverting the response matrix G, where a, a Zernike mode amplitude
vector, is given by a  G−1s. G is calculated numerically for the specific WFS geometry
by predicting the spot motion caused by unit amplitude Zernike mode wavefronts. This
occurs just prior to calculation of the interaction matrix. The colourmap is presented
in units of waves, denoted by the colourbar across the top of the sub-display. Also
included in this display are the peak-to-valley and root-mean-squared wavefront error.
• “Remove Tip and Tilt” concerns this sub-display only; it does not cause any alteration of
the mirror shape. Instead, this simply removes the Tip and Tilt Zernike modes bitmap
layers from the final displayed wavefront.
• “Random Aberration” generates a vector of actuator voltages with a random set of
amplitudes, between 0–Vmax/2 V, and sends this signal to the PPDM.
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4.2.4 Demonstrative method
To aid the volunteers demonstrating this system to the public we produced a guide that
included a suggested list of actions; an account of which is presented below. The guide was
intended to form the skeleton for a flexible yet comprehensive demonstration, allowing the
complexity of the explanations to be tailored for the audience present.
Our system has so far been displayed at three science festivals, two of which were
completely public, and operated by 10 volunteers in total; 6 of whom had no prior experience
of using the system, though 8 of them had a full understanding of AO. Additionally, we
produced several posters (see Appendix A) and a video slide-show presentation on AO,
shown on a large television screen, to compliment the system and attract participants. Aside
from giving an accessible overview of AO in astronomy, microscopy, and ophthalmology, a
secondary use of the video presentation was to keep potential participants occupied when a
system demonstration was already underway. The suggested list of demonstrative actions
described below, under ‘Demonstrating Astronomical AO’ and ‘Demonstrating AO in Microscopy’,
could be presented in either order, though most volunteers preferred to describe AO in the
context of astronomy first.
A reproduction of the guide for our volunteers is reproduced here throughout the follow-
ing subsection.
4.2.4.1 Demonstrative Guide for Volunteers
Stall setup: The stall is arranged as follows (from left to right, or vice versa): the large stand
alone poster; the large screen TV showing the video presentation on loop via a laptop; the AO
demonstrator system; and a computer screen connected to the control PC, facing the audience.
Extra posters explaining AO surround the stall. Prior to the start of the presentation session
the system software is booted up and the GUI displayed on the control PC screen, alongside
this a live feed from the imaging camera using AVT’s proprietary ‘GigE Viewer’ software is
also displayed. Set a suitable exposure for both cameras; check that both the pinhole and
microscope samples can be adequately viewed using a single exposure for the imaging camera.
When the demonstrator software is initially loaded the PPDM is in a relaxed state.
Initialise the system. Perform the following actions to ready the system for demonstration:
1. Remove the TPP from the beam path using the translation stage beneath it.
2. Click “Define the WFS” and make sure the RoI grid bounds all well-formed focal spots
from the MLA sub-apertures illuminated by the laser. If necessary change the number
of RoI boxes by increasing the pupil radius via the text box below; use the tip and tilt
thumb screws on the mirror prior to the SHWFS to adjust the pupil position.
3. Click “Interaction Matrix” to record reference spot positions and calibrate the system.
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4. Click “DisplayWavefront” and “Remove Tip andTilt” to display thewavefront reconstructed
from the SHWFS signal in the GUI.
Demonstrating astronomical AO:
1. Begin by rotating the sample filter wheel until the pinhole is illuminated. Ensure it is
visible in the live feed of the imaging camera. Use the two-axis translation stage beneath
the filter wheel to adjust the focus and position of the pinhole image.
2. Explain that this is a simulation of a perfect image of a star; clear and well-defined.
There is nothing between the star and the camera to affect our image.
3. Introduce the TPP into the beam using the appropriate translation stage, draw attention
to the fact that the image has become distorted and the displayed wavefront has changed.
4. Explain that distortions like this are caused by the atmosphere but constantly alter on a
rapid scale rather than remaining static.
5. Demonstrate this effect by spinning the TPP; allow the participants to spin the TPP
themselves, noting the changing positions of the WFS spot pattern and the subsequent
warping of the simulated star image.
6. Explain that AO allows us to remove this effect by measuring how much the spots have
moved and then using a device to produce the opposite spot motion.
7. Show this at a slower speed by using the TPP translation stage to gradually alter the
aberrations introduced into the beam.
8. Demonstrate AO by allowing the participants to turn closed-loop correction on and off
by clicking “Correct”when the plate is static, once correction has been achieved alter the
plate position slightly. Point out that they can see the correction happening iteration by
iteration for each position of the plate.
9. Inform the participants that this is exactly what happens on a telescope, albeit at a much
more rapid rate.
10. End the simulation by translating the TPP out of the beam path and closing the loop to
return the mirror to its reference shape.
Demonstrating AO in microscopy:
1. Begin by rotating the sample filter wheel until one of the microscope samples is
illuminated. Ensure it is visible in the live feed of the imaging camera. Use the two-axis
translation stage beneath the filter wheel to adjust the focus and position of this image.
2. Explain that this is a simulation of a perfect microscope image; clear and well-defined.
There is nothing between the layer of tissue we are interested in and the camera that can
affect our image.
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3. Explain that when imaging larger, more complex, and sometimes even living, specimens
there is often a great deal of tissue in between the layer we are interested in and our
microscope lenses.
4. Click the “Random Aberration” button, draw attention to the distorted image and inform
them that this is more similar to what we would see under the microscope. Note
how much the WFS spots and the displayed wavefront have changed compared to the
astronomy simulation, if it has already been performed.
5. Demonstrate AO by allowing the participants to turn closed-loop correction on by
clicking “Correct”.
6. Allow the participants to choose different microscope samples and alter the aberrations
introduced into the beam using the “Random Aberration” button, turning closed-loop
correction on and off.
7. Point out that this allows us to see biological features and processes we otherwise would
not be able to obtain a clear picture of, if at all, like developing fly embryos or a beating
Zebrafish heart.
4.3 Results & Discussion
This section presents the operation of the AOdemonstrator system in terms of both closed-loop
performance and feedback from participants at a demonstration.
System performance is presented from the point of view of both the imaging camera
and wavefront sensor by comparing images and calculated wavefronts from before and after
closed-loop correction of aberrations introduced into the optical system, and in the absence of
aberrations. After this, the results of an audience participation survey, taken over one day of
demonstrating the system to various age groups of school children from the Durham area,
are presented and discussed.
4.3.1 Closed-loop correction: Results
Figures 4.4–4.9 all demonstrate closed-loop correction of the typical aberrations introduced
into the optical system using both random DM distortions and TPP positions in the exact
same way as they are during demonstrations.
The 3-D wire-frame plots on the left column of Figures 4.4–4.6 are surface profiles taken
from cropped images of the 25 micron pinhole sample both before and after AO correction,
overlaid with a surface profile from a reference image recorded in the absence of induced
aberrations. The pixel values have been normalised by the maximum pixel value of the
reference image to present the variation in intensity between the three images as a Strehl ratio, a
commonmethod of describing the imaging improvement facilitated byAO [158, 159, 160]. The
bar charts to the right of the wire-frame profiles present the average Zernike mode amplitudes
both before and after AO correction, and have been reconstructed from the wavefront sensor
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Mode # n m Name
0 0 0 Piston
1 1 -1 Tilt
2 1 +1 Tip
3 2 -2 Astigmatism
4 2 0 Defocus
5 2 +2 Astigmatism
6 3 -3 Trefoil
7 3 -1 Coma
8 3 +1 Coma
9 3 +3 Trefoil
10 4 -4 Tetrafoil
11 4 -2 5th-order Astigmatism
12 4 0 3rd-order Spherical
13 4 +2 5th-order Astigmatism
14 4 +4 Tetrafoil
Table 4.1: Naming convention for the first 15 Zernike modes as used in this thesis.
signal. The Zernike modes are labelled according to the convention described in Table 4.1
and the amplitude of Mode 0, or ‘Piston’, has been omitted from the bar charts as it has no
effect on the image intensity.
Figure 4.7 presents the same pinhole images as used for the wire-frame surface profiles
in Figures 4.5 & 4.6 as basic grayscale images, as shown to participants via the imaging
camera live display, and inverted for clarity. This is a visual example of how astronom-
ical AO is demonstrated using the system. Similarly, Figure 4.8 is a visual example of
how AO in microscopy is demonstrated using the system. Line sections across these images
for both the reference, beforeAO, and after AO correction situations are presented in Figure 4.9.
4.3.2 Closed-loop correction: Discussion
The wavefront decomposition charts shown in Figure 4.4 show that the random mirror shape
aberrations are dominated by defocus (Zernike mode 4) terms with mode amplitudes of over
0.5 wave RMS. Closed-loop correction of these aberrations is highly successful, with the focus
term being completely removed and all residual mode amplitudes reduced below 0.05 wave
RMS. As can be seen on the 3-D wire-frame profiles, the corrected pinhole image returns to
a Strehl ratio of 1.0; nearly indistinguishable from the reference pinhole image. Thus, the
system achieves full correction of these aberrations.
Closed-loop correction of the aberrations introduced into the system using the TPP returns
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Figure 4.4: Closed-loop correction of three random mirror shapes A&D, B&E, and C&F by
the AO demonstrator system. In A, B, and Cmonochrome images of a 25 micron diameter
pinhole have been normalized by the maximum pixel value of the unaberrated reference
image and plotted as wire-frame Strehl ratio surface profiles. The unaberrated reference (gray)
and corrected (orange) wire-frame profiles are virtually indistinguishable from each other as
they overlap very closely. In D, E, and F the reconstructed wavefronts at each stage of the AO
process are presented as the arithmetic average of 30 Zernike mode amplitudes reconstructed
from WFS signals. The standard deviations of these average mode amplitudes are presented
as purple error bars on each of the bars. The Zernike mode numbers correspond to those
detailed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: Closed-loop correction of three random TPP positions A&D, B&E, and C&F by the
AO demonstrator system presented in the same format as Figure 4.4. Closed-loop correction
of three further aberrations induced by random positions of the TPP are presented next in
Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Closed-loop correction of three further random TPP positions A&D, B&E, and
C&F by the AO demonstrator system additional to those presented in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of astronomical AO. Closed loop correction of six random phase plate
positions, as seen by the participant of a demonstration. These images are an alternative
presentation of Figures 4.5(A,B,C), & 4.6(A,B,C); the pinhole images are the same as are used
for the 2-D wire-frames of the previous figures but instead are presented 2-D in inverted
grayscaleThe Strehl ratio colorbar again refers to the pixel values normalised by the maximum
pixel value of the reference image.
Figure 4.8: Simulation of AO correction in microscopy. Reference images of three microscope
samples are presented alongside images of the same samples affected by a random mirror
aberration both before AO correction, and after. The scale bar on each image is 1 mm. Line
sections of these scale bars for all three samples in all three situations are presented in
Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9: Line sections along the scale bars shown on the images of Sample 1 (A), Sample 2
(B), and Sample 3 (C) in Figure 4.8.
the pinhole images to a Strehl ratio of between 0.6–0.8, as shown in the 3-D wire-frame
profiles in Figures 4.5 & 4.6 The wavefront decomposition charts in these figures show that in
many cases the modal amplitudes of the reconstructed wavefront in fact increase following
correction. Despite this, the two-dimensional (2-D) grayscale counterparts to these wire-frame
plots shown in Figure 4.7 demonstrate that the correction is visible enough for demonstrative
purposes.
As discussed earlier, the substantial defocus amplitude term of aberrations introduced
using random mirror deformations causes the distinct appearance of wide-field aberrations
affecting the pre–AO correction images of the three microscope samples in Figure 4.8. This
successfully emulates the wide-field aberrations often encountered during deep imaging of
sample tissues in microscopy. Additionally, since the system is capable of fully correcting
mirror-induced aberrations, the correction is highly visible: The ‘AO on’ images in the right
column of the figure are virtually indistinguishable from the ‘Reference’ images in the left
column. This is emphasised in Figure 4.9 where line sections along the scale bar coordinates
on the ‘Reference’ images of Figure 4.8 are plotted with same-coordinate sections across the




Overall, the system both imparts and corrects for aberrations in a manner which is appro-
priate for the simulation of astronomical AO and AO in microscopy.
4.3.3 Participation feedback
Figure 4.10: Feedback on the AO demonstrator from a short questionnaire that was completed
by participants during a science festival for school children fromDurham and the surrounding
area.
Six different school groups of different ages and ability were presented the AO demon-
stration system during a science festival held at Durham University for children from the
surrounding area. Following the presentation each participant was asked to fill out a
questionnaire indicating their enjoyment of the presentation. The questionnaire was only
devised to generate simple participant feedback, rather than an exhaustive evaluation of their
understanding of the various theoretical components of AO. As shown in Figure 4.10, 86%
of those that answered the questionnaire rated the demonstration either ‘Excellent’ (39%) or
‘Very Good’ (47%) while 11% selected either ‘Good’ (7%) or ‘Okay’ (4%); 3% described the
demonstration as poor. This data shows that the majority of participants responded positively
to the demonstration.
4.4 Conclusions
The main issues affecting the construction of most AO systems are the cost of the high
performance cameras, powerful lasers, and the subsequent bulk and size of the system.
These systems are also typically very sensitive to vibrations and mis-alignments and can
easily be rendered into an inoperable state when not carefully monitored within a contained
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environment. By choosing to perform AO on simulated astronomical and microscope
environments these factors are significantly reduced to the point where our systemwas robust
enough to withstand days of continuous operation at public science festivals where there
were large numbers of participants. As the aim of the system was to visibly demonstrate
AO to a participant in real-time there was no need for high frame rate cameras, expensive
simulated LGS spots within atmospheric chambers, expensive microscope objectives and
illuminator/condensor lenses. The light sources used were low cost, the control computer
was a regular classroom PC, and the lenses, lenslet array, mirrors, beamsplitters, filters and
breadboard can easily be purchased off-the-shelf from online opto-mechanical component
retailers. The most expensive component was the PPDM, costing €5000 (currently £4000),
below that the two Prosilica cameras cost £600 each, the TPP $700USD (currently £464), and
the lenslet array £300.
The performance of the instrument has been quantified and analysed in a manner in-line
with it’s pedagogical aims: A system performance in terms of Strehl ratio has not been
performed for a point-source, but rather for the system operating in point-source-simulation
mode, using a pinhole. Though the 3-D wire-frames and modal wavefront decomposition
charts show that the closed-loop correction of the TPP aberrations achieved with the system
are far from perfect, observation of the before and after images presented to participants show
that the level of correction is visually clear enough for demonstration purposes. Similarly,
though the large-amplitude aberrations simulating those found in microscopy are created by
the corrective element itself, heavily influenced by the large central actuator, these aberrations
affect and are corrected fully across the entire wide-field sample image. Plus, the stages of the
iterative correction occur on a timescale of seconds, making visible to the participant/observer
what could easily be overlooked with a faster system.
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5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe a beam profiling system that was developed in order to directly
image the laser illumination beams used in fluorescence microscopes. In particular we use our
system to profile the illumination beam of an operational single/selective plane illumination
microscope (SPIM), obtaining images from directly within the small volume of the specimen
chamber in-between the orthogonally-mounted objective lenses. The beam profiling system
itself is comprised of a minimally-invasive camera probe which is used in conjunction with
a high dynamic range (HDR) imaging procedure and image reconstruction algorithm in
order to measure the wide range of flux levels present in focused laser illumination. The
reconstructed beam profile images are quantitative 2-D maps of the flux incident on the
camera sensor and can be extended to 3-D by scanning the probe along the optical axis of the
beam.
This chapter opens with an explanation of how sequential exposure HDR imaging can
be used to extend the dynamic range of a camera sensor. Following this, we present the
experimental development of our beam profiling system, starting with the camera probe
design. We explain the beneficial features of the selected sensor and the custom-manufactured
sensor housing in regard to using the device directly at the illumination beam focus of
operational microscope systems. Next, we explore the performance of our camera probe and
give details of the sensor calibration required for our quantitative sequential exposure HDR
imaging procedure. The full experimental HDR imaging and reconstruction procedure is
then explained and verified by comparing a 2-D flux map with the theoretical profile for a
test beam. The device is then demonstrated within three operational fluorescence microscope
configurations. 3-D illumination beam profiles from these microscope systems are presented
that allow us to make conclusions regarding microscope optical alignment and performance
alongside further comments regarding our beam profiling method. Lastly, we discuss the
limitations of our imaging approach in terms of the profile resolution, the speed of the HDR
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imaging and reconstruction procedure, and the reliability of the reconstructed flux maps.
5.2 Quantitative sequential exposure HDR imaging
Herewepresent the theoretical framework for ourHDR imaging and reconstruction procedure.
The overall intention of this work was to create a compact camera device that could be used to
record the full intensity profile of a beam directly. Due to the nature of beam foci, namely the
high flux concentrated within the focal volume and the comparatively low flux outside of
that, our system was required to quantify a wide range of incident flux. However, there is a
limit on the range of intensities that any camera sensor can adequately reproduce in a single
image which is set by the sensor’s dynamic range. In this section we first explain how the
dynamic range of a sensor can be extended by sequential exposure imaging (SEI) to allow a
wider range of incident flux to be recorded. We then explain how quantitative HDR images
can be composed from the recorded data.
5.2.1 Dynamic range of a sensor
Each pixel on a sensor array responds to an incident flux by collecting the charge induced
by the photo-electric effect over a time period called the exposure duration. The maximum
amount of charge that can be collected by a single pixel is referred to as the analogue well
depth. If the well becomes full then signal saturation occurs. Thus, the signal saturation
level set by the well depth and the exposure duration determines the maximum incident flux
that can be measured. Once the exposure duration ends the stored charge is released and
an analogue measure of the photoelectric signal is converted from an analogue input signal
into a digital output signal by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Gain and offset controls
are used to set the scaling factor relationship between the analogue input and digital output
signal ranges. The relationship between the analogue input and digital output signal ranges
determines the flux range that can be measured by the sensor. The bit-depth of the sensor
determines the number of digital signal levels the analogue charge signal can be converted to.
For a linear n-bit sensor, the ADCmaps the input signal range of analogue charge to a discrete
range of 2n equally-spaced digital signal levels. This sets the quantisation resolution of the
signal. The saturation level and quantisation resolution together set the maximum output
dynamic range of the sensor, depicted for a single pixel in Figure 5.1(a).
5.2.2 Sequential exposure extension of dynamic range
Figure 5.1(b) depicts how the saturation level across a sequence of exposure durations alters
the measurable range and quantisation resolution of the incident flux, thereby extending the
intrascene dynamic range. The saturation level can be made to correspond to larger flux levels
by reducing the exposure duration, allowing flux that was above the saturation level of a
longer exposure to become measurable. However, low signals produced by low incident flux
can be greatly affected by either read noise in the sensor circuitry, coarse quantization in the
digital conversion, or both. This masks the input analogue signal and reduces the accuracy of
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Figure 5.1: The dynamic range of a sensor pixel is represented here by a vertical rectangular
bar corresponding to the full ADU output signal bit-depth (a). The usable region of the
dynamic range is affected by offset and read noise, shown as different colored portions of
the vertical bar and scaled for emphasis. When a dark image (F=0) results in a digital output
signal above 0 ADU the dynamic range has been reduced by the offset applied between the
analogue input signal and the digital output signal (purple shading). Above this offset there
is a region where there is poor resolution between the low flux signals and the analogue input
signal is a similar magnitude to, and therefore masked by, the read noise (orange shading).
The extent of the orange region effectively sets the minimum resolvable signal within the
usable dynamic range as ADUmin. The upper limit on the output signal is set by saturation
at ADUmax. Within this usable dynamic range there is a distinct range of incident flux that
produces signals which are resolvable at the scale of ADUmin at a given exposure. This range
can be extended by sequential exposure imaging (b). For illustrative purposes the dynamic
range reduction due to the applied offset has been omitted in (b). The range of signals affected
adversely by read noise is shown to take up two fifths of the pixel’s dynamic range. The three
successively longer exposure durations shown in the figure demonstrate how the highest flux
that produces signals which are masked by read noise successfully produce a quantifiable
signal in the usable dynamic range of the next longest exposure duration. The dynamic range
of these three exposures combines to form an extended dynamic range, allowing signals
produced by a wide range of incident flux to be quantified more accurately.
the output signal. In either case these noise sources may behave approximately uniformly
across different exposure durations, thus corresponding to much smaller uncertainties in the
incident intrascene flux at longer exposures. Therefore, by combining the output signals from
images taken with different exposure durations a wide range of incident flux can be measured
more accurately. Such images are referred to as HDR images, the procedural composition of
which is explained in the following section.
5.2.3 Composition of quantitative HDR images
The exposure durations used in sequential exposure HDR imaging have to be chosen such that
there is an overlap in the flux range between the lowest measurable signal and the saturation
level between successive exposures, otherwise there will be a gap in the range of flux that can
be measured. Once a set of images have been taken using a sequence of exposure durations
each pixel then has several measurements of the incident flux associated with it that are
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Figure 5.2: The hypothetical flux response of an 8-bit sensor pixel in ADU vs. texp parameter
space. This pixel is shown to exhibit a linear response to incident flux. The response to
4 incident flux levels is presented as 4 solid blue lines diverging from a common offset of
ADUoffset at texp  0. Three exposure durations are noted in the diagram: texp0, texp1, and texp2.
For the entire range of exposure durations the output signal of the sensor may range from
ADUoffset up to the output saturation signal, ADUsat. Both limits are shown as horizontal
black dashed lines. Additionally, the presence of read noise dominates low signal levels
and limits the accuracy of the output signal to ADUmin, which extends from ADUoffset up
to the horizontal gray dashed line. The signals induced by low incident flux that are not
well sampled by the dynamic range of the sensor at the shortest exposure duration, texp0,
can be better quantified by taking images at longer exposure durations. This improves the
signal-to-noise ratio and provides greater distinction between low flux signals. This in turn
allows the flux signals that were previously indistinguishable from noise to be recovered:
the signals from flux between Fmax2 and Fmin2 that were lost to read noise at texp0 are fully
resolved by the dynamic range of the sensor at texp2.
represented by both the output signal and that signal’s corresponding exposure duration.
In order to extract a quantifiable measure of the flux incident at each pixel we need to
determine the relationship between the output signal and the exposure durations in response
to a range of known incident flux. Such a relationship is referred to hereafter as the flux
response of the sensor and determines the output signal, measured in ADU, when recording a
flux of F over an exposure duration of texp. Figure 5.2 depicts the flux response of a linear
8-bit sensor pixel to 4 incident flux levels. We refer to the mathematical form of the flux
response as the flux response equation. This equation describes a family of curves in ADU
versus texp parameter space where a value of the incident flux can be calculated by using a
pair of ADU and texp co-ordinates, effectively solving the flux response equation. To obtain
the best estimate of the incident flux we select the pair of ADU and texp values where the
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output ADU signal is as high as possible without being affected by saturation. This selects
the best quantisation resolution and the highest SNR for the signal in order to obtain the
best estimate of F. Composition of the quantitative HDR image is complete once F has been
calculated for each sensor pixel. The uncertainty in F, caused by noise, limits the intrascene
dynamic range of flux that can be reproduced. A quantitative assessment of the dynamic
range improvement invoked by sequential exposure imaging is discussed more thoroughly in
the following section.
5.2.4 HDR sensor technology
The fact that signal saturation is an inherent part of sequential exposure HDR imaging
informs our choice of sensor technology for a HDR camera. As mentioned earlier, high
beam intensities cause signal saturation once the analogue well depth has been filled. Thus,
when taking sequential exposure images of a ‘scene’ containing a wide range of incident flux
magnitudes, there will be exposure durations where a particular flux may cause saturation of
some pixels, whilst the lower flux incident upon neighboring pixels does not cause saturation.
As an example we consider two neighboring pixels on a sensor array, pixels A & B, where
the incident flux is higher at pixel A than at pixel B. Three sequential exposures of the scene
are taken using the sensor: texp0, texp1, and texp2, where texp0 < texp1 < texp2. These result
in three corresponding recorded signals for each pixel: ADUA0,1,2 and ADUB 0,1,2. In this
example sequence of three images saturation of pixel A occurs during texp1, and saturation
of pixel B occurs during texp2. Hence, when the HDR image of the scene is composed the
saturated signals are ignored and our best estimate of the flux incident at pixel A is calculated
using ADUA0 and texp0 and at pixel B using ADUB 1 and texp1. A problem common to some
sensors is an inability to retain charge within the confines of a single pixel well once saturation
has been reached. The excess charge induced can flow into the wells of neighboring pixels,
producing an erroneous signal. For our example sensor this would cause the saturation of
pixel A to affect the readout signal from pixel B during exposure texp1, thus affecting the HDR
image which uses the ADUB 1 signal to calculate the incident flux at pixel B. This unwanted
process is called blooming and occurs predominantly in CCD sensors due to the readout
signal path running through entire rows of pixels on the sensor array. Blooming does not,
however, occur in CMOS sensor chip architectures as the readout circuitry is fabricated on an
individual pixel by pixel basis. This makes CMOS the ideal sensor choice for HDR imaging.
5.3 Camera probe design and operation
5.3.1 Intra-microscope camera probe design & construction
5.3.1.1 Sensor selection
Use of the device directly within an operational microscope system restricts the maximum
overall dimensions of the camera probe to sub-centimetre scales. A minimal-dimensions
CMOS sensor (NanEye 2b [161] by Awaiba, Madeira, Portugal), originally designed as a
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Figure 5.3: Photograph (a) and schematic (b) of the compact waterproof mounting solution
for the Awaiba NanEye 2b CMOS sensor comprising our beam profiling camera probe.
compact endoscope, was selected for its compact sensor size and long read-out cable; it was
the smallest stand-alone sensor on the market at the time of this research. The re-purposed
8-bit CMOS sensor has a footprint of only 1 mm × 1 mm and the read-out cable, 55 cm long,
feeds into a separate USB-to-PC control interface away from the active sensor array. The glass-
fronted array of the sensor, comprised of 3 µm× 3 µm pitch pixels over a 250 pixel× 250 pixel
array, spans an active area of 750 µm × 750 µm.
5.3.1.2 Probe construction
As the probe was intended for use within specimen chambers a waterproof housing was
devised to contain the sensor, shown in Figure 5.3. A glass microscope cover slip of thickness
170 µmwas cut to the dimensions of the housing face and glued in place using a UV-cured
optical adhesive (Norland, New Jersey, USA) to seal the sensor within the housing. Such
cover slips are regularly used in microscopy to seal samples to microscope slides. The optical
adhesive was refractive index matched to both the cover glass and the glass front of the sensor
array. The dimensions of the device were minimised to reduce the distance between the
sensor pixels and the outer surface of the cover slip, allowing the device to operate in close
proximity to short-working-distance optical components.
5.3.2 Camera operation and settings
Awaiba’s proprietry ‘Viewer’ softwarewas used to control the gain and exposure for the sensor,
and subsequently to take images, as there was no software developer kit (SDK) available for
the device. This resulted in the gain and offset settings for the sensor being limited to four
discrete values each: ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’. The gain and offset were chosen so that the usable
dynamic range of the sensor was maximised. In the complete absence of incident light an
offset of ‘3’ ensured the dark voltage produced a signal above 0 ADUs for all pixels so no
signals were lost at the low end. The minimum output signal for all pixels across the sensor
array was between 50–100 ADUs using this setting. A gain of ‘3’ scaled the average analogue
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well saturation signal level up to the maximum output signal of 255 ADU. These settings
therefore caused the usable dynamic range for each pixel to be between 155–205 ADUs.
5.4 Camera probe calibration
As mentioned earlier in Section 5.2 a mathematical description of the sensor’s flux response
is required in order to generate quantitative HDR images. To determine the sensor’s flux
response we recorded the output signal of the sensor in response to a range of known incident
flux using a range of exposure durations. We then devised a general mathematical equation
to describe the properties of the flux response shown in our calibration data. In the next
section we describe the full calibration procedure undertaken and derive the mathematical
form of the flux response equation and comment on its limitations.
5.4.1 Determining the flux response equation
The sensor was uniformly illuminated using an integrating sphere (AvaSphere-50 by Avantes,
Apeldoorn, The Netherlands) fed by a light emitting diode (LED) light source. A range of
absorptive ND filters were used to set the relative flux that was incident on the sensor. The
transmission of each ND filter was used as our measure of the flux incident on the sensor,
F. This F was adopted as our numerical quantity of flux in this work and is referred to
throughout this chapter and the next as the relative incident flux, in arbitrary units.
To roughly match the 488 nm excitation wavelength of many commonly used fluorophores,
e.g. green fluorescent protein (GFP), a blue LED (wavelength 470 nm, linewidth 10 nm) was
selected as the calibration light source. Light from this LED was collected by a plano-convex
lens (focal length 35 mm), coupled through a microscope objective lens (40×, 0.65NA) into
the core of a multi-mode fiber (diameter 200µm, 0.22NA), and then fed into the integrating
sphere. Prior to the objective lens a filter mount was installed to house the ND filters. Care
was taken to ensure the sensor and integrating sphere were completely shrouded in black-out
cloth, in addition to all calibration images being taken in a lightless room. Thus all light
incident on the sensor array was solely controlled by the LED-ND filter fiber coupling system.
The optical densities, OD, of the ND filters used were 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0.
The transmission of these filters gave us a specific range of calibration flux values of 0.63, 0.40,
0.25, 0.16, 0.10, 0.06, 0.03, and 0.01 respectively. For each incident flux, including F  1 where
no ND filter was present and F  0 in the complete absence of light, images were taken using
a range of 14 exposure durations, linearly spaced along the horizontal axis of the ADU vs. texp
parameter space between 90 µs and 22.3 ms. Exposure durations outside of this range were
inaccessible using the Awaiba ‘Viewer’ software. For each exposure duration 25 images were
taken and the ADU count for each pixel was taken as the corresponding arithmetic mean in
order to reduce the effect of signal variations caused by shot noise and read noise. The F  0
flux response was used as the dark frame for each exposure duration and was subtracted
from each of the recorded data sets in the following calibration procedure.
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The flux response of each pixel was determined in a two-stepmanner: First, we determined
a general function which described what we refer to as the ensemble flux response across
the entire chip by spatially averaging the signals from all pixels at each exposure duration;
Second, we fitted this function to the flux response of each pixel individually. The sensor’s
ensemble flux response to a range of incident flux is shown in Figure 5.4.




















ADU = f(F) + g(F,  texp)
Figure 5.4: Ensemble flux response of the Awaiba NanEye 2b CMOS sensor to a range of
incident flux, F, using a range of exposure durations texp. In this figure the flux response data
has not undergone dark subtraction. The general flux response equation, and the regions of
the data set which it is used to describe, is labeled as Equation 5.1 and is explained in the
main text.
The response was distinctly non-linear and displayed two key features: a non-linear
flux-dependent offset at low exposures that transitioned into a linear region, and a soft-knee
transition of this linear region up to saturation level. We therefore needed to develop a
mathematical form of the flux response equation that took these two response features into
account. We began with the following general flux response equation:
ADU  f(F) + g(F, texp) , (5.1)
where the function f(F) is a function solely in terms of the incident flux, F, and is used to
describe the flux-dependent offset at the shortest recorded exposure duration; the function
g(F, texp) is a function in terms of both F and the exposure duration texp that describes the
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response data across the range of longer exposure durations. We refer to this latter feature of
the flux response as the remainder of the flux response. Both response features are highlighted
on Figure 5.4 by dashed-line rectangles in orange and green for f(F) and g(F, texp) respectively.
The non-linear flux-dependent offset witnessed in our sensor response is highly unusual
and may have been caused by excessive noise sources within the CMOS circuitry. The various
noise sources within a CMOS sensor were discussed earlier in Chapter 2. There are two key
points that need to be reinforced regarding this witnessed behaviour: First, this behaviour
becomes manifest only at the shortest exposures; Second, extrapolation of the sensor response
curves back to an exposure duration of zero exhibits no common offset, i.e. there appears to
be a definite flux dependency. The first point suggests the presence of a noise source that
dominates the noise power spectrum at the high sampling frequencies of short exposures. At
high frequencies we expect flicker (1/ν) noise to be masked by the uniform power spectrum
of thermal kTC noise. As a Gaussian white noise source thermal kTC has a zero-mean and
thus its impact will be reduced by the successive frame averaging (SFA) that takes place in
our procedure. However, if the use of an input signal window in the ADC causes signals
below a threshold level to become clipped then SFA results in a response exhibiting non-linear
behaviour. Unfortunately this does not directly explain the witnessed flux-dependency.
This flux-dependency implies that either the thermal noise level is larger for higher
incident flux, or that there is a flux-dependent residual signal stored during these short
charge integration periods. If the higher incident flux used in this calibration was bright
enough to cause heating of the sensor then the thermal noise would indeed be increased
with brighter illumination. However, the calibration light source was an LED and the sensor
was illuminated using an integrating sphere, hence excessive noise generated by heating
is unlikely to be the case. Alternatively, the overall room temperature of the lab may have
changed between datasets. The lab was not temperature controlled and the duration required
to take each dataset was around 10 minutes each. Over the 80+ minutes required to take all of
the calibration data any variation in the lab temperature could have been taken into account
by re-recording a new set of dark frames for each dataset. The second suggestion is that there
is an additional photoelectric signal generated even during the reset operation. We already
know that CMOS sensors suffer from kTC noise being sampled onto the storage capacitor via
the reset transistor, causing there to be a random offset for any single frame, but such reset
noise is only caused by the device temperature and the storage capacitance and therefore
cannot cause the flux dependency.
If, however, the reset operation is failing to flush out the stored charge at very short
exposures then we could expect there to be some behaviour akin to a flux-dependent offset.
That is, at a hypothetical zero exposure, where the pixel is meant to be held in reset such
that there is no exposure duration and all photo signals are diverted to ground, if there is an
error in the timing of the reset signal then there may actually be a small duration of exposure
when there was not meant to be one. This reset signal timing error may only be substantial in
the shortest exposures and as such the shortest exposures are effectively made longer than
they are meant to be. If we expected this timing error to be constant for a given exposure
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then we would expect the flux-dependency to be linear which unfortunately does not explain
the logarithmic spacing of the signals that is witnessed. Such logarithmic spacing may in
fact be caused by conversion errors in the ADC. Without knowledge of the sensor’s circuit
design, sampling operation, and ADC conversion it is difficult to obtain a working model
for this behaviour. The lack of this knowledge is the reason for proceeding with a general
mathematical model that describes the witnessed effects, rather than by modelling the noise
characteristics.
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Figure 5.5: Form of the flux response offset. Data representing the ensemble flux response of
the sensor was examined at the shortest exposure alone. A logarithmic function of the form
f(F)  Cαln(CβF) + Cδ was fitted to this data, parameter values of Cα,β,δ  2.23, 33.14, 12.76
respectively.
The form of f(F) was devised through empirical analysis of the flux response at the shortest
exposure alone. Figure 5.5 shows the non-linear flux-dependent offset to take a logarithmic
form, represented by the function
f(F)  Cα ln(CβF) + Cδ , (5.2)
where the constants Cα,β,δ were fitted parameters.
We found the remainder of the flux response could be described by a function of the flux
scaled by the exposure duration after noting the agreement of the calibration data ADUs
plotted against F × texp, as shown in Figure 5.6.
As such we described the remainder of the response as a general polynomial in terms of
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Figure 5.6: Investigation of the remainder of the flux response. Data representing the ensemble
response of the sensor to incident flux was examined by plotting the recorded output signal in
ADUs against the flux scaled by the exposure duration, F × texp. The overlap of the recorded
data for all incident flux suggested that the response could be described by some general
polynomial function g(F, texp) 
∑
k Ck (F × texp)k .




Ck (F × texp)k , (5.3)
where the constants Ck are again fitted parameters and the texp is the exposure duration. The
maximum order of k  8 was selected after testing a range of maximum orders. Maximum
orders of k > 8 exhibited no noticeable improvement of the fit, whereas for maximum orders
of k < 8 the fit became worse.
The combined description of the general flux response thus took the following form:
ADU  Cα ln(CβF) +
8∑
k0
Ck (F × texp)k , (5.4)
where the previous constant parameter Cδ has become the initial term C0 of the polynomial.
The Python function scipy.optimize.curve_fit() was used to fit Equation 5.4 to the
ensemble flux response of the sensor first and then for individual pixels second. The fitted
ensemble flux response of the sensor is shown in Figure 5.7. All 10 Cα,β,0–8 fit parameters
were given a starting value of 1.0. The fit parameters found when investigating the ensemble
response were then used as the starting values of Cα,β,0–8 when fitting the equation to the
individual responses of each pixel to reduce the fit parameter space.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: Fit to the ensemble flux response of the camera probe sensor. In (a) the fit of the
flux response equation, Equation 5.4, to the ensemble flux response data for the sensor is
shown. The fitted form of this equation determines a continuum of curves in ADU vs. texp
parameter space (b) describing the values of F that can be quantified, relative to the calibration
flux magnitudes, using a pair of ADU and texp coordinates. The gray shaded region across
the top of (b) illustrates an example range of ADU values that would be omitted from HDR
reconstructions due to their proximity to the dark-subtracted saturation threshold.
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5.4.2 Approach limitations
Though the polynomial flux response equation performed well when fitting to the ensemble
flux response of the sensor, the general polynomial equation was not an ideal description of
the flux response for some pixels. Figures 5.8 & 5.9 shows the fitted flux response equation for
two different pixels. The fitted flux response equation for the pixel shown in Figure 5.8 is in
good agreement with the flux response data across the entire parameter space. However, the
fit for a different pixel on the sensor is in a less good agreement with the flux response data,
as demonstrated by the pixel response in Figure 5.9. In the case of the latter pixel the flux
equation fits well to the flux response at higher flux where F ≥ 0.25. However, for flux lower
than this the flux response is not well described by the fitted flux equation. Low incident
flux levels at this pixel would therefore be erroneously assigned a considerably higher value
of F when reconstructing a HDR image using the parameter space described by the form of
Equation 5.4.
Figure 5.8: A pixel with a flux response that is well-described by the fitted general polynomial
flux response equation in ADU vs. texp parameter space.
This demonstrates the limitations associated with the application of a general polynomial
flux response equation to describe the behaviour of a miniature CMOS sensor with inherently
non-uniform (pixel-specific) noise characteristics. Wide distributions of both photo-response
non-uniformity (PRNU) variations and dark signal output are typically associated with such
non-scientific CMOS sensors. In order to take these features into account it would be beneficial
to examine the flux response of the sensor at each individual exposure duration, rather than
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Figure 5.9: A pixel with a flux response that is not well-described by fitted general polynomial
flux response equation in ADU vs. texp parameter space.
across all exposure durations as was performed here. Thus the reduced headroom caused
by a large dark signal at longer exposures for some pixels would become de-coupled from
the overall flux response. As the response of each pixel is dealt with individually the PRNU
will inherently be taken into account and thusly removed during the HDR reconstruction.
Therefore we suggest that in future work the flux calibration of the sensor be examined in
ADU vs. F parameter space for each individual texp in order to obtain a better calibration
across all pixels.
5.5 HDR imaging procedure
In this section we explain how our flux response equation was used to reconstruct flux values
for each pixel, allowing HDR flux maps to be composed. As mentioned earlier in Section 5.2,
the best estimate of incident flux was reconstructed from multiple exposures of a scene.
First, the longest unsaturated exposure for each individual pixel was selected prior to dark
subtraction. Then, following dark frame subtraction, the fitted flux response equation for
every pixel was solved using the recorded ADU and corresponding exposure duration, texp,
pixel to numerically obtain F.
This can be visualised as using a pair of ADU and texp coordinates to determine F within
the ADU vs. texp parameter space, according to the continuum of flux response curves
described by the fitted flux response equation for each pixel. These curves are shown in
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Figure 5.7b for the example of the ensemble response of the entire sensor array. We used
the Python function scipy.optimize.brentq() to solve Equation 5.4, finding F for each
individual pixel. This numerical method is based on Brent’s root finding method [162] and
was selected over other root-finding functions for its robustness and generality. The function
accepted a wide range of input bounds between which it iterated to locate a root of the given
function. In order to allow our reconstruction of F to explore a large area of the ADU vs. texp
parameter space we set an upper bound of F  102 and a lower bound at F  10−30, effectively
F  0. In the case where a root could not be found the pixel was assigned a relative incident
flux of zero.
Figure 5.10: Flow chart depicting the component processes involved in calibrating our device
and composing our HDR flux profiles. All component processes (a–f) are explained in the
main text.
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Figure 5.10 depicts a flow chart describing the component processes (a–f) within the overall
calibration and flux reconstruction process. Images of uniform illumination are taken over
the available range of exposures for a number of different incident fluxes; these form the flux
calibration data cubes (a). Following dark frame subtraction a custom polynomial equation is
fitted to the calibration data. These fit parameters describe the general polynomial fit to the
time-integrated flux response of each particular pixel and are stored computationally for later
access. The flux calibration data and fitted response equation are plotted in (b) as blue circles
and red curves respectively.
Separately, images are taken of the beam of interest using a sequential range of 10 exposures
(c); the index of these exposures runs from 0 for the shortest exposure up to 9 for the longest
exposure. Dark frames are recorded at for each of the exposure durations being used. This
is performed in the same conditions as during beam profiling but with the light source
switched off. The longest exposure duration resulting in an ADU signal below the saturation
threshold is selected as the appropriate dataset for each pixel. The leftmost map within box
(d) represents the selected index of best exposure, i.e. the exposure time index having the
highest unsaturated ADU signal, for a central region of the input images shown in (c). The
rightmost map in (d) shows that the ADU signals corresponding to the longest unsaturated
exposure of each pixel within the same region are below saturation.
Following subtraction of the appropriate dark frame the best exposure, tbest, and signal,
ADUbest, are then used along with the stored fit parameters to solve the polynomial response
equation for the best estimate of the incident flux at each pixel, F(xi , yj) (e). Once this process
has been followed for all pixels the full flux map is compiled (f).
5.5.1 Quoting the dynamic range of our technique
It is clear from the earlier discussion in Section 2.4.4 that dynamic range can be discussed for
our instrument in several ways: in terms of the sensor itself; images created using the sensor
in conjuction with successive-exposure-imaging; and indeed the overall output intrascene
dynamic range of our HDR imaging procedure. In all cases a specific noise characteristic
of the sensor needs to be quantified in order to proceed. The particular noise characteristic
of our sensor that is required for such calculations falls into one of two categories. These
categories differ in terms of the particular standard deviation (SD) of the output signal which
is used to define the minimum resolvable signal Smin in our dynamic range calculations. The
first option is to assess the SD of the temporal noise associated with both read-out (reset &
thermal kTC, 1/ν flicker) and shot noise (photon and dark signal) in each individual pixel.
The second option is to attribute a SD to the spatial non-uniformities of the fixed pattern noise
(FPN) signal across the sensor array.
The first option, i.e. assessing the temporal noise on our measurements, tells us of the
reliability of our quoted mean signal when taken from measurements obtained using a single
pixel and thus tells us only of the dynamic range for that pixel. To extend this description
across the entire sensor array we would be required to determine the dynamic range for
all pixels individually, and then quote the improved overall sensor dynamic range as an
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average of these calculations. The large variations in noise behaviour across a CMOS sensor
array could potentially cause the dynamic range between neighboring pixels to be significant,
resulting in a wide standard deviation from the quoted average dynamic range across the
sensor.
The second option effectively assesses the spread of the maximal dynamic range across
the sensor. That is to say, the variation in signal headroom across the sensor in the absence of
temporal fluctuations while taking the applied offsets and saturation levels into account. This
could be assessed using dark frames taken at the shortest and the longest exposures used
in our HDR imaging procedure. It is important to note that as this option does not take the
temporal noise into account, taking a Smin as the SD of the offset signal in each pixel’s output,
the dynamic range calculated using this option is a somewhat over-simplified description
of the sensor and our procedure’s performance. Indeed, it would be erroneous to attribute
this form of SD to the minimum resolvable signal Smin. Thus the first option is our preferred
option for determining the dynamic range of both our sensor and our SEI procedure.
A full investigation of our HDR imaging procedure needs to take into account the entire
sequence of signal manipulation: the recording and averaging of successive frames at each
exposure duration and the subtraction of ameandark signal from each of these exposures (both
with associated errors due to temporal fluctuations which must be added in quadrature) and
also errors in the flux value attributed to a digital signal recorded at a given exposure time due
to imperfect calibration (where our mathematical description of the sensor’s photoresponse
deviates significantly from the calibration data, i.e. the residual error). This latter point
ultimately imposes its own FPN upon our reconstructed HDR flux maps which is distinctly
different from the inherent FPN associated with the sensor’s signal output which was taken
into account during calibration (i.e. calibration was performed on a dark-subtracted signal for
each pixel).
The final consideration is whether or not to calculate and quote the dynamic range in
terms of interscene brightness as reconstructed relative flux, or in terms only of the signal
output in digital numbers. The most simplistic way to take the several noise sources and the
errors invoked through calibration of our full HDR procedure is to simply quote the dynamic
range (DR) in terms of this reconstructed flux:
DR  Fmax
Fmin
[DN/s] (arbitrary linear flux scale) ; (5.5)





Fmin can be taken as the standard error on our mean flux values calculated from the variation
in our measured ADU signals. Unlike calculating the dynamic range in terms of signal output,
the maximum signal here is somewhat arbitrary, unlike the hard limit on Smax set by the
usable bit-depth of the sensor ADC. The maximum value of flux Fmax used in the dynamic
range calculation can take a number of values: we could use the upper limit imposed during
our reconstructions of F  100; we could use the highest flux value used during calibration of
F  1; or we could quantify the dynamic range of every individual reconstructed image by
using the highest flux value in that particular flux map.
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5.6 Results & Discussion
In this section the results of using our device and imaging/reconstruction procedure to profile
various beam foci are presented. The first optical system profiled is a test bench setup. This
was designed to assess the performance of our technique in reproducing a wide range of
incident flux in terms of both magnitude and spatial distribution. We verify the ability of
our imaging/reconstruction procedure to reproduce a wide range of incident flux with high
accuracy and demonstrate the performance of our technique when applied to 3-D imaging.
Following this, we present some 3-D profiles ofmicroscope illumination beams taken using the
device. First, orthographic sections of a 3-D SPIM beam profile are presented and conclusions
regarding the limitations of our profiling device are made. Next, we present several 3-D
beam profiles to illustrate the use of the device within operational LSM systems with various
illumination beam geometries. A brief discussion follows each of the presented results; overall
discussion of the limitations of, and improvements to, the probe and imaging/reconstruction
procedure is left until the end of the section.
5.6.1 Test bench verification of performance
5.6.1.1 Verification of HDR flux reconstruction
The ability of our procedure to reliably construct HDR flux profiles was examined by
comparing with theory the beam profile of a test-bench optical setup. A blue Gaussian laser
beam (wavelength 488 nm) was fed through a single-mode fiber, then collimated and passed
through an iris aperture, which was in turn demagnified by 3× using a telescopic 4-f relay
and focused by a 5 mm diameter achromat lens (AC050-015-A-ML by Thorlabs, UK), of focal
length of 15 mm, onto the camera probe. The iris was used to stop down the beam to enhance
the effects of diffraction and increase the beam’s focal waist diameter and Rayleigh length. An
effective aperture diameter of D  370µm, produced by an iris of diameter 1.1 mm, caused
the achromat lens to produce a beam focus with a waist of w0  13µm and a Rayleigh length
of zR  1020µm. A sequence of 10 exposures ranging between 0.18–20.91 ms were taken of
the beam: 0.18, 0.27, 0.45, 0.73, 1.09, 1.82, 3.27, 6.18, 11.82, and 20.91 ms. For each pixel the
ADU signal for each exposure was taken from the arithmetic mean of 20 images.
Figure 5.11(a) presents the fluxmap resulting from our HDR procedure. The reconstructed
HDR image demonstrates additional structure effects in the beam profile: the subsequent
intensity maxima and minima of the diffraction pattern which stretch away from the central
maxima appear along a discrete number of arms. In addition the so-called rings of the
diffraction pattern appear to have a structure that tends more towards a polygonal shape than
a circle. We attributed these features to the beam itself rather than as artifacts of the HDR
reconstruction due to their appearance when monitoring the beam and in the single-exposure
non-HDR images that were taken as part of the HDR dataset.
This presents the first limitation in our approach to verify the HDR performance using
this particular test bench optical setup. The reduction in circularity can be attributed to the
polygonal aperture shape formed by the blades of the iris aperture. Here we note that the
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actual 2-D shape of the iris aperture was not recorded directly. The diffraction pattern formed
at a lens focus represents the Fourier transform of the pupil aperture shape, thus the increased
appearance of such arms is therefore expected when the pupil aperture shape tends towards
a polygon rather than a perfect circle. If HDR verification were to be performed again using
a similar setup it would be beneficial to use a fixed aperture of a known shape, preferably
perfectly circular, in place of the iris.
It can be seen that some residual FPN remains in the background of theHDR reconstruction
in two forms. These effects can be attributed to the limitations in our flux calibration that
were discussed previously at the end of Section 5.4.2, specifically relating to the non-uniform
noise characteristics of our CMOS sensor. Though it would be ideal to discuss these effects
using a HDR reconstruction of a uniformly illuminated scene, their presence can be noted in
Figure 5.11(a). It is important to note that the exposure duration which was chosen for HDR
reconstruction in these background, low-signal, regions was that of the longest exposure
duration, where the dark signal non-uniformity across the sensor becomes more apparent
than at shorter exposures.
The first effect to be noted is the sequential horizontal regions down the sensor array where
the background region displaying on average a higher signal than others. This distribution
of fixed pattern noise is associated with the row/column circuitry on the CMOS sensor,
depending on the orientation, caused by fabrication inconsistencies in the transistors common
to each row/column used to deliver reset signals or provide read-out. The second effect
to be noted is the variation in signal within these regions; there are a number of punctate
bright pixels throughout the background which seem to be randomly distributed. This less-
uniform source of noise is attributable to the fabrication inconsistencies between pixel-specific
transistors which contribute to the PRNU across the sensor. In both cases the reason for
the HDR reconstruction procedure failing to remove such FPN is down to the erroneous
assignment of F at the longest exposure. As discussed in Section 5.4.2 this may be a direct
limitation of our general mathematical description of the response in ADU vs. texp parameter
space and may be remedied by an alternative, exposure-specific, calibration.
In Figure 5.11(b) a typical radial line profile outward from the focus is presented alongside
a profile of the theoretical Airy diffraction pattern for this setup. The theoretical Airy profile
was generated with a high spatial resolution and then sampled according to the 3 micron pixel
pitch of the sensor array. This form of spatial sampling causes the theoretical Airy profile to
take a mean value at every 3 micron interval along the radial coordinate r, thus demonstrating
as an example the flux profile we would expect to see if the beam had been generated using a
perfect circular aperture rather than an iris. Specifically we see that although the minima
of our reconstructed beam profile do not reach down to negligible values of flux, such low
values of flux may not necessarily be recorded due to the spatial sampling of the diffraction
pattern by the dimensions of the pixel array. Though our comparison of the reconstructed
HDR line profile with that of the theoretical Airy pattern utilises a familiar subject matter
(the Airy pattern) to demonstrate the range of flux which was reconstructed using our HDR
procedure, any direct comparison between the spatial structure of the theoretical beam profile
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Figure 5.11: Verification of our HDR flux reconstruction procedure. The HDR flux map of a
laser beam focus (presented in false-color, (a)) from a test bench setup is presented alongside
the theoretical Airy diffraction pattern for the setup (b). Logarithmic scales are used to present
the calculated flux on both the colourmap in (a) and the vertical axis in (b). The radial line
profile in (b) demonstrates the capacity of our procedure to resolve a wide and continuous
range of fluxes that are several orders of magnitude below the maximum recorded incident
flux. Error bars correspond to the standard error on the ADUs used to determine incident
flux.
against our own remains relatively arbitrary due to the spatial sampling of the full-resolution
Airy pattern.
A better subject matter, or scene, that would allow a more thorough HDR verification
would be one with controlled overall spatial variations in flux according to a well-known
variation. This could be achieved through the use of graduated ND filters, linear interference
gradients, or sinusoidal interference fringes. The benefit of using interference fringes is
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that complete cancellation is expected to occur at the interference minima, so the maximum
brightness can be made very large and thus HDR performance can be examined over a very
large inter-scene dynamic range. However, a wide spacing of fringes would be desirable in
order to avoid the dark interference minima being recorded as a higher mean flux due to
spatial sampling by the pixel array, as emphasised above in our discussion of the test bench
Airy beam.
5.6.1.2 Dynamic range: test bench
In order to test the accuracy of ourHDRprocedurewe calculated the flux values corresponding
to the standard error on the signal mean (in ADU) used in the creation of our reconstructed
flux map image. This distribution of standard errors on the mean flux value were then used
to calculate the dynamic range of the sensor across the array.
The interscene dynamic range has been calculated using the largest value of flux in the
output reconstructed image, i.e. Fmax  5.80. We took a 40 × 40 square area of pixels in one
corner of the sensor as our sample, omitting any pixels where the reconstruction had been
unable to assign a flux value where a value of F  0 was returned, leaving a sample size of
1588 individual pixels. This particular area size was selected in order to span two of the
row/column noise variations were present in the distribution.
Figure 5.12 shows the distribution of the interscene dynamic range across the sensor.
The median interscene dynamic range in our reconstructed flux map sample is 91.3 dB. By
selecting a sample area of our image that corresponds to background light rather than the
incident beam we have chosen to investigate the smallest present standard errors on the mean
flux. This stems from the fact that the longest exposure in the MES has been selected in these
background regions and therefore the standard error on the mean ADU signal corresponds
to a smaller range of flux than that which would correspond to the ADU error at shorter
exposures.
As mentioned above, the choice of Fmin is somewhat arbitrary. If we used our maximum
allowed value of F  100 then we shift the distribution of dynamic range up to a median value
of 116 dB, and if we instead used the upper calibration value of F  1 the distribution shifts
leftwards to a median DR of 76.0 dB. We will use the most modest DR quantity, that of 76.0
dB, in a comparison of our HDR technique against that of a perfect 8-bit sensor, operated
using SFA.
5.6.1.3 Comparison with single-frame-averaging (SFA)
We know from Equations 2.38 & 2.33 that the DR of a noise-free 8-bit linear-response sensor
pixel with zero offset and operated using a N exposures is
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Figure 5.12: Interscene dynamic range of test bench beam flux map. The lower plot is a
histogram showing the distribution of calculated interscene dynamic range values in units of
decibels while the upper plot displays a box-and-whisker plot of the same data. The leftmost
and rightmost limits of the box represent the lower and upper quartiles of the data and the
red line between these represents the data median.
Comparing this with the most modest DR for our sensor we can calculate the number of SFA
frames N required for averaging at the shortest exposure in order to achieve the same DR:












 612 successive frames.
(5.8)
Our HDR imaging procedure took 10 successive frames at each of 10 exposure durations and
thus took an overall number of 100 images. Therefore, successive frame averaging would have
taken at least six times longer to achieve a DR equal to our most conservative DR of our HDR
imaging procedure. However, a caveat exists here in that the output of the SFA procedure
can be calculated rapidly using simple computational array calculations which is much faster
than the pixel-by-pixel numerical flux reconstruction required by our HDR procedure.
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5.6.1.4 Comparison with noise-free sequential-exposure-imaging (SEI)
Let’s now compare the interscene DR of our technique with that of a noise-free linear-response
8-bit sensor, this time operated using SEI, taking images at the same exposure durations as our
HDR procedure, and taking into account the same average number of usable bits as our sensor.
The median offset across our sensor was 70 ADU, leaving us with a headroom of 255-70=185.
In our HDR procedure we used a shortest exposure of∆tA  0.18ms and a longest exposure of
∆tB  20.91 ms. The ratio of these two end exposures is ∆tB/∆tA  20.91 ms/0.18 ms  116.17.
Thus, for a perfect 8-bit linear-response sensor, the dynamic range would be
DR  20 log10
(√
N · 116.17 · 185
)
dB . (5.9)
Therefore, in order to achieve the same interscene DR:
91.3 dB  20 log10
(√
N · 116.17 · 185
)
dB







 2.92 successive frames.
(5.10)
Now, as mentioned before, our HDR technique takes 10 successive frames at each exposure.
Thus the above calculation suggests that fewer frames would be required for the same DR
using a linear-response 8-bit sensor in the absence of noise.
It is important to emphasise here that the behaviour of our particular sensor is quite far
removed from that of a perfect sensor: there is indeed a substantial amount of read noise
present when using the sensor and this read noise is highly non-uniform across the sensor
array; and the photoresponse of the sensor is non-linear, exhibiting an unusual flux-dependent
offset at the shortest exposures. As such, the above similarity between N for our technique
with both our sensor and a hypothetical sensor demonstrates that the overall performance
of our HDR system is not dissimilar to that of a noise-free sensor. That is to say, our flux
calibration and reconstruction using averaged signals restores the performance of our noisy
sensor.
5.6.1.5 Verification of 3-D beam profiling
To allow 3-D profiling the mounted sensor was affixed to a compact micro-translation stage
(M111.1 [163] by Physik Instrumente (PI), Karlsruhe, Germany) and scanned along the optical
(z) axis of the beam being imaged. The z=0 plane corresponded to images taken at the
closest proximity to the focusing lens. Using the same test bench setup as before the sensor
was scanned through a 1.0 mm axial extent of the beam focus, taking images using the
same 10 exposure durations at each of 90 z-positions throughout the focal volume. The 3D
profile was thus comprised of volume elements of uneven dimensions (anisotropic voxels) of
3µm × 3µm × 11.11µm. To speed up image acquisition only one image was taken for each
exposure: no arithmetic averaging of the recorded ADUs took place. Orthographic sections
through the central axes of the reconstructed 3-D beam profile are presented in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Orthographic x-z and y-z sections along the optical axis of the test bench beam
focus. The colourmap corresponds to the reconstructed flux for each voxel and is presented
on a logarithmic scale. The x, y, and z coordinates correspond to the voxel coordinates of the
beam profile. The scale bar is 0.4 mm and both sections are presented with a 1:1 aspect ratio.
In the x-z section a periodic lateral oscillation of the order of one pixel is apparent.
The long Rayleigh length of the stopped-down beam caused the focal profile to resemble a
small-diameter pencil beam, i.e. a collimated beam exhibiting low-divergence. The upper
section displayed in Figure 5.13 demonstrates a small lateral ‘wobble’ in the x-z plane. To
investigate this effect further the centroid of the reconstructed flux was calculated for each
slice in this plane and then plotted against z, as shown in Figure 5.14. Two features became
apparent:
1. The wobble of the beam appeared to be periodic, potentially sinusoidal;
2. The beam had an overall linear mis-alignment between the z-axis of the translation stage
and the optical axis of the test bench beam.
A function taking these two features into account, x  a sin(2piz/Z) + m z + c, was then fitted
to the centroid graph where a describes the spatial amplitude of the periodic wobble, m
describes the linear gradient or ‘tilt’ of the beam across the profile, Z is the spatial period of
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x= -0.55 sin(0.22 z) + 0.01z + 123.18
centroid in x-z plane
fit
Figure 5.14: The central intensity oscillation across the x-z orthographic beam profile slice
presented in Figure 5.13, calculated via centroid. Both a linear and an sinusoidal motion were
found to be present. The mathematical form of this function is annotated on the graph and
described in the main text. The x and z coordinates correspond to the voxel coordinates of the
beam profile.
the function, and c is a sensor array coordinate offset. A least squares fit to these centroids
was given by x  −0.55 sin(0.22 z) + 0.01 z + 123.18. The spatial period was thus calculated
as Z  2pi/0.22  28.6 in units of the z-coordinates of the beam profile, corresponding to a
physical distance of 317µm. As the pitch of the leadscrew was given as 0.4 mm to 1 decimal
point by the manufacturer we attributed this periodic motion to a defect in the leadscrew
driving the translation stage.
5.6.2 Device operation within operational microscope systems
An optical layout describing all three of the microscope systems in this section is profiled
in this section is presented in Figure 5.15. Labels of (a), (b), and (c) have been used to
annotate the optical components that differ between the illumination optics and refer to the
SPIM, dual-wavelength SPIM, and beam-switched Bessel vs. Top Hat microscope systems
respectively. In the following reconstructions the beam profiles were recorded using the same
range of 10 exposures between 0.18–20.91 ms used for performance verification.
Figure 5.16 shows orthographic sections through the 3-D profile of a water-submerged
SPIM illumination beam. Only one image was taken per exposure in order to speed up the
overall profiling duration, as was also performed in the verification of 3-D beam profiling in
Section 5.6.1.5. The combined device and translation stage were mounted over the SPIMwater
tank with the illumination laser beam (wavelength 488 nm) incident on the face of the sensor
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Figure 5.15: Illumination arm optical layout for the microscope systems profiled in this section.
The imaging optics have been included as a watermark to demonstrate their relative position
to the illumination optics. Labels of (a), (b), and (c) have been used to annotate the optical
components that differ between the microscopes profiled in this chapter. These refer to a
SPIM, dual-wavelength SPIM, and beam-switched Bessel vs. Top Hat microscope systems
respectively. For both SPIM systems the cylindrical lens forms a light sheet focus at the
mirror which is conjugated via a 4-f relay to the rear aperture of a water-dipping microscope
objective lens. For the beam-switched microscope system a linear polariser is used in place of
the cylindrical lens and a spatial light modulator (SLM) is used in place of the mirror. A 400
micron pinhole was placed at the focus of the 4-f relay to block unwanted diffracted orders
from the SLM for system (c).
and images were taken at 90 z–positions over a range of 1.0 mm along the optical axis of the
illumination beam. The reconstruced beam profile thus had anisotropic voxel dimensions of
3µm × 3µm × 11.11µm.
The logarithmic spectral colourbar with which the orthographic sections in Figure 5.16 are
presented allows a number of conclusions to be made regarding both our profiling system and
the SPIM itself. Our results demonstrate the success of our beam profiler in reconstructing
a wide range of fluxes over a volume much larger than the focal region of the beam from
a relative flux magnitude of 10 down to 10−3. Low relative flux from 10−2 down to 10−3 is
constrained to the regions outside of the beam focus in the x-z plane and is visibly affected by
noise. Fixed pattern noise is clearly present throughout the entire x-z plane at flux levels of
around 10−2, represented as light blue down to navy blue on the colourbar. Below this, flux
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Figure 5.16: Logarithmic false color x-z (upper), and y-z (lower) sections through a 3-D HDR
flux profile of a SPIM illumination beam within a water tank. The full 3-D profile is presented
in Figure 5.17. The x and y scales correspond to pixel coordinates across the sensor; the z
scale refers to the coordinates of each slice within the image stack along the optical axis – the
closest plane to the focusing objective lens is at z  0.
levels of around 10−2.5 and lower are present in the form of a general background surrounding
the beam, represented as purple on the colourbar. Also visible in the y-z plane are a number
of individual “hot” voxels outside of the beam focus that are shown in white. Apparent in
both x-z and y-z sections are lateral amplitude variations within the beam between relative
flux levels of 10−1–100 that suggest diffraction within the illumination optical train produces
a considerable contribution to the beam profile. In addition to this there is an asymmetric
transfer of flux across the focus in the x-z plane suggesting that the illumination beam may
not be perfectly aligned to the optical axis of the lenses used. Also in the x-z plane is a small
periodic lateral transit of the beam in x as the beam propagates along z. This was attributed to
the lateral motion of the translation stage caused by the rotating leadscrew pitch, identified in
the previous section as a non-optical effect.
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Figure 5.17: 3-D beam profiles of a SPIM system illumination beam in both water and air.
The overall profiled volume has dimensions of 0.74 mm × 0.74 mm × 1.0 mm (x × y × z
respectively). The observation imaging plane of the SPIM witness fluorescence excited by the
illumination beam as it is shown here in the y-z plane of these beam profiles.
Figure 5.17 presents the full 3-D profile of the previous SPIM beam alongside a beam
profile from the same microscope but with the water tank drained. The beam profiled in air
does not have as smoothly-fluctuating a beam profile as the water beam. As planar refractive
index mis-matches typically introduce spherical aberration, artifacts that are visible within
the beam profile when using water-dipping lenses in air, instead of water, are expected.
Figure 5.18 shows 60-slice beam profiles taken within the water tank of a dual-wavelength
SPIM microscope over a 1.0 mm axial range. Again, only one image was taken per exposure
to reduce the overall profiling duration. The anisotropic voxel dimensions of these profiles
was 3µm × 3µm × 16.67µm. In this system two separate laser light sources were directed
through the same illumination optics to provide illumination that could excite two types
of fluorophore at once or switch between the two. Thus, for the microscope performance
to be matched at both wavelengths, the illumination beam profiles required alignment and
similar focal dimensions. The illumination beam wavelength was 488 nm in the leftmost
reconstruction and 532 nm in the rightmost reconstruction. The beam profiles of both beams
share the same overall dimensions and focal location, though there are visible differences in
their flux profiles in the centre of the sheet along z and down the focus of the sheet along y,
both in the y-z-plane.
In Figure 5.19 the profiles of two illumination beam geometries are presented for com-
parison both with (leftmost profiles) and without (rightmost profiles) water immersion of
the beam. In this microscope system a SLM was conjugated to the pupil of the illumination
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Figure 5.18: Reconstructed beam profiles taken within a dual-wavelength SPIM system.
The colourbar represents the incident flux level, relative to the uniform fluxes used in the
calibration of the sensor. The left profilewas takenwith the blue laser illumination (wavelength
488 nm) and the right profile was taken with the green laser illumination (wavelength 532
nm). The light sheets are well-aligned within the focal volume and have the same height,
thickness, and length dimensions. The overall profiled volume has dimensions of (x × y × z)
are 0.74 mm × 0.74 mm × 1.0 mm.
objective and switched between axicon and uniform phase patterns to alter the illumination
between Bessel and top hat beams. A phase slope was added to the desired phase profile and
a 400 µm pinhole was used within the 4-f relay to filter out unwanted orders of diffraction
from the SLM. The phase slope was only applied to a circular region of the SLM array. Hence,
the light reflected from the SLM outside of this circular region was blocked by the pinhole.
Thus, a circular aperture was effectively applied to the applied phase maps. A wavelength of
532 nm was used - the design wavelength of the chosen SLM. These beam profiles were taken
over a 4.0 mm axial range, four times larger than the axial ranges used for the previous beam
profiles. 60 z-slices were taken, producing anisotropic beam profile voxels with dimensions
of 3µm × 3µm × 66.67µm. In this case five images were taken and arithmetically averaged
to produce a mean ADU value for each exposure. The reconstructions clearly demonstrate
the extended focal depth of the Bessel beam illumination compared with that of the top hat
illumination beam. Additionally, the profiles taken without water immersion demonstrate a
distinct deviation of the beam direction and relative flux magnitude when compared with the
water-immersed beam profiles.
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Figure 5.19: Reconstructed beam profiles taken within a microscope with switchable illu-
mination beam geometry. The Bessel beams (top) feature a bright focal region which is
greatly extended along z compared to the top hat beams (bottom). The overall profiled
volume has a larger axial extent than the other results, with dimensions of (x × y × z) are
0.74 mm × 0.74 mm × 4.0 mm.
5.6.3 Overall Discussion
The discussion in this section contains comments upon three key areas: the limitations placed
on our beam profiles by our chosen sensor; the imaging rate limitations imposed by our
software and imaging procedure; and final remarks concerning our system in regard to other
profiling methods.
5.6.3.1 Comments on the sensor technology
The sensor that comprised our beam profiling probe had several drawbacks, in addition
to the benefits we cited for its selection in Section 5.3.1. One set of limitations concern the
physical limitations of the device itself in profiling small-volume foci, the second set concern
the overall quality of the 3-D beam profiles taken with our HDR technique.
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Sensor resolution The lateral resolution of our system is limited by the 3µm lateral pitch of
the sensor array. As such, small diameter foci below 3µm are not well-resolved. The direct
profile resolution could therefore be improved by using a sensor with a smaller pixel pitch,
though at the time of writing there appears to be no miniature CMOS sensors commercially
available having considerably smaller pixels than those of our chosen sensor; as such the lateral
resolution of our direct beam profiling method is limited by the available technology to the
order of around 3 microns. Although the axial resolution of our resulting 3-D reconstructions
was intentionally coarse in order to demonstrate the wide range of fluxes across the beam
focus that could be reconstructed by our system, a simple reduction of the axial z-scan range
and an increase in the number of imaged slices can easily produce beam profiles with isotropic
reconstructed voxel dimensions of 3µm × 3µm × 3µm. Additionally, replacement of the
translation stage used with one exhibiting less lateral motion would immediately improve
the quality of the reproduced beam profiles, allowing the attribution of all apparent flux
variations solely to optical effects within the beam itself.
Sensor performance The success of our HDR procedure was limited in two ways by the
electronic behaviour of the 8-bit sensor used for the camera probe. First, in order to avoid
clipping of low signals a high offset was applied between the analogue input signal and
the digital output signal. This reduced the full dynamic range of some pixels to 150 ADUs.
Second, the unusual non-linear performance of the chip required our custom flux response
equation to describe the sensor response in ADU vs. texp parameter space. Pixels where this
did not adequately describe the performance were therefore assigned a flux value of zero
when a solution could not be found or unintentionally assigned an erroneous flux value,
especially in the case of low incident flux. Both points come down to the quality of the sensor
chip itself, and are therefore issues which will remain for similarly-constructed devices until
sensors with a more homogeneous and predictable performance are manufactured with a
similarly long read-out cable and miniature footprint. We predict that the use of such a
sensor in accordance with our HDR methodology would produce beam profiles with even
less fixed-pattern noise and fewer “hot” voxels. A sensor with a greater bit-depth inherently
possesses a far greater dynamic range than that which was available when using an 8-bit
sensor.
5.6.3.2 Comments on sensor calibration and HDR flux reconstruction
An overall improvement of the ‘quantitative’ aspect of our HDR procedure remains based
in the calibration of the sensor. A wider range of incident uniform flux, from high levels
causing saturation at even the shortest exposures down to a very controlled range of low-light
levels, which is associated with measured beam powers rather than our ‘relative incident flux’
arbitrary units, could allow a more reliable fit for our flux response equation.
It is worth noting that there is an uncertainty associated with the flux values used during
calibration as the calibration flux values were calculated using the quoted optical density (OD)
of the ND filters. Therefore one might expect this uncertainty to have an impact upon the
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quality of our calibration. For our ND filters the manufacturer’s quoted error on the optical
density ranges from ±0.01 for the lowest optical density of 0.2 up to ±0.1 for the highest
optical density of 2.0.
For a function z  f (x) the error in z caused by the error in x is given by
δz 
 ddx f (x)
 δx . (5.11)
Transmission is given by T  10−OD, so for the above equation we assess the function
f (x)  10−x . The absolute value of the derivative of f (x) is  f ′(x)  x · 10−(x+1) . Therefore
we have
δz  x · 10−(x+1)δx . (5.12)






 0.1 · x · δx
(5.13)
Using themanufacturers quoted errors for ourNDfilters, the relative error in our calculated
transmission, and thus flux, values ranges from 0.02% for the lowest OD of 0.2 ± 0.01 up to
2% for the highest OD of 2.0 ± 0.1. The corresponding transmissions and their calculated
uncertainties are therefore 6.3 × 10−1 ± 1.3 × 10−4 and 1.0 × 10−2 ± 2.0 × 10−4 respectively. In
both cases the errors in T are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the values of T
and are therefore unlikely to negatively impact upon our calibration accuracy.
Here it is worth noting that the manufacturer’s quoted errors are specified for a wavelength
of 633 nm. The transmission of all ND filters exhibits spectral variation and therefore the
quoted ODs may be different in our calibration setup using a 470 nm light source. However,
our set of ND filters are designed to provide the same relative transmission between them
across the visible spectrum. That is, use of the filters at a different wavelength than 633 nm
will globally shift all transmittance by the same amount, i.e. all transmissions are affected
equally. Thus, while the calculated transmissions may overall be wrong, the validity of their
use as a calibration set remains true.
If, however, this spectral behavioural uniformity was somehow not the case then the cali-
bration would need to be made more thorough by experimentally measuring the transmission
of each ND filter at the appropriate wavelength. If there was indeed a filter that was assigned
an erroneous transmission value then this may affect the reliability of the flux calibration.
However this could be combated by making the filter transmission values variables in the
calibration and first calibrating each to one another. The calibration could indeed be made
more thorough by experimentally measuring the transmission of each ND filter, though this
may not improve the overall outcome of our HDR procedure as we are only interested in
relative measurements of the incident flux.
As an alternative to assessing the sensor’s flux response across ADU vs. texp parameter
space, where the combined effect of PRNU and increased dark signal on the CMOS chip at
long exposures can cause difficulties in obtaining a general solution, the sensor response
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could instead be assessed for each individual exposure duration. This re-calibration might
provide a more adequate mathematical description of the sensor’s flux response, further
improving the accuracy of reconstructing very high fluxes at short exposure durations and
very low fluxes at long exposure durations.
Whatever calibration parameters are chosen to describe the flux response, any future
quantitative HDR beam profiles can be re-calculated using the same image data already
taken. Overall though, our performance verification demonstrates the general success of our
polynomial flux response equation in reconstructing a wide range of incident flux, despite the
limitation to ‘well-behaved’ pixels. To truly determine the accuracy of ourHDR calibration and
reconstruction algorithm we suggest further analysis using several known intensity patterns
projected directly onto the sensor array, such as a lateral wedge, or sinusoidal intensity fringes,
having a large inter-scene dynamic range.
5.6.3.3 Comments on the imaging rate
The main obstacles to using our device and procedure in real-time, as would be required
for either live-feed or ‘snapshot’ beam profiling, are both the image acquisition speed and
the reconstruction procedure. Limitations were imposed upon both by our software. For
the different SPIM beam profiles presented in Section 5.6.2 only one image was taken per
exposure in order to speed up the image acquisition time. Due to our use of Awaiba’s
proprietary imaging software, the maximum rate that images could be acquired was 1 Hz
due to their time-stamp convention. The automation software we developed to control the
Awaiba imaging software also had an adverse effect on the imaging rate. To acquire a single
image at each of our ten chosen exposures took an overall duration of 25 seconds. Thus,
a total imaging duration of around 25 minutes was required to capture the data for a 60
slice beam profile when recording only one image for each exposure duration. With custom
software communicating with the sensor image acquisition could potentially be pushed to
much higher frame rates. Thus many more images could be acquired within a given time
frame to provide reconstructions with the arithmetic mean of several images for a given
exposure duration, reducing noise artifacts and increasing the reliability of reconstructions.
However, both live-feed or snapshot beam profiling would still be inhibited by the numerical
root-finding reconstruction procedure required for each pixel.
It is worth noting that the software for the presented reconstructions was written in
Python 2.7 and compiled using a dual-core 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 Apple MacBook Pro with 4
GB of 1333 MHz DDR3 RAM. The code itself was in no way optimised for speed. As such,
the inverse numerical determination of F for each pixel took around 2 minutes for each pixel
of the 250 × 250 sensor array, about 2 ms per pixel. This meant the full-sensor-array 60 slice
reconstructions presented earlier required a reconstruction time of around 2 hours. For beams
with a smaller cross-section the reconstruction could be restricted to a specific area of the
sensor array. This would reduce the reconstruction time linearly with the number of pixels
for which a solution for F is being found. If the reconstructed cross section was only across
one third of the sensor array a 60-slice reconstruction duration could therefore be reduced
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down from 2 hours for the full array down to around 13 minutes. A ‘real-time’ reconstruction
of the order of 2 seconds would require there to be only 1000 pixels in the region of interest.
Hence a limit on the number of voxels in the reconstruction would need to be combined with
optimised code performance to allow beam profiles with a reasonable number of voxels to be
created on short time scales.
5.6.3.4 Final remarks
Whilst the previously mentioned drawbacks certainly apply to quantitative beam profiles
recorded and reconstructed using the device, a major benefit of having a camera probe that is
small enough to sit directly within the beam is the ability to monitor the beam in real-time
with a live-feed, regardless of quantitative 3-D reconstructions. Parts of the optical train can
be adjusted and replaced whilst the beam focus, or different parts of the beam entirely, are
monitored using the probe. The device could also be used in conjunction with adaptive optical
elements and rapid image acquisition software to allow adaptive correction of aberrations or
focal shaping of the illumination beam.
The benefit of recording the beam profile directly is that limitations imposed by additional
optics, for example the imaging arm of a SPIM, are removed. For example, the volume of a
SPIM illumination beam profile recorded using fluorescent beads is limited by both the field
of view and depth of field of the imaging optics, setting the observation volume. The ability
to monitor the beam focus over a much larger volume than this allows detection of stray
light, diffractive effects, and distortions, that might otherwise have been overlooked. Though
the imaging capabilities of the system will predominantly be affected by artifacts present in
the illumination beam solely within the observation volume, the ability to image the beam
throughout a wider volume allows the propagation of these artifacts to be examined.
Additional to the camera probe itself, the quantitative HDR imaging procedure presented
in this chapter can be used with any CMOS camera. Thus, the HDR imaging procedure
could also be implemented separately on the detection camera system to extend the dynamic
range of a fluorescent bead profile. Coupling this with a large-volume profile taken using the
camera probe and composite HDR beam profiles could be constructed with improved spatial
resolution at the beam focus.
Finally, as the components of our profiling system are simple and compact, and the
calibration and HDR imaging solution presented are general and flexible, devices similar to
ours could be constructed and implemented with ease by those wishing to directly profile
beams within any similar optical system. As the technique allows accurate amplitude profiles
either side of a beam focus to be constructed, the technique may be well-suited to phase
diversity techniques to determine the aberrations present in the illumination beam or to
resolve the beam shape at the focus through complex field propagation from either plane back
to the focus. Of course, this is not solely limited to microscope beam profiles since the device
is capable of profiling any low-power visible-wavelength beam within a small focal volume.
As a final example, the system may find alternative uses in profiling the foci of fiber-coupling




Numerous fluorescence microscopy techniques rely on specific illumination beam shapes to
create high resolution, optically sectioned images. As the performance of these techniques
is directly affected by the illumination beam shape, it is desirable to create 3-D profiles
of the beam’s focal intensity for both alignment purposes and the assessment of optical
performance. Though fluorescent beads are typically used to produce illumination beam
profiles by recording fluorescent emission along the microscope system’s imaging arm, such
profiles are limited by the detection optics. We have developed a camera beam probe andHDR
imaging/reconstruction procedure that allows the full intensity profile of illumination beams
to be recorded directly within the microscope without the need for any additional optics. This
device is comprised of a miniature endoscopic sensor encased in a waterproof housing; the
HDR imaging procedure allows quantitative measurement of the incident flux over several
orders of magnitude on a pixel by pixel basis. The accuracy of this HDR reconstruction
procedure has been examined by profiling a low NA test bench beam and the device has been
used to profile the illumination beams of several operational microscope systems.
The most modest calculation of the interscene dynamic range that can be resolved by our
HDR technique has a median of 76.0 dB across the sensor, far greater than the 48.1 dB dynamic
range of a noise-free 8-bit sensor. 612 images would need to be taken using such a sensor in
order to achieve the same dynamic range through successive-frame-averaging, whereas our
technique only requires 100. Thus our HDR technique can achieve a large dynamic range
whilst remaining data-efficient. The maximum interscene dynamic range that can be resolved
using our HDR procedure is 116 dB.
Though the performance of the device is limited by presently available technology, our
HDR flux reconstruction procedure is highly general and thus not limited to our specific
hardware. Camera probe beam profiles could potentially compliment HDR fluorescent bead
profiles to allow composite 3-D beam profiles to be created that possess both large volumetric
dimensions and increased spatial resolution at the beam focus over a wide quantified range
of flux. A thorough optimisation of the computational reconstruction procedure could
potentially allow HDR beam profiles to be created in real-time for an instant assessment of
microscope performance during alignment or optical component alteration. The application
of our device and procedure is not limited to fluorescence microscopy and could be beneficial
in determining the performance of other optical systems with short focal length beam foci.
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curved focus 6
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we demonstrate the use of a spatial light modulator (SLM) to produce a custom-
shaped illumination beam with a focal geometry appropriate for use in a single/selective
plane illumination microscope (SPIM). First, we present a short theory section that outlines
the potential benefits of using an adaptive optical element rather than a cylindrical lens to
produce a line focus. After deriving the phase profile required to produce such a focus we
describe the alterations that can be applied to it in order to introduce and exploit an intentional
one-dimensional (1-D) field curvature to produce a non-planar SPIM illumination beam.
Second, we present our methodology. The initial portion of the methodology investigates
the focus formed directly by a SLM. We begin by describing the operation of a SLM as a phase
control device and describe the appropriate conversion procedure from the calculated phase
profile to the digital pixel values sent to the SLM. Following this we present images of a line
focus produced by a SLM alone and demonstrate how the the application of an additional
phase slope or blazed grating can spatially separate the line focus from the unwanted optical
throughput caused by reflection off the SLM array. Next, we demonstrate use of the SLM
to produce a simple alteration to the focal length of the light sheet in only a specific region
across its height.
In the latter portion of the methodology we investigate the use of a 4-f telescope system
to re-image the focus formed directly by the SLM in order to produce a light sheet with an
adaptable 1-D focal curvature at the scale appropriate for a SPIM. We refer to a SPIM system
having an illumination beam with an adaptable focal curvature as an adaptively-curved
SPIM (A-SPIM) system. To verify that the focal geometry of such a beam is adequate for use
in a SPIM we examine beam profiles of the focus taken using our camera probe, discussed
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earlier in Chapter 5. These beam profiles exhibit some visible artifacts that we attribute
to unwanted lateral movement of the camera probe, the majority of which are reduced by
laterally re-aligning the voxel coordinates of the beam profile data-sets.
We then assess the dimensions of our A-SPIM light sheet illumination where the focal
length has been altered spatially along the height of the light sheet according to a Gaussian
amplitude variation. These light sheets possess focal region dimensions which promise
enhanced optical sectioning of cellular features with curved surfaces. Finally we discuss
potential improvements to the technique and summarise our results.
6.2 Theory
6.2.1 Optical sectioning in a SPIM
The optical layout for a SPIM has been presented earlier in Chapters 2 & 5. In summary,
fluorescence is excited within the sample by an illumination beam which propagates perpen-
dicular to the axis of detection. A cylindrical lens is used to focus a collimated illumination
laser beam in one lateral dimension, producing a sheet of light at the beam focus that excites
only a thin plane within the sample. Alignment of this excitation region with the focal depth
of the orthogonal detection objective lens allows optical sections of the sample to be recorded.
A 3-D image of the sample can be produced by scanning the sample through the beam along
the detection optical axis.
As presented earlier in Chapter 2, Gaussian beam optics dictate that the waist and Rayleigh
length of a focused Gaussian laser beam are inextricably linked. These parameters are both









where the beamwaist at the focus, w0, is measured laterally from the optical axis, the Rayleigh
length, zR, is the propagation distance from the focus at which the beam waist has increased
to
√
2w0, and λ is the wavelength of the focused light.
In a SPIM system this results in the volume of the illumination light sheet region having a
length of 2zR and a width of 2w0 that are set by the NA of the focused beam. A reduction in
the Rayleigh length of the illumination light sheet reduces the length across the detection
field-of-view (FoV) in which excitation by the narrowest part of the light sheet occurs. This
also reduces the thickness of the light sheet, resulting in the excitation of a narrower planar
region, akin to a vertical stripe, within the sample. Figure 6.1 portrays a 3-D optical schematic
of a SPIM illumination beam with both a low NA and a high NA to visually demonstrate
the difference in light sheet dimensions within an example sample volume. Typically SPIM
systems are operated using a reduced NA in the illumination path in order to image a wide
FoV across a sample. Though the depth-of-focus (DoF) of the detection optics may be as
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small as 0.5 microns, the light sheet may have a thickness of up to 3 microns. As such the
light sheet may cause some excitation outside of the detected volume within the sample. If,
instead, a larger NA in the illumination path is used, excitation outside of the detected volume
within the sample is minimised, thus maximising the sectioning capability of the light sheet.
Although consequently this enhanced section is restricted to features within a small, vertical,
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Figure 6.1: 3-D schematic of a SPIM illumination beam with both a low NA (a) and a high
NA (b). Drawn in green dashed lines is an example volume within a fluorescent sample.
The volume of the light sheet region within the sample, bordered with navy dashed lines,
has dimensions of length along the excitation axis (along z) and thickness orthogonal to this
(along x) which are associated with the Rayleigh length zR and the beam waist w0 of the
illumination beam respectively. As w0 ∝ NA−1 a high NA beam produces a smaller light
sheet thickness than a low NA beam, potentially improving the optical sectioning of images
taken along the detection axis. However, as zR ∝ NA−2, this high NA greatly reduces the
lateral extent of the light sheet across the detection field-of-view.
6.2.2 Enhanced optical sectioning of curved biological features
Biological specimens typically consist of many cellular surfaces and regions that can have very
distinct curvatures over the detection FoV. Similarly, since samples are typically mounted
using restricted orientations within a SPIM, features of interest may span the detection FoV
in an orientation which is non-vertical. Therefore, by using the full NA of the illumination
objective to improve the sectioning capability of the light sheet, portions of these curved, or
non-vertical, features may exist outside of the optimum vertical light sheet region. Hence we
would not be able to image these features simultaneously when utilising the improved optical
sectioning offered by a light sheet with a high NA.
For example, in the eye of a zebrafish embryo one particular region of interest is the lens
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Figure 6.2: Example light sheet dimensions in relation to the features of a zebrafish eye. The
light sheet region produced by a typical SPIM illumination beam optically sections several
component features across a large region-of-interest (RoI) at once. In this example image the
sample is a zebrafish embryo at 2 d.p.f and the RoI surrounds the eye lens (a). Within this
RoI are several cellular regions, each with a distinct curvature (inset). By increasing the NA
of the illumination beam the length of the light sheet region is reduced to the extent of one
specific feature, though the curvature of this feature may cause part of the cellular structure
to lie outside of this region (b). Combining this increase in NA with a variation in focal length
across the height of the light sheet allows the entire curved feature to be optically sectioned
(c).
derive entirely from this single layer of epithelial cells, the behaviour of which under-pins the
development and continued biological function of the lens. As the eye lens of a zebrafish can
be treated as spherical, a section through the eye can be treated as circular. The lens epithelium
can therefore be treated as a circularly-curved regionwith a particular radius of curvature. The
radius of curvature of the lens epithelium for zebrafish embryo eye lenses varies from 45 µm
at 2 days post-fertilisation (d.p.f.) up to 60 µm at 4 days post-fertilisation (d.p.f.). Similarly, the
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radius of curvature of the retina varies from 135 µm at 2 d.p.f. up to 160 µm at 4 d.p.f.. Thus,
to obtain images of either of these cellular surfaces with improved optical sectioning not only
does the full NA of illumination objective need to be used, but also the focal length has to be
locally altered throughout the height of the light sheet. The alteration of the light sheet focal
length to locally match the position and topology of different features in the observation plane
can therefore result in highly feature-specific SPIM images with optimised optical sectioning.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the effect of increasing the NA and applying a focal curvature to an
illumination light sheet in relation to the observed features of a zebrafish eye1.
Clearly, in order to introduce focal length alterations within an illumination beam that
are specifically-adapted to a variety of different features and curvatures, an adaptive optical
element is required in the beam path. We investigated the use of a SLM to introduce a focal
power across one lateral axis in the beam path, similar to the use of a cylindrical lens in a
typical SPIM system.
6.2.3 Calculation of the phase profile required to form a line focus
To use an adaptive optical element to introduce a focal power in only one lateral axis, i.e.
to produce a line focus, we first need to derive the form of the phase profile required to
produce a 1-D focus. Considering the adaptive optical element as a rectangular array of
phase-modulating pixels, and the desired line focus as being parallel to the columns of the
array, we start by considering the phase profile required by only one row of this array. The
calculated phase profile can then be applied to every row on the sensor to create the line focus.
For a 1-D beam geometry we begin by considering a ‘height’ coordinate, h, relative to the
centre of a planar surface, S. To bring light of a given wavelength, λ, to focus at one focal
length, f , from the centre of S (where h  0), the optical path length (OPL) vectors, ~p(h), from
all points of origin across S to the focal point must arrive with equal phase. The following
equation describes a curved surface, C, from which all emanated rays begin in-phase, and
subsequently arrive in-phase at the focus:
| ~p(h) | + ∆p(h)  const, (6.3)
where ∆p(h) denotes the OPL difference between surface C and surface S, as shown in
Figure 6.3.
As the planar surface S bisects this converging bundle of OPL vectors, a spatially dependent
variation in phase, φ(h), is present across S. By determining the phases advanced along each
OPL between these two surfaces a map of φ(h) can be calculated. The phases advanced along
each OPL, in units of waves, are found by substituting ∆p(h)  λφ(h) into Equation 6.3 and
re-arranging for φ(h). Thus,
| ~p(h) |
λ
+ φ(h)  k , (6.4)
1Image credit: Zebrafish SPIM image courtesy of Dr. L. K. Young at the CfAI.
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Figure 6.3: A plane wave emanating from surface S at z = 0 can be brought to a focus at z = f
by altering the OPL vectors across the surface. By altering all OPL vectors to arrive at (z=f,
h=0) with the same constant phase, a focus is formed. Alteration of the OPL vectors across S
describes a virtual curved surface of equal OPL. This surface can be constrained to S through
the use of phase retardation. The corresponding mathematics are derived in section 6.2.3.
where k is some arbitrary constant. By simple trigonometry this can be written in terms of f
and h as
φ(h)  k −
√
f 2 + h2
λ
. (6.5)
This is equivalent to the phase that needs to imparted by the optical array elements of a SLM
at S in order to produce the desired focus.
Applying a boundary condition that the phase has advanced by half a wavelength at h  0,
i.e φ(h  0)  0.5 waves, we determine the arbitrary constant k as




thus giving the phase across S required to produce a focus at f as
φ(h)  0.5 +
f −√ f 2 + h2
λ
. (6.7)
This choice of boundary condition ensures that phase wrapping is avoided either side of this
central region when applying the phase profile to an optical device such as a SLM. Applying
this phase profile to each row on the SLM array thus produces a line focus at f .
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Now, by varying the value of f that is used when calculating the phase profile for each
row of array elements the position of the line focus can undergo a continuous variation along
the height of the light sheet.
6.3 Method
6.3.1 Forming a line focus using a SLM
This section describes the use of a SLM to produce a line focus in lieu of any additional optics.
We begin with an overview of how a SLM can be used to modulate the phase of an incident
wavefront of light. Following this, we demonstrate the application of such phase profile to an
actual SLM.
6.3.1.1 Phase modulation by a SLM
Each pixel on a nematic SLM is fabricated with a homogenous liquid crystal (LC) layer
between the cover glass face of the SLM and a reflective mirror-coated very-large-scale
integration (VLSI) silicon printed circuit board (PCB) backplane. An applied voltage causes
the LCs to rotate about an axis, known as the ordinary axis, to align themselves with the
applied electric field. The longest dimension of the LC crystal determines the extraordinary
axis, orthogonal to the ordinary axis and, in the case of an applied voltage, to the VLSI
backplane and cover glass surfaces. When no voltage is applied to a SLM pixel both the
extraordinary and ordinary axes of the corresponding LC crystals remain in a parallel plane
to the backplane. This is depicted in Figure 6.4.
The plane of polarization of light which is incident upon the LC medium determines
the refractive index which is experienced. In the following we restrict the description of
SLM–light interaction to incoming beams that are plane-polarised parallel to the rotation
plane of the extraordinary axis. This polarized light experiences the SLM as a pixellated
material where each cell has a variable refractive index, ne, that is controlled by the applied
voltage. Because the extraordinary axis of the LC is completely aligned with the backplane
in the absence of an applied voltage, incoming light experiences the maximum refractive
index ne along the extraordinary axis and thus is reflected having undergone a maximum
retardation of phase. However, when the applied voltage causes the LC to rotate 90 degrees
about the ordinary axis, becoming completely orthogonal to the backplane, a minimum value
of ne is experienced and the phase retardation present in the output light is effectively zero.
For a reflective 8-bit SLM each pixel can be sent any one of 256 discrete voltages, calibrated
to linearly impart a phase retardation of between 0 and 1 waves of the design wavelength
in the reflected wavefront. A signal level of 0 thus leaves the pixel with zero voltage across
it and imparts one full wave of phase retardation, whereas a signal level of 255 applies the
maximum voltage to the pixel, thereby imparting no phase retardation to the output light. As












axis of refractive index 
variation
Figure 6.4: Schematic describing SLM operation. An input wavefront passes through the
cover glass and LC layer of each pixel before being reflected back through these media and
exiting the system as an output wavefront. A controlled voltage can be applied between the
coverglass and each individual pixel by the VSLI silicon backplane to alter to orientation
of the LCs. An increase in voltage rotates the LC orientation about the ordinary axis so
that its extraordinary axis is orthogonal to both the backplane and coverglass. An input
wavefront that is plane polarised 90· to the ordinary axis can thus experience a controllable
phase retardation depending on the orientation of the extraordinary axis, with maximum
retardation arising from the minimum applied voltage and vice versa.
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6.3.1.2 Appropriate conversion of a phase profile to a SLM format
The phase profile required to create a cylindrical focus of λ  532 nm light at f  60 cm
from a 256 x 256 element SLM array with a 24 micron pixel pitch (active area area of 6.14
mm × 6.14 mm) is shown in Figure 6.5a. Since a SLM can only impart phase retardation
between 0 and 1 waves at the optimised design wavelength the calculated phase profile must
be modulo divided by 1 wave. Figure 6.5b shows the calculated phase profile of Figure 6.5a
phase wrapped between 0 and 1 waves. The boundary condition that we specified earlier to
ensure that φ(h  0)  0.5 waves avoids phase wrapping either side of the central pixel strip
once the phase map has been sent to the SLM.












































































Figure 6.5: Phase map calculated to produce a line focus at a focal length of f  60 cm from
the phase surface with the phase left unwrapped (a), and with the phase wrapped between
0 and 1 waves of retardation (b). The phase surface has an area of 6.14 mm × 6.14 mm and
is comprised of 256×256 pixel elements to match to the SLM that (b) is converted for. Both
colourbars represent the phase retardation in units of waves.
The line focus formed by sending the phase pattern in Figure 6.5b to a nematic SLM (XY
Phase Series by Boulder Non-linear Systems (BNS), Colorado USA) is shown in Figure 6.6b.
Clearly visible outside of the line focus is a large portion of the overall beam intensity that
has not been focused, due to both the flat reflective surfaces of the SLM and the number of
phase wrap boundaries [164]. The images were taken using a CCD camera (Retiga 4000R
by QImaging, Canada) at the line focus position, one focal length of fSLM  60 cm from
the SLM. As our goal was to use the SLM to directly shape the illumination beam for an
optimised SPIM the obstruction of any extraneous light emanating from the SLM is important
for preventing the excitation of undesirable fluorophores. We demonstrate how to filter the
beam appropriately in the following section.
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(a) Blank SLM (b) Phase applied
Figure 6.6: Image of the SLM output beam with no phase map (a) and with the phase map in
Figure 6.5b applied (b). The phase map has no control over a portion of the beam intensity
that is simply reflected by the flat SLM components, seen in (b) as the region outside of the
line focus.
6.3.1.3 Spatial removal of SLM artifacts
The spatial separation of unwanted optical artifacts, caused by the reflectivity of a SLM’s
optical structure, from the intended, controlled, beam can be achieved through the addition
of either a phase slope or a blazed grating to the applied phase pattern. The intended
diffraction pattern which is controlled by the phase map sent to the SLM is convolved with
the multiple-order diffraction pattern caused by the SLM’s reflective pixel array, as illustrated
in Figure 6.7(a). This ‘intended diffraction pattern’ can refer to the Fourier transform of the
applied ‘ideal’ phase map, formed either at the focal length of a subsequent lens or in the
far-field, or can refer to our SLM-produced line focus. Though the first orders of this convolved
pattern can be blocked using apertures, the central zeroth order remains a combination of
the reflected SLM throughput and the intended diffraction pattern. Arithmetic combination
of the ideal phase map with a phase slope - a separate phase map having some linear slope
across the SLM array - spatially separates the intended diffraction pattern from the reflected
SLM throughput. An aperture can then be used to isolate the zeroth order of the intended
diffraction pattern. This aperture can either be a pinhole at the centre of a 4-f relay, as shown in
Figure 6.7(b), or could be a simple rectangular slit surrounding our SLM-produced line focus,
for example. Combining the phase map in Figure 6.5b with a diagonal phase slope of 2pi/4
waves per pixel across both x and y resulted in the phase map shown in Figure 6.8a. Sending
this phase map to the SLM results in the image displayed in Figure 6.8b. It is clear that the
line focus has been spatially separated from the unwanted background which surrounded
the line focus in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.7: Use of a phase slope to spatially separate the different components of the diffraction
pattern from a SLM. (a) Without an additional phase slope the far-field diffraction pattern
of the SLM is a convolution of the intended far-field pattern (green stars), formed by the
ideal phase pattern sent to the SLM, with the multiple-order diffraction pattern caused by the
reflective pixelated array of the SLM (red spots). (b) By combining the phase pattern sent to
the SLM with a phase slope or blazed grating the ideal far-field pattern becomes displaced by
∆rblaze from the pattern caused by the reflective structure of the SLM. An aperture or pinhole
can then be used to obstruct everything other than the desired order of the ideal-phase focus
to eliminate any background light from the system. (c) This method can be used within a 4-f
system to filter out the unwanted diffraction pattern of the SLM formed at the Fourier plane
of an intermediate lens.
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(a) Phase map composition
(b) Formed line focus
Figure 6.8: Separation of a line focus from unwanted SLM artifacts by applying an additional
phase slope. When the phase map in Figure 6.5b is combined with a diagonal phase slope the
resulting phase map (a) forms a line focus at fSLM  60 cm that is spatially separated in both x
and y dimensions from the reflective SLM artifacts (b).
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6.3.2 Discrete regional variation in SLM focal length
To investigate localised alterations in the light sheet focal length we imaged the SLM focus
at two separate locations, which coincided with the focal planes of different regions of the
SLM phase pattern. The SLM array was segmented into three horizontal bands across the
height of the array and a line-focus-producing phase map was calculated using an associated
focal length for each region and sent to the SLM. Figure 6.9 presents two pairs of camera
images taken at 50 cm (a, c) and 55 cm (b, d) from the SLM. The leftmost pair of images show
a uniform light sheet with a focal length of 50 cm from the SLM. In the rightmost pair of
images the light sheet focal length has been increased to 55 cm in the central region of the
light sheet only; we see that the central region of the light sheet has been brought to focus at
55 cm from the SLM.
(a) φ1 at 50 cm. (b) φ1 at 55 cm. (c) φ2 at 50 cm. (d) φ2 at 55 cm.
Figure 6.9: The resulting beam shapes from two phase profiles φ1 and φ2 imaged at two
distances, 50 cm and 55 cm from the SLM. The phase profile used for the left two images, φ1,
produces a regular line focus of focal length 50 cm. The phase profile used for the right two
images, φ2, was a modified version of φ1 where the central third of the light sheet had the
focal length extended from 50 cm to 55 cm. The latter pair of images (c, d) show a line focus
with a discrete variation in focal length from 50 cm in the upper and lower regions to 55 cm in
the central region.
6.3.3 Continuous variation in SLM focal length
Following our verification of discrete regional variations in focal length we investigated
continuous variations in the light sheet focal length. We opted to use our beam profiling
device from Chapter 5 in order to take 3-D beam profiles of the A-SPIM light sheet focus. In
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Figure 6.10: Top-down optical layout used for the SLM-produced SPIM light sheet. A 4-f
relay is used to re-image the 1st line focus produced by the SLM at dimensions appropriate
for use within a SPIM system.
the following sections we describe the A-SPIM optical system, the theoretical dimensions of
the A-SPIM light sheet, and the continuous variation in the light sheet focal length that was
applied.
6.3.3.1 Optical layout
Figure 6.10 shows the optical diagram of our proposed A-SPIM illumination beam. The line
focus produced by the SLM, referred to hereafter as the first focus, was re-imaged down to the
dimensions appropriate for a SPIM illumination beam using a 4-f telescope system comprised
of a tube lens of focal length ftube  250mmand an infinity-correctedmicroscope objective lens
designed for use in air (Transverse magnification given on the barrel as Mb  10×, numerical
aperture NAobj  0.25, working distance WDobj  10.5 mm, Nikon, Japan). Following the
first focus, the tube lens re-collimates the light sheet in one axis and forms a line focus in the
opposing axis (along x) across the back focal plane of the objective lens. We used a smaller
focal length for the SLM-produced light sheet, fSLM  200 mm, in order to fill the 10 mm
diameter rear aperture of the illumination objective lens, producing a light sheet at the second
focus with the full 0.25 NA of the objective lens.
6.3.3.2 Theoretical beam dimensions and camera probe limitations
The thickness of the light sheet according to Equation 6.1 was 2w0  2 × 0.532µm/pi ×
0.25  1.35µm and the sheet length along the optical axis according to Equation 6.2 was
2zR  2 × 0.532µm/pi × 0.252  5.42µm. Even when taking camera probe beam profiles of
the focus using the smallest possible isotropic voxels of 3 µm × 3 µm × 3 µm the light sheet
focal dimensions would therefore be impossible to measure accurately. However, a maximum
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estimate of these dimensions can be made, in addition to the profile providing an image of
the overall shape of the light sheet.
6.3.3.3 Application of focal curvature
To produce a continuously-curved light sheet we altered the focal length across the height of
the SLM array using a Gaussian amplitude function. The equation describing this variation in
the SLM focal length, ∆ fSLM, took the form




where aSLM is the maximum amplitude of the axial focal variation at the first focus, ySLM is
the vertical row coordinate across the height of the SLM array, bSLM is the central coordinate
of the Gaussian curve, and cSLM denotes the half-width of the Gaussian bell: the inflection
points of the Gaussian curve occur at ySLM  bSLM ± cSLM, so 2cSLM determines the bell width.
The maximum focal variation amplitude was calculated at the first focus by specifying
the amplitude variation at the second focus. That is, aSLM  ML a, where a was the desired
maximum amplitude at the objective lens focus and ML is the longitudinal magnification
produced by the objective lens-tube lens 4-f relay. This magnification is related to the
transverse magnification produced by the 4-f relay, MT, through |ML |  MT2. The bell
half-width at the first focus was given by cSLM  MT c, where c is the bell half-width specified
at the second focus.
For our setup MT  12.5× rather than the objective lens barrel magnification of Mb  10×
due to the tube lens focal length of ftube  250 mm rather than the ftube  200 mm typically
used for Nikon objective lenses. Hence, the longitudinal magnification of our 4-f relay
was ML  12.52  156.25. Thus an example focal variation amplitude of a  48 µm at the
second focus would require aSLM  7.5 mm at the first focus. The Gaussian bell width
was set at 120 µm at the second focus, thus cSLM  12.5 × 120/2 µm  750 µm. The entire
active area of the SLM was used, thus the height of the light sheet at the second focus was
6.14 mm/12.5×  492 µm. The points of inflection of the Gaussian focal variation were fixed
in z at fSLM  200 mm so that the Gaussian bell of the focal variation was brought closer to
the objective lens and the top and bottom edges of the light sheet were pushed farther away.
The focal variations were applied with amplitudes of 20 µm, 40 µm, and 60 µm at the second
focus.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Initial assessment of adaptively-curved illumination beam
Figure 6.11 shows orthographic sections through beam profiles taken of our A-SPIM illu-
mination beam with different amplitudes of continuous Gaussian variation applied to the
sheet focal length. In these results there was no spatial separation or filtering of the SLM
throughput at the first focus following the SLM. Five images were taken at each exposure in
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Figure 6.11: Orthographic x-z (a–d) and y-z (e–h) sections through beam profiles taken of
our A-SPIM illumination beam. The amplitudes, a, of the applied Gaussian focal variation
are given above each of the x-z and y-z pairs of sections. The horizontal dashed blue line
across the centre of each section denotes the location of the corresponding orthogonal section
shown either above or below. The beam profiles were taken with isotropic voxel dimensions
of 3 µm × 3 µm × 3 µm.
the HDR imaging procedure for the sake of noise reduction. The focal curvature applied to
three of the light sheets was difficult to determine in these sections due to the appearance of
very bright reconstructed slices next to much darker reconstructed slices along the z-axis of
each beam profile. Clearly visible in the x-z section are small noisy lateral shifts of the profiled
beam by one or two pixels across the camera probe sensor array. We therefore investigated
orthogonal sections through these beam profiles to determine if this was an optical effect




In Chapter 5 we associated the cause of a sinusoidal lateral variation with a spatial period
of around 400µm with the lead screw of the translation stage. However, the beam profiles
presented here were taken over a much smaller axial range of 180µm and the lateral shifts
exhibited no distinct periodicity. Since the unfiltered and collimated SLM throughput was
also visible in the beam profile, this demonstrated that the noisy lateral variation affected
the profile as a whole. We therefore attributed the relative lateral motion between successive
slices again to the translation stage, rather than to an optical effect. A lateral motion between
successive planes of the reconstructed profile, coupled with the low NA of the beam itself,
potentially explains the appearance of the vertical stripes in the y-z sections of Figure 6.11:
Any y-z section taken along a single x-coordinate of the beam profile will show a drop in
intensity if the lateral motion of the sensor in the x-dimension is of a similar magnitude to
both the beam width and the sensor array pixel pitch. We attempted to remove this effect
by using post-processing to laterally shift the voxel coordinates of successive slices. This
procedure is explained fully in the next section.
6.4.2 Reduction of artifacts by voxel coordinate shifting
To investigate if these artifacts were caused by lateral sensormotionwe recorded the coordinate
position of the centroided centre-of-mass (CoM) for the flux values in each z-slice of the beam
profile and then reconfigured the voxel coordinates for that slice accordingly. The light sheet
was oriented such that the line focus was parallel to a single column of pixels on the camera
probe sensor and the unwanted lateral sensor motion throughout the recorded beam profiles
appeared to be predominantly constrained to the x-z plane, along the x axis. As such, we
averaged the pixel values across the height of the light sheet along y, flattening each slice of
the beam profile to a single strip of pixels along x in the x-z plane, and calculated the CoM
coordinate for each of these pixel strips. A threshold was applied to remove the lowest 50% of
flux values from the CoM calculation. The difference between the CoM for each flattened slice
and the mean CoM coordinate gave us the required magnitude for the lateral shift along x of
each beam profile slice. Figure 6.12 shows the calculated CoM coordinates (a) and the result of
the lateral shift (b) for each flattened slice of the line focus output by the tube-objective lens 4-f
system. Each slice of the beam profile was up-sampled by a factor of 5 prior to the calculation
of the CoM and the lateral re-shifting. A comparison of Figure 6.12(a) and (b) shows the
success of laterally re-shifting the z-slices to align the central maximum reconstructed flux of
the beam within the profiled volume, removing the overall tilt of the beam by shifting some
stray slices back by as much as two pixels, or 6 µm. Figure 6.13 shows the effect that this
lateral re-shifting has on the central y-z plane section of the unaltered line focus light sheet.
Figure 6.14 shows orthographic sections of the beamprofiles presented earlier in Figure 6.11
after applying the centroid-based lateral slice re-shifting. For all beamprofiles in Figure 6.14 the
vertical stripes apparent in the central y-z plane sections before re-shifting in Figure 6.11 have
been greatly reduced following centroid re-shifting, though there are still a noticeable number
present. Also, the x-z plane sections demonstrate that although the central reconstructed
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(a) Without slice re-adjustment
(b) With slice re-adjustment
Figure 6.12: Zoomed-in x-z plane sections through the un-altered A-SPIM light sheet focus
are presented before (a) and after (b) centre-of-mass centroid re-adjustement of the beam
profile slices. For each slice along z the red crosses show the x coordinate location of the CoM.
The mean CoM is displayed in orange as a horizontal dashed line.
flux maxima were successfully aligned along the profile z-depth, the structures outside of
this caused by the un-filtered SLM throughput still exhibit some noisy lateral mis-alignment.
Hence, in order to comment any further on the overall ‘quality’ of our SLM-produced A-SPIM
light sheet we require further removal of any artifacts introduced by the beam profiling
system. It is important to re-iterate that our centroid realignment was only performed
along a vector parallel to the x axis, though there is a small y component to the lateral shift
vector. We suggest that by aligning the beam to something other than the locations of the
coarsely-sampled, and thus poorly-quantised, central peak pixel values, the data sets could be
re-aligned more successfully. This could take the SLM throughput into account, which is a
collimated projection of the SLM array pixel structure. Such a re-alignment could be achieved
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by assessing the centroided peak of the cross-correlation map between successive z slices.
6.4.3 Optical sectioning of curved features
We now move on from discussion of the beam quality and discuss the applied continuous
focal variation and its relation to the dimensions of curved sample features. In Figure 6.15
the four amplitudes of applied Gaussian focal curvature are overlaid on top of the centroid
re-adjusted y-z sections of Figure 6.14. Dashed lines have been drawn either side of the central
Gaussian line shape to indicate an example light sheet length of 30 µm. This light sheet
length is roughly 5.5× longer than that which was calculated earlier in Section 6.3.3.2 for
the maximum NA of our illumination optics and represents the axial extent over which the
thickness of the unaltered light sheet in Figure 6.12 is within the lateral dimensions of two
camera probe sensor pixels, 6 µm. Optimum optical sectioning occurs close to the centre of
the focal variation between the two dashed lines. The position of the unaltered focus and the
points of inflection of the Gaussian variation are noted on the figure to indicate the scale of
the applied variation. To illustrate the interaction of our applied focal variation with a curved
feature a shaded circle with a radius of r  90 µm is also present. This circle is centered
with regards to the Gaussian variation. The radial centre of the curved surface is aligned
with the lateral centre of the light sheet, a distance of r along z from the centre of the focus.
As the Gaussian amplitude increases, the 30 µm long focal region becomes better suited to
illumination of the curved circular surface. A Gaussian amplitude of 60 µm displays the
maximum potential optical sectioning of the curved surface compared with the unaltered
light sheet. Since the surface of the circle lines up well with the Gaussian bell, the sectioning
provided by a thinner focal region that is therefore shorter in length will still be successful for
this curvature radius.
Figure 6.16 demonstrates a number of potential feature curvature radii that the light sheet
with a 60 µm Gaussian focal variation can section with varying degrees of success. Both the
r  90 µm and r  120 µm curvatures match well to the centre of the focal variation as a wide
arc of the curved surface remains well within the 30 µm sheet length. The curvature radii of
r  60 µm and r  150 µm demonstrate the limits where this focal variation becomes less well
matched to the curvature radii. For r < 60 µm the sectioning provided by the focal variation
becomes similar to that which would be provided by the simple unaltered light sheet. Thus to
match the focal variation for curvatures with smaller radii of r < 60 µm the distance between
the points of inflection of the Gaussian focal variation, 2c, needs to be smaller than 120 µm.
Similarly, for curvatures with r > 150 µm the curved surface begins to extend outside of the
central Gaussian profile, so an increase in the Gaussian bell width, making 2c > 120 µm, is
required. To maintain the same overall Gaussian shape whilst altering the distance between
the points of inflection we suggest that the ratio of the Gaussian amplitude and the bell
half-width at the 2nd focus be kept at the current value of a/c  60 µm/60 µm  1. At the
1st focus this changes from 1 to MT since aSLM/cSLM  M2Ta/MTc. This would ensure the
Gaussian focal variation is well-matched to a range of circular feature curvatures.
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Figure 6.13: Orthogonal sections through a beam profile of the SLM-produced line focus
before (a, c) and after (b, d) a centroid-based re-shifting of voxel coordinates along x in order
to line up the central intensity maximum along the profile. The dashed blue lines along the
centre of each x-z section (a, b) represent the position of the corresponding orthographic y-z
sections (c, d), and vice versa.
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Figure 6.14: Orthographic sections through the same beam profiles presented in Figure 6.11
following centroid-based lateral re-shifting of voxel coordinates. The dashed blue lines along
the centre of each x-z section (a, b) represent the position of the corresponding orthographic
y-z sections (c, d), and vice versa.
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Figure 6.15: Increasing the amplitude a of the Gaussian focal variation applied to the A-SPIM
light sheet, whilst keeping the separation of the points of inflection the same, improves the
alignment of the central light sheet focus with a circularly-curved surface.
Figure 6.16: Relationship between the optical sectioning region of the A-SPIM light sheet




As mentioned previously the ability to accurately quantify the focal dimensions of these
beams is limited by the 3 µm pixel pitch of the sensor array. We can only infer approximate
limits on the light sheet dimensions: 3 µm and 30 µm for the sheet thickness and length
respectively.
Any further conclusions regarding the overall quality of the A-SPIM light sheet are
inhibited by the operation and construction of the camera probe sensor. Either a more
involved post-processing procedure, a more stable translation stage, or a smaller sensor array
pixel pitch are required. As noted previously in Chapter 5, the beam profiling camera probe
is better suited to large volume beam profiles that allow the overall 3-D shape of the beam
focus to be assessed, rather than direct assessment of the beam focal dimensions.
Limitations aside, the presented results demonstrate the application of a continuous lateral
variation in the light sheet focal length, producing a light sheet with a Gaussian focal curvature
that is well-matched to circularly-curved features. The focal variation is well matched to
circularly-curved features when the ratio of the amplitude a and Gaussian bell half-width c
is 1 in the sample plane. A focal variation with a , c  60 µm produces a light sheet that can
improve the sectioning of circular surface features with a range of curvature radii between
60–150 µm. The width of the Gaussian bell and the amplitude of the focal variation can then
be altered to adapt the shape of the light sheet focus to a wider range of circular curvature
radii.
6.4.5 Suggestions for future work
In this final part of the discussion we describe several ‘next steps’ in the the completion of
the A-SPIM system and suggest some potential further investigations which can be made
using this system. The first step required to complete the A-SPIM system is the construction
of an orthogonal imaging arm with a sub-micron resolution. High-resolution beam profiles
of the focus can then be taken using either a fluorescent sea or a suspension of fluorescent
beads in the sample plane, resulting in a more accurate representation of the beam focus than
those presented earlier that were taken with our HDR beam profiler. This will allow us to
determine whether the quality of a light sheet produced by the SLM alone is high enough to
be used within a SPIM by examining the beam for vertical striping artifacts similar to those in
the beam profiles presented earlier. Additionally, this will allow us to accurately measure
the thickness and length of the light sheet dimensions, and see if these match the theoretical
dimensions calculated in Section 6.3.3.2. If the measured dimensions are larger than expected
then this suggests that the full NA of the objective lens has not been used. This may be due
to a reduced effective lateral beam width across the SLM during formation of the 1st line
focus, caused by excessive phase wrapping in the applied phase pattern. In regions where
the phase ‘curvature’ on the SLM causes a phase wrap of one wave between 4 successive
pixels or less, these pixels may not efficiently contribute to the line focus formed. Since the
phase gradient increases away from the central vertical coordinate of the phase map, these
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regions can effectively set a boundary on the beam width and thus the NA of the 1st focus. To
increase the NA of the beam at the second focus there are two options: One, simply switch the
objective lens to one with a NA higher than 0.25; Two, reduce the amount of phase wrapping
on the SLM. In the case of point one, a higher NA objective lens will typically possess a higher
barrel magnification and so the height of the light sheet at the 2nd focus will be reduced.
Provided the height of the light sheet remains larger than the curvature radius of the feature
being imaged, the height reduction should not adversely affect the feature-specific optical
sectioning of the A-SPIM system. In the case of point two, although an increase in fSLM will
reduce phase wrapping at the edges of the phase pattern, an improvement across the entire
array width requires a large increase in fSLM. Hence there will be no improvement in the NA
of the 1st focus, and consequently no improvement in the NA of the 2nd. However, we could
modify the optical setup so that the SLM is not required to impart such a large focal power.
The focal power could be introduced using a cylindrical lens to produce the 1st line focus
and the SLM could instead be used to apply much smaller 1-D focus terms, conjugated to the
surface of the cylindrical lens via an additional 4-f relay. Tangential to these points we suggest
removal of the SLM throughput through the implementation of either an aperture-filtered
additional phase slope (in the case of the SLM-produced line focus) or a pinhole-filtered
blazed grating (in the case of the SLM conjugated to the cylindrical lens surface). All of these
steps would collectively ensure the beam is fit-for-purpose as an A-SPIM illumination beam.
Following this, we could begin imaging of tissue phantoms or biological samples and
produce our proposed feature-specific optically sectioned images. With custom SLM control
software operating in a closed loop with an imaging camera, the focal curvature could be
controlled ‘live’ in the sample, adapting to different sample curvatures in real-time. The edges
of the SLM array could be ‘switched off’ by removing the phase slope or blazed grating in
that region in order to reduce the width and thus the NA of the beam to control the sectioning
ability and the sheet extent in the sample plane.
Once feature-specific optical sectioning has been demonstrated we suggest using the
A-SPIM system for sample-based focal compensation. Premature focusing of local regions of
the light sheet can be caused by optical features within a biological sample. In the example
of a zebrafish eye we may want to image the retina down-stream of the eye lens rather than
the epithelium which instead is on the lens surface. The A-SPIM illumination beam could be
used to introduce a focal power that opposes the focal power introduced in the light sheet by
the eye lens, allowing the light sheet part of the illumination beam to be at the desired retinal
location. We also suggest a further incarnation of the A-SPIM system where alternate rows of
the SLM are switched off in order to introduce a periodic striped structure into the light sheet
illumination. This would allow images to be obtained with a higher lateral resolution than
that achievable by conventional SPIM imaging through post-processing by using HiLo or, if
the stripes are uniform enough, structured illumination microscopy (SIM) techniques. Both




Individual features-of-interest within biological specimens can often possess a distinct
topological curvature in the observation plane of a microscope system. A fluorescence
microscope system widely-adopted for rapid 3-D imaging of biological specimens is the SPIM.
In SPIM the fluorescent excitation is provided by optics which introduce the illumination beam
into the sample along an excitation axis which is perpendicular to the axis of fluorescence
detection. A cylindrical lens is used within the illumination optics to focus the beam in one
axis, whilst keeping the beam collimated in the other. This produces a light ‘sheet’ at the focus
of the illumination beam which typically has dimensions that span several cellular features
of a sample at once, across the observation plane. As the excitation at the focus is restricted
to a thin plane which intersects the orthogonal observation axis, the system can produce
optically-sectioned images of the sample. Gaussian optics dictates that as the length of the
light sheet along the illumination axis becomes shorter, the thinner the focal waist of the sheet
becomes. The use of a higher NA illumination beam therefore provides an improvement
in optical sectioning across a smaller region of the observation plane. Thus, fewer cellular
features can be better optically-sectioned by using an illumination beam with a higher NA.
However, since many features-of-interest are typically curved, the focal region of the light
sheet must spatially coincide with this feature in order to take advantage of this improvement
in imaging across the entirety of a single curved feature. We refer to such a SPIM with an
adaptively-curved illumination beam as an A-SPIM system.
In thisworkwehave designed and tested anA-SPIM illumination beam. Wehave explained
the necessity of using an adaptive optical element to produce light sheet illumination with a
customisable and continuous focal curvature, adopting a SLM as our chosen adaptive optical
element. The shape of the overall light sheet has been recorded using the beam profiling
camera probe presented earlier in Chapter 5, and we have demonstrated how the applied
focal curvature shape can be matched to the dimensions of circularly-curved features with
a range of different radii. Our ability to examine the overall quality of the A-SPIM light
sheet was limited by the mechanical dimensions of the beam profiling camera sensor array,
though we were able to determine maximum limits on the dimensions of the light sheet:
a focal extent length of 30 µm and a sectioning thickness of 3 µm at most. We have made
several suggestions for future work with a completed A-SPIM system, including a thorough
assessment of the A-SPIM beam’s illumination quality, an alternative optical layout in the
case of poor performance of our current system, and further improvements to the system’s




This final chapter summarises the three optical instruments presented in this thesis: Namely,
1. an adaptive optics (AO) demonstration system;
2. a camera probe used in conjunction with a high dynamic range (HDR) imaging/recon-
struction procedure; and
3. a beam shaping optical setup that can match the focal region of light sheet illumination
to a curved surface.
A summary of each is given in the sections below.
7.1 Summary: An AO demonstration system
In Chapter 4 we presented a closed-loop AO system that performed aberration correction
for a simulated telescope and microscope. The system was built to be visually attractive,
portable, sturdy, and light efficient to ensure successful continuous operation at day-long
public science demonstrations. Additionally, the system was built almost entirely out of
off-the-shelf components such that the design could be reproduced by other research groups
within the AO community wishing to improve their public outreach potential.
The system performed wavefront sensing via a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor
(SHWFS), using a reference laser beam that was coupled into the beam path of the imaging
optics as the wavefront sensor (WFS) light source. A push-pull electrostatic membrane
deformable mirror (PPDM) with a large circular aperture was used as the corrective optical
element in the closed loop system and was also used to introduce large-stroke aberrations into
the beam using randomly-generated actuator voltages. These randomly generated aberrations
were intended to simulate the high-amplitude low-Zernike-mode order wavefront errors
typically encountered in microscopy, whilst also allowing step-by-step AO correction to be
witnessed by participants. A freely-rotating phase screen (TPP) which approximated the
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effect of frozen-flow Kolmogorov turbulence was used to impart dynamic aberrations into the
imaging system to simulate atmospheric degradation of ground-based telescopes. The TPP,
PPDM, and WFS were all located in optical planes conjugate to the imaging lens pupil.
The system has so far been used for demonstration at several science festivals, at one of
which the participants were presented with a feedback questionnaire. The feedback that
was collected demonstrates the success of our system in bringing AO to a wider audience in
an engaging and digestible fashion. We regard the instrument in this project as completed;
future work may be undertaken to publish the software, component list, optical layout and
instructions for construction and system operation as an online web resource, allowing other
groups to build a similar system in both a time and cost efficient way.
7.2 Summary: HDR camera probe
In Chapter 5 we presented the development of a minimally-invasive camera probe that
allowed the 3-D intensity profiles of fluorescence microscope illumination beams to be
reproduced with a high dynamic range over spatial scales that were previously difficult to
observe. A sequential exposure HDR imaging procedure was used in conjunction with a flux
reconstruction algorithm we developed to extend the imaging capabilities of the miniature
camera sensor (a re-purposed low-cost endoscope) used in our device. This flux reconstruction
algorithm was developed in order to obtain a quantified measure of the incident flux at the
sensor array, reproducing a wider range of flux values with highly-reduced quantization noise
than was available when using the sensor in standard operation.
We calibrated the camera sensor to a wide quantified range of incident flux in order to
determine the radiometric response of the device. We found that the response of the camera
sensor could be described by a general polynomial equation. The parameters of this equation
took different values for each of the pixels across the sensor array due to the inhomogeneous
sensor performance, presumably due to the extremely small (1 mm by 1 mm) dimensions of
the fabricated sensor array (250 pixels by 250 pixels). These calibration parameters were then
used to computationally determine the best quantified estimate of the flux incident at a single
pixel from a set of sequential exposure images.
The success of beam profiles taken using our device is limited by both the sensor itself
and the software we used. In terms of the sensor itself: lateral resolution was limited by the
pitch of the pixel array of the sensor and the radiometric response of some pixels was not
well described by our general polynomial approach, thus causing unreliable flux values to
be reconstructed at these pixels. Both of these effects are direct consequences of the sensor’s
manufacturing; a sensor with smaller pixels and a more homogeneous response would cause
a direct improvement in resolution and beam profile quality, though such a sensor is not
currently commercially available with the minimal dimensions we require. The software
caused the imaging and reconstruction processes to extend over long durations which limited
the usability of the procedure for rapid beam analysis. Custom control software with speed
optimisation would immediately improve the device’s prospect in this regard as the software
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we used was not optimised for rapid performance. The imaging duration could in theory be
reduced down to approximately the sum of all of the sequential exposure durations. Fewer
exposure durations could be used in order to reduce the overall imaging duration further at
the expense of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for certain flux levels and a coarser quantisation
resolution. The reconstruction duration is limited by the computing time required by the
numerical procedure that determines the flux value at each pixel. Improved reconstruction
speed could be achieved by using a less accurate and computationally simpler estimate of
the flux by simply scaling the recorded signal at each pixel by the corresponding exposure
duration in parallel and summing this over the entire sequence of exposures. Such an estimate
would not take the response of the sensor into account and thus would be far less accurate
than our procedure, but could be performed on a much shorter time scale. Nonetheless
the beam profiles taken using our device and HDR procedure can reproduce the incident
flux with a continuous dynamic range of over 104 : 1 and a pseudo-logarithmic quantisation
resolution and the device has been used to observe the illumination beam geometry in several
operational microscope configurations.
7.3 Summary: SLM-shaped light sheets with focal curvature
In Chapter 6 we presented a method of alteration to the focal geometry of static light sheet
illumination through the use of a spatial light modulator (SLM). The main aim of this
investigation was to enhance the optical sectioning of specific specimen features within a
single/selective plane illumination microscope (SPIM) by matching the thinnest possible light
sheet to the specific position of curved surfaces of interest within a specimen. As an example
we illustrated this for the lens epithelium of a zebrafish eye. We used the SLM to produce the
phase profile of a cylindrical lens to create a static light sheet focus; this was in turn re-imaged
by a 4-f configuration of a tube lens and microscope objective lens to create a light sheet at the
appropriate dimensions for use in a SPIM. To introduce a 1-D curvature in what would be
the observation plane according to the orthogonal axis of observation in a SPIM we altered
the focal length of the cylindrical lens phase profile across the vertical axis of the SLM phase
array. We used the term A-SPIM to define such a SPIM system having an adaptively-curved
illumination beam. The focal length was altered in order to produce a vertical variation in
the light sheet focal position according to a Gaussian curve, the dimensions of which were
specified at the re-imaged focus so that the curvature could be applied according to the known
scale of curved features within the specimen. We determined the amplitude and span of the
Gaussian curve to match well to surfaces with specific curvature radii.
We used the HDR beam profiling camera probe developed in Chapter 5 in order to
investigate the quality of the beam at the re-imaged focus and ascertain the appropriateness of
the applied curvature. However, as the width of the beam at the focus was below the camera
pixel pitch (< 3 µm), coupled with a lateral imprecision of the mechanical translation stage
position used to axially scan the beam profiler, in our initial results the beam quality and
the applied curvature were difficult to determine. An examination of the SLM throughput,
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i.e. the still-collimated portion of the beam power simply reflected by the SLM, within our
beam profiles suggested that re-assignment of the beam profile voxel positions to laterally
re-shift each slice by a small displacement could allow the artifacts caused by imprecision in
the translation stage position to be reduced. We thus performed a centroid-based re-shifting
of each 2-D slice in the beam profiles and noted an immediate improvement in the clarity of
our recorded data. The curvatures of the resulting beams formed using different Gaussian
focal shift amplitudes were then investigated using the voxel-shifted beam profiles. We
demonstrated the appropriateness of a single applied curvature, producing a Gaussian focal
shift at the re-imaged focus with an overall amplitude of 60 µm and span of 120 µm, at
following the surface of circular features with radii of curvature from 60 µm up to 150 µm.
Though our results were limited by the pixel pitch of the camera sensor we estimated the
A-SPIM illumination beam to have a maximum focal thickness of 3 µm and length (along the
propagation axis) of 30 µm.
We suggest that futurework for this project be concernedwith demonstrating the enhanced
optical sectioning of curved features using this technique. The first step is the construction
of an orthogonal axis observation arm, completing the SPIM setup, and a higher resolution
examination of the beam quality and focal dimensions by imaging point-scanned fluorescent
beads or a fluorescent sea. If the quality of the beam is poor then modifications to the optical
setup of the A-SPIM illumination arm may be required: Excess phase wrapping on the SLM
may have contributed to optical artifacts in the beam; a smaller overall phase variation across
the SLM could be used whilst keeping the focal dimensions the same by using a cylindrical
lens in the setup to form the line focus and using the SLM to only adjust its focal length rather
than forming the focus entirely. Different test specimens with pre-defined curvature radii, e.g.
fluorescent spheres or glass beads in agarose, could be illuminated using the A-SPIM beam
and the appropriate Gaussian focal shift can be applied in order to examine how well the
focal curvature matches to the curved features within the specimen. Following a successful
demonstration of the light sheet curvature in test specimens we would then investigate the
improved sectioning of biological features using our A-SPIM system. A final remark regarding
the use of an SLM rather than a DM is the added benefit of potential light sheet structuring.
Alternating rows of the SLM can be ‘switched off’ to remove their contribution to the overall
light sheet profile. A HiLo or structured illumination imaging and post-processing procedure
can then be used to computationally reduce the effect of scattered light and improve the









Even on the clearest 
nights images of distant 
stars are distorted by the 
Earth’s atmosphere.
We compensate for this distortion using Adaptive 
Optics in front of the camera.
This technique enables 
us to “see” nature as 
never before, be it 
distant galactic clusters 
or beating hearts deep 
within Zebrafish.Live Zebrafish heart without 
Adaptive Optics correction
Live Zebrafish heart with 
Adaptive Optics correction
Galactic center without 
Adaptive Optics correction
Galactic center with 
Adaptive Optics correction
Zebrafish pectoral fin 
without Adaptive Optics 
correction
Zebrafish pectoral fin 
with Adaptive Optics 
correction
Figure A.1: Stand-alone poster for the AO
demonstration system. The poster stands
2 metres tall and is typically placed in an
eye-catching location; intended to initiate an
engaging encounter with the demonstration
at our stall.
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Figure A.2: Four ‘surround’ panel posters for the AO demonstrator system. Each of these
posters decorate the panels surrounding our system, provided such poster panels are available.
These four posters describe what AO can achieve and how it is implemented in both astronomy
and microscopy. The general intention of these posters is to use language appropriate for




Figure A.3: Additional surrounding posters for public demonstrations of AO and SPIM. These
relate specifically to the demonstration instruments and were used together at a science fair
where the AO demonstrator was used alongside a model SPIM system made by John Girkin.
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Figure A.4: Photograph of the AO demonstrator stall at the British Science Festival 2013 at
Newcastle University. The central television screen was set up to play an informative video
presentation about AO. To the right of this is the AO demonstrator and a computer screen
which was connected to the control PC (not pictured). The systems on the left hand side
of the television screen were used to demonstrate fluorescence imaging in SPIM, and were
constructed by John Girkin. The computer screen on the left presented an interactive z-stack of
real zebrafish eye images, taken using our group’s research SPIM system. The small black box
to the right of this contained model fish composed of a fluorescin-epoxy solution which were
illuminated by an LED at the excitation wavelength. A filter gel was affixed to the viewing
window to block light from the illumination LED and allow participants to see the fluorescent
structure within the model fish appear and disappear by switching this light source on and
off. The laptop screen atop the black box behind this shows a webcam image of a fluorescent
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